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WINEGARD HAS PULL!

TR-35 TV OUTLET
TV outlets in a variety of

models for all -channel TV
and FM reception

plus rotor.

Pull enough to bring in those dis-
tant stations-those hard -to -get
channels-pull enough to feed more
than one set! Try Winegard's CW-
980 Color -Wedge VHF -UHF -FM
model, with its optional antenna -
mounted solid state preamplifier,
for the ultimate in TV reception.

Or, for strong -
signal areas, try one
of Winegard's smaller models. They
offer the same high quality, the
same protective gold finish, the
same two-year replacement policy.
If the Winegard name is on the box,
you can be confident it's an antenna
with real "pull"-and that's the
name of the game!

Winegard Accessories
For Complete Systems...

Solid -State Booster -Couplers
for all -channel TV and FM sig-
nals to 2 to 4 sets.

pis

CC -282 COUPLER
All -Channel non -amplified cou-
plers to connect two sets to one
antenna.

FM

1u
H

H

CS -380
BAND SEPARATOR
Band separators to
connect 75 or 300 ohm
downlead to 300
ohm UHF, VHF & FM
terminals.

AC -823B CARTRIDGE
PRE -AMPLIFIER

Antenna -mounted
pre -amplifiers

in 8 models for
all -channel, UHF,

VHF -FM and FM
use, each in its

own weather-
proof housing.

Winegard Antennas
For Trailers and Boats

SR -20T

Specially designed SENSAR
solid-state antenna for boats &
recreational vehicles-extra
strong construction.

Winegard's new "Hideaway"
Travel antenna for trailers,
boats, campers, folds like an
umbrella for travel!

Winegard Company -3000 Kirkwood Street  Burlington, Iowa 52601 WINIEGARD
TELEVISION SYSTEMS

. . . for more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card



TV TUNER SERVICE
VHF, UHF, FM or IF-Subchassis.. .

. . . All Makes

You owe it to yourself
to try P.T.S. We are the fastest growing, oldest and now the
largest tuner service company in the world. Here is what
you get:

1. Fastest Service - 8 hr. - in and out the same day. Overnight
transit to one of our six plants, for parts, tuners or 1F -modules.

2. All tuners cleaned inside and out, repaired, realigned and air
tested.

3. On IF -modules all stages checked, all traps set with high calibre
test equipment.

4. Fine Quality! Your customers are satisfied and you are not
bothered with returning your units for rework!

5. Lower Cost! Up to $5.50 les than other tuner companies!
6. Friendly, helpful personalized service!

port.
7ast 8 hi:service!

1 YEAR GUARANTEE

FIRST TO OFFER 365 -DAY GUARANTEE!
COLOR-BLACK & WHITE-TRANSISTOR TUNERS-ALL MAKES
GUARANTEED COLOR ALIGNMENT-NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE

We offer you finer, faster...
Precision

Tuner Service
LIKE TO DO IT YOURSELF?
PTS makes all tuner parts available to you.
Send one dollar (redeemable) for our
TUNER REPLACEMENT GUIDE AND PARTS CATALOG

'60 pages of top information 'Blow-up of all tuners 'Largest
exact tuner replacement guide Antenna Coil Replacement Guide
-Multi-fit Replacement Tuner Shaft Guide

VHF-UHF-FM

UV -COMBO

IF -MODULE

$ 9.95
$16.95
$12.50

Major Parts charged at Nat Price

CUSTOMIZED REPLACEMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR $12.95 UP (NEW OR REBUILT)

For fastest service, send faulty unit with tubes, shields and all broken parts to:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
HOME OFFICE-P. 0. Box 272-Bloomington. Ind. 47401
EAST- P. 0. Box 3189-Springfield, Mass. 01103
WEST COAST- P. 0. Box 41354-Sacramento, Calif. 95841
MOUNTAIN- P. 0. Box 4145-Denver, Colo. 80204
SOUTHWEST- P. 0. Box 7332-Longview, Tex. 75601
SOUTHEAST- P. 0. Box 6771-Jacksonville, Fla. 32205

. . . for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card

Tel. 812;824-9331
Tel. 413;734-2737
Tel. 916/482-6220
Tel. 303;244-2819
Tel. 214 753-4334
Tel. 904/389-9952
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Look for the PTC
Please the Customer
Semiconductor Mart
at your Mallory Distributor's.

PTC SEMICONDUCTOR MART

THE SEMICONDUCTOR MART. Here's the quick, easy
way to get the replacements you need. It's the best assortment
of the hottest semiconductors around. Transistors, diodes, multiple
diode packages, zener diodes and integrated circuits included.

THE FAMOUS MALLOBIN WAREHOUSE.
With the semiconductors most needed by service technicians.

FREE copies of the very latest cross-referenced
Semiconductor Product Guide.

Clear, concise product data on the packages makes your choice easy. And
Mallory quality, versatility, and dependability make every choice a good one.

You know what you need.
Now you know where to find it.
MALLORY

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
a division of P. R. NIALLOBY & CO. I N('.
Box 1284. Indianapolis. Indiana 40200: Telephone: 317-0:845:35:3

. for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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Give them the picture
they paid for with RCA
antennas and rotators.
A great combination for great reception-and great sales. Because you cover
all reception requirements...UHF, VHF/FM or UHF -VHF combinations...color or
black-and-white...metropolitan or fringe areas...with the full line of RCA Permacolor
antennas and RCA rotators. Each Permacolor antenna is precision engineered,
easy-to-install-a top quality performer. Every RCA rotator features dynamic turning
power and pin -point accuracy. Plus handsome styling for maximum customer appeal
And RCA antennas and rotators were developed with the space age techniques and
thorough testing that have made the RCA name famous.

So give your customers the picture they paid for with the name RCAthey can rely on... RCA. The extra feature that means more
sales for you. At your RCA Parts and Accessories distributor.

Parts and Accessories, Deptford. New Jersey 08096
... for more details circle 12$ on Reader Service Card
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EDITORIAL

Burning Our Bridges

Being as
human as
everyone else, I
.1m, of course,
somewhat
sensitive to
criticism.. .
but never to such
a degree that I
will run away
from a good
fight!

From a comment such as this, some
readers that do not know me
personally might jump to the false
conclusion that I might be one of
those out -spoken characters with an
oppressive personality that dominates
every situation and conversation.
However, those that have met me
report quite the opposite, indicating
that I spend so much time just
listening that they wonder if I am ever
going to present a personal view. (So
much for wasted space concerning my
own personality.)

Occasionally your editor receives a
friendly chiding from association
people-particularly from those
involved in the CET program-
complaining about our publication of
letters critical of their goals. We also
print an occasional letter that is
critical of your editor and the contents
of this magazine. Such a letter has
been included in this month's issue,
and we expect to continue our policy
of printing the majority of the
responsible letters received-whether
or not they agree with the views of your
editor. To do otherwise would be to
impose a sort of censorship that would
be a discredit to our publication. We
might not agree with what all our
readers say, but we will certainly
defend their right to say it.

This publication has been extremely
strong in its support of our professional
associations (particularly in the
monthly Editorials, which need not
represent the views of anyone but your
editor). In fact, such support has been
so strong that one friend at a recent
board meeting suggested that it might
be safer if these Editorials were
printed on asbestos. However, despite
our strong support, we realize that

there is another side to every position
. .. a side that can be presented in our
Letters to the Editor Column.

Your editor feels that basically this
world contains but three groups of
people: Those that support a particular
concept or its adaptation, those that
oppose it, and those that appear
devoid of any serious convictions.
(We would define a neutralist as one
that supports a seemingly neutral
position, rather than devoid of any
position.) The so-called "silent
majority" (as defined prior to its use
by Vice President Agnew) in this
country or the "masses" in Russia
represent the unconcerned that allow
themselves to be directed like sheep.
These are the people that make a
Hitler possible.

At one time I was the editor of a
publication that was basically for
engineers in another field. Those
subscribers used to exasperate me for
their failure to respond-quite unlike
the readers of this publication. As a
deliberate plot to provoke them into
expressing at least some personal
viewpoint, I reprinted a speech
concerned with the Supreme Court's
failure to allow a decision that would
have permitted the flow of more
natural gas to California. The author
of that speech spoke of this as an
"Alice in Wonderland" situation. I
supplemented the article with
appropriate illustrations of Supreme
Court Justices using line drawings
from a 19th Century edition of the
original novel. Not one engineer was
provoked into a response!

In regard to an editorial that
displeased some of his readers, the
editor of another publication that also
serves our industry gave the excuse
that "his girl" wrote it and there
wasn't time for him to read it prior to
publication. Such is not the case with
the editor of this publication. Every
Editorial bearing my signature is
written by me. Not only do I write it,
I personally proofread it in galley,
dummy and page -proof form. Thus,
except for some unforeseen printer's
error, every word attributed to me is
my own-and I have had every
opportunity to change it. It is my

fault if it is wrong. Thus I do burn
my bridges behind me. There can be
no excuse that I did not know exactly
what I said!

Your editor makes no claim of
always being on the right side of every
issue. He merely claims that "this is
the 'truth' as he sees it!" Every
attempt is made to be accurate, fair
and in the best interest of the majority
of our readers. However, it is our
readers who must digest this
information and make the final
judgement.

Despite some very minor reader
opposition, we do intend to continue
our efforts to improve the technical
competency of the electronic
technician, the business skills of the
service dealer, and to support the
professional trade associations that
are dedicated to this same purpose. It
is your editor's belief that those
readers not benefiting from all three
of these goals will be adequately
enough served by the remaining two to
warrant their continued use of our
publication.

We cannot possibly all have the
same needs and opinions. But,
whatever our opinions, let us hope
that they are formulated out of reason
rather than from blind prejudice or
for merely selfish ends. And let us be
willing to exchange viewpoints with
others of different positions. It is far
better that we express our views, that
we work to achieve the goals that we
believe in and burn a few bridges
behind us-even when in error-than
it is to be like the man who's
gravestone read: "Here lies a man
who displeased no one. Born:
January 1, 1859. Died: ?"
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NEW FINCO
qtemAP0A49.:

HOME TVIFM
MULTIPLE SET  SOLID STATE

AMPLIFIERS
Amplifies TV -FM signals

for distribution to
every set in the house!

 For COLOR, Black & White, FM Stereo

 Five different models for every
reception requirement.

G-922
82 Channel
TV plus FM

300 ohm system
... VHF -UHF -FM

. 300 ohm input and four
300 ohm outputs using twin lead wire.

List $43.95

G-923
82 Channel
TV plus FM

G-924
82 Channel

TV plus FM

75 ohm system
. VHF-UHFFM

... 75 ohm input and four
75 ohm outputs using coaxial cable.

List $46.95

75 ohm system
. VHF -UHF -FM

. 75 ohm input and a single
/5 ohm output using coaxial cable.

List $45.95

G-920
VHF TV plus FM

300 ohm system
TV Channels 2-13

and FM . . 300 ohm input
and four 300 ohm outputs using

twin lead wire.

G-921
VHF TV plus FM

List $33.95

75 ohm system
. TV Channels 2.13

and FM .. . both 75 ohm
and 300 ohm inputs and four

75 ohm outputs using coaxial cable.
List $39.95

Write Dept. ETD -3 for Catalog No. 20-594

The FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street

Bedford, Ohio 44146
. for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card

LETTERS

Reader comments concerning past
feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

Simple Transistor Tester
Worth Passing Along

I came across a simple transistor
tester that may be worth passing along.

Almost every transistor checker that
I have come across has too many
functions for the working technician
that wants to know if the thing is good
or bad. When in the field, I couldn't
care less about Ico, Icco, IcEs, IE0, heo,
etc.

In the Navy we used a VOM con-
nected from collector to emitter to ob-
tain a reading, and then shorted the
base to the emitter. If the resistance
went up, the transistor was good. This
was an excellent, easy way to test
transistors-at least germanium tran-
sistors. Most silicon transistors have
too high an emitter -to -collector re-
sistance.

But I have found that with just two
resistors and an ohmmeter almost any

POP

NPN

PNP

+ NPN

transistor or FET can be accurately
tested. And with some experience,
gain can be approximated, transistors
can be matched, etc.

No batteries or switches are neces-
sary since current is obtained from
the ohmmeter.

Varying potentiometer R2 causes
the transistor to go from saturation to

cutoff, the ohmmeter reads the "trans-
fer" of "resistance"-a high resistance
at cutoff and a low resistance at sat-
uration.

For an FET, the procedure is simi-
lar. The bias is varied in the drain
lead, but the results are similar.

BARRY ANDERSON, CET

PNP

More Satellite Information
I read with interest your November

editorial titled "Space Age Neighbor,"
concerning "Anik," the Canadian Do-
mestic Satellite. Since you invited
readers to send in any available infor-
mation on reception of the TV signals,
types of antennas used, signal frequen-
cies, etc., I thought you might be in-
terested in some of the following:

1. The communications system oper-
ates in the 6GHz band on the up -
path and 4GHz band on the
down -path.

2. The available bandwidth is di-
vided into 12 separate RF chan-
nels spaced 40MHz apart, each
channel having a useful band-
width of 36MHz. There will be
10 channels normally in opera-
tion, with the remaining two used
for stand-by operation.

3. The 12 channels in the satellite
"receive band" start with Channel
1 on a center frequency of
5945MHz, Channel 2 is on
5985MHz . . . and so on up to
Channel 12 with a center frequen-
cy of 6385MHz.

4. The satellite "transmit band"
continued on page 10
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This tube has a 1 -Year Warranty.
This tube has a 2 -Year Warranty.
This tube has a 3 -Year Warranty.

The choice is up to you.
Now, you' -e the one to decide the best type

of customer warranty for Sylvania Color Bright
85® replacement tubes.

The one-year warranty is basic. GTE Sylvania
gives you that.

But, through your distributor, you can offer a
2- or 3 -year warranty for just a little exra cost.

No matter which warranty you offer, it's
backed up all the way.

The whole idea of this program is to give you

and your customers an added incentive for using
Color Bright 85 replacement tubes.

Now, you can offer your customer the war-
ranty that suits both of you best.

Or better yet, you can offer him all three.
Talk to your GTE Sylvania distributor to get

full details.
Sylvania Electronic Components, 100 First

Ave., Waltham, Mass. 02154

SYLVANIA
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You'll win new
customers
with
SK 3122.
Because it's the fast, easy way to
put premium performance in over
2,800 different sockets. And that's
the best way to give better service
and get more customers.
Try it and see. Contact your RCA
Distributor today. Ask him, too,
for the new RCA SK Replacement
Guide SPG-202N. It cross-refer-
ences the entire SK line of 156
devices to replace over 51,000 for-
eign and domestic types.
RCA I Electronic Components
Harrison, N.J. 07029

ReaElectronic
Components

LETTERS ...
continued from page 8

channels have center frequencies
of 3720MHz (Channel I),
3760MHz (Channel 2), . . . up
to 4160MHz (Channel 12).

5. The system utilizes FREQUEN-
CY MODULATION for all com-
munication services. Eventually,
pulse coded modulation (PCM)
may be used for analog voice
channels.

6. The satellite features a minimum
effective radiated power of 33dBw
per RF channel in a beam cover-
ing the whole of Canada (and the
northern U.S.A., as you indi-
cated). In order to allow the use
of non -tracking antennas at the
earth stations, close control of the
satellite's position is provided
( -±- 0.1° longitudinal drift con-
trol).

7. Initial plans call for the placing
of two satellites in orbit, with a
third one launched when required
to replace a failed satellite or ac-
commodate system growth.

8. As I understand, seven of the 10
available channels are already in
customer service, some of the cus-
tomers being the CBC (three
channels: two in English and one
in French), CN/CP, and Bell
Canada.

9. TV service is provided both to
network stations in southern Can-
ada and to remote areas in north-
ern Canada; while message traffic
service is provided between main
centers in southern Canada and
between remote communities in
northern Canada.

10. Each RF channel is capable of
supporting up to 960 one-way
voice circuits or one color -TV
video signal and two 5kHz audio
circuits.

11. Network TV stations provide for
the transmission and reception of
TV signals of sufficient high quali-
ty to be used by the CBC domes-
tic network. There are six stations
of this type located near St.
John's, Newfoundland; Halifax,
Nova Scotia; Montreal, Quebec;
Winnipeg, Manitoba; Regina, Sas-
katchewan; and Edmonton, Al-
berta. Each of these stations is
equipped with a 33.3 -ft dish an-
tenna that provides over 50dB of
gain. The antenna feeds a para-
metric amplifier.

12. Remote TV stations provide for
the reception of TV signals in re-
mote communities that are not
connected into the terrestrial mi-
crowave relay network. These re-
mote communities arc usually

equipped with a low -power TV
transmitter which provides limited
coverage of the surrounding area.
There are 24 stations of this type,
and they make available to remote
centers the same TV programming
as is available in the larger popu-
lation centers. Each station is
equipped with a 26 -ft diameter
dish antenna and parametric am-
plifier. Antenna gain is 48.5dB.

13. Because the ERP from the satel-
lite is only 33dBw (transmitter
power of 7dBw, i.e. 5w, aug-
mented to 33dBw by the antenna
gain), and because the satellite is
so distant (22,000 miles above the
equator), it appears to me that
actual signal strength on the earth
is too weak for citizens to pick
up directly with limited facilities.
And even with high -gain antennas
and high -gain low -noise front ends
giving an acceptable s/n ratio,
there would still be the problem
of converting the 36MHz wide
frequency -modulated microwave
signal into a standard 6MHz
channel with the usual AM pic-
ture carrier and FM sound car-
rier for ordinary VHF or UHF
receivers.

14. So it appears that our domestic
satellite was not meant for direct
signal pick-up by the public, but
for reception by elaborate ground
stations from which the TV sig-
nals can be distributed by local
re -broadcasting or by cable TV to
nearby communities, or put on the
national network for coast -to -
coast distribution.

I hope that the above information
answers some of your questions. Fur-
ther data on the Telesat system may
be obtained by writing to Ottawa, On-
tario and asking for a copy of "Tel -
Sat" (Technical Pamphlet TC-72-005,
Issue No. 1, December 1972). It is an
excellent 60 -page publication which
contains a wealth of data on our do-
mestic satellite system, the spacecraft,
satellite control, earth stations and
communication networks, complete
with several maps and photographs.
The address is:

TeleSat Canada
333 River Road
Ottawa, Ontario
KIL 8B9

Much of the data in the 14 points
above was obtained from this bro-
chure.

LAMBERT C. HUNEAULT, CET

Educational TV Satellite
I am following the TV satellite de-

velopment with great interest and
hope you stay on top of this subject.
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We understand that some five inter-
mountain states have set up a fund-
this includes Idaho-for a satellite for
educational purposes. So the public
will he served. It's about time.

I have followed the CATV situation
for years. They have their limitations,
but I do not like their attitude toward
the public.

ED PRATT

Every Coin Has Two Sides
I could ignore this and be one of

the silent majority, but since I have
been a subscriber to ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/ DEALER for 23 years, I
feel I have to get this off my chest.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN was the best
there was for many years, but I am
sorry to say that I no longer feel that
way.

I am interested in technical infor-
mation, not some "Archie Bunker"
wasting space telling me how great
some organization or CET program is,
or how great it is to be independent.
These things are fine for some but not
for everyone.

Many years ago I belonged to a
union but I did not feel independent.
I want to be judged on how well I do
my job, not what a union president
can get for me. Unions are fine for
some, but I prefer merit. OK?

As for CET, I could add a page
of letters after my name but what
good would it do? I think it is per-
formance that counts-if you are in-
dependent or work for a large com-
pany. It is how fast and how well you
do your work, not how many degrees
you have, that rings the cash register.

As for being independent, or should
we say self employed, what is so great
about it? Are the independents really
that independent? I don't think so. I
have worked for both and I will take
the company owned service. Again I
say, this is not for everyone, but let's
compare.

I work a 40 -hr week with 11/2 time
for all overtime-where before it was
can to can't. I get paid holidays with
my family, where before it was not
unusual to be called out on these days.
I now get four weeks of vacation.
What independent can close for four
\veeks and still get paid for it? I now
have a paid retirement plan and in-
surance, where there had been none
before. I now work on only one brand,
not every make or model that may
come in. I have company paid train-
ing, not just what I could get on my
own. My pay is as good, not counting
my benefits, as I could get in a small
shop. Job security is better as I don't
worry about the owner selling the
business or retiring, or maybe turning

it over to someone who doesn't like
the way I look.

What I am trying to point out is
that every coin has two sides. I have
good friends who are independent.
Some belong to organizations, some
have college degrees, but I don't con-
demn them and they don't condemn
me-so why should you? There is
more than enough service business for
everyone, so there is no reason for
anyone to be for or against any per-
son, company or brand. Friendly com-
petition is the way it should be, and
to each his own way.

N. N. JONES

There Has Been
Considerable Improvement

There has been considerable im-
provement in ELECTRONIC TECHNI-
CIAN/DEALER since you took over as
Editor. Especially I appreciate the
listing of the authors of your articles,
something that wasn't done prior to
your editorship. Personally I am much
more apt to read an article on most
any subject by an author I know and
respect, than I am to read an article
on a subject of immediate interest and
concern written anonymously or by a
completely unknown author (un-
known, that is until he establishes a
reputation).

BURTON HOLLEY

A Few Words of Praise
Just a few words of praise for the

fine work and service of ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/ DEALER magazine to
those engaged in the electronics field.
Personally, I congratulate you for
your stand on satellite TV systems and
on your continuous effort to upgrade
the television technician's image to the
public.

Working in a television station for
the Spanish speaking people here in
San Antonio, Texas and holder of a
First Class Radiotelephone license, I

support and believe in the CET Pro-
gram. No matter how you look at the
issue, it is a proof of reliability, skill
and professionalism of the individual
holding the certification. Keep up the
good work.

I am preparing myself for the CET
Examination. Also, I would like to see
in your magazine an article on tran-
sistorized ignition systems.

JUAN S. SANCHEZ

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.
Please enclose a complete address label

from one of your recent issues.

Profits
grow faster
with
SK 3016.
It's all you need to put top -of -the
line quality in nearly 2,600 replace-
ments. With it, you can offer more
on -the -spot service and build better
business efficiency all down the
line. It's just one of RCA's 156 SK
devices that can replace over
51,000 different foreign and do-
mestic types.
See your RCA Distributor today.
He'll give you the full story on SKs
and your copy of the new RCA SK
Replacement Guide SPG-202N.
RCA I Electronic Components
Harrison, N.J. 07029

RCAElectronic
Components
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Call-backs are just what you and your customers' don't want.
Once you install the B -T Horizon VHF two -set ampli-
fier, you can forget it, because it's quality built to be
reliable. It's the mast -mounted amplifier that thou-
sands and thousands of TV installers have found
"stays on the roof:'

What makes Horizon so reliable? Solid-state, trouble-
free circuitry. Four-way lightning and surge protection.
Temperature compensation for all-weather reliability,
and two individual amplifier circuits-one for Ch. 2-6
and the other for Ch. 7-13.

But the Horizon would not stay on the roof long if it didn't perform. And
perform it does. It's back -matched for clearer color pictures. The patented ICEF
circuit delivers wide dynamic range so that strong signals won't overload weak
ones. It delivers more than ample gain for weak to medium signal areas for up
to two TV sets.

And these are the reasons that made the Horizon one of the fastest and best
sellers ever, and once it's sold, forget it. B -T has the industry's broadest line
of home and MATV TV signal amplifiers-indoors and outdoors.
Available from Blonder -Tongue distributors.

For solutions to your reception problems write:
Blonder -Tongue Systems Engineering Dept.
One Jake Brown Rd., Old Bridge, N.J. 08857

BLONDETTONGUE
... for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card

READERS' AID

Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

For Sale
I have a Hewlett-Packard Model

3445A AC/ DC Range unit plug-in for
H -P 3439A -3440A, and 3434A, in
new condition for sale.

S. K. GIBBON
P.O. Box 324
Waltham, Mass. 02154

1 have for sale, a Sencore Transis-
tor/ FET Tester, Model TF-151, which
was purchased recently. Make an of-
fer.

BYRON LADUE
13 Revere Dr.
Rochester, N.Y. 14624

1 have for sale picture -tube rebuild-
ing equipment. All accessories in-
cluded for B/W and color tubes.

EASTERN C.R.T.
73 Selden Blvd.
Centereach, N.Y. 11720

I have Riders Radio Manuals,
Volumes 8 to 21 with index for sale.
Make me an offer.

STANLEY TROCH
290 Main St.
Spotswood, N.J. 08884

1 have 35 assorted copies of Wal-
lace Telaides from the years 1946 to
1958. No reasonable offer refused.

STANLEY TROCH
290 Main St.
Spotswood, N.J. 08884

Business for Sale

I am planning to retire and have a
TV/radio sales and service shop for
sale. The cement block building is 40
by 30 ft with full basement.

1 have
been a Zenith dealer for 15 years with
a good service business. Write for par-
ticulars.

HUBERT SINGLETON
Box 74
Albion, Ind. 46701

Solution Wanted
We have a persistent problem that

no one in our area has solved satis-
factorily. Perhaps a reader has a prac-

continued on page 60
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Sliding Door

Swinging Door

Orly Ford vans have so many bet-
ter ideas that nate vans easier
10 drive, to seiv ce, to use.

Fcrd offers ycu a cncice of ccn-
ventional

iocrE or,
attic
sam
price., 3
al chic side door for cargo han-
ding n crarrpc-d alleys and be-
side loading clpcks. Three sepa-
rate tracks-at top, bottorr End
cever- give triige- ike support
for E old, smooch one -hand ocera-
tian and tight copr seat.
Shunter outside, easier to park
Ccnpared to other makes v-iti
si-nilar loadsdace, Econclines
have significartly ess owe -a I

le-rg:h for better maieuverao lity
in city-deliverN operat ons.

Easy, out -from servicing. Routine
service points a -e
eight Et hand under
convenient outside
hoo:: water, oil,

7 battery, wiper
motor, voltage reg-

ulator master cylin-
der, and many others.

Strong, Twigs -I -Bea m Independent
Front St.spension - Ford's exclu-
sive des gn smooths the going for
both load and
dr ver. Two
-orged stee
-beam
axles provide strerq:h and dura-
3ility; wide wheel stance means
stability in gross v. nds.

Wider Et bp for built-ins. Body
sides are more vertical, wider
apart at top tian diner vans. Built-
in units fit DEtter.

Sales leader
for 12 straight years.

Big payloads. Three series, in two
lengths, ofter maximum payload
of cver twc tons.
Encine clear forward. In Ford s
van design
encine is al
the way out
of tie cargo
area. Over
81/2 ft. clear
floor behird
driver's seat,
over 10 ft. in
the SuperVan

FORD
ECONOLINE

VANS
FORD DIUSIDN ord,

Availabdity may be subiect to Elv,ronment al Protection Agency ce, '

... for more Beta is circle 1,5 on Reader Service Card
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This unique, automatic ranging, ac/dc digital multimeter
puts the data right at your fingertips.
The Model 167 Auto -Probe DMM:

measures dc voltage - 1 mV to 1000 volts
measures ac voltage - 1 mV to 500 volts rms
measures resistance - 1 ohm to 20 megohms
measures current - with optional shunts
battery operated (line adapter optional)

It's fast (saves time!), it's accurate, and its readout is right
in the hand-held probe.
The Model 167 Auto -Probe DMM - only $325. Send for
more details.

E 'T
I N s T IR, Li ivr. E ra- T s

S A 28775AURORA ROAD CLEVELAND. E111044139

EUROPE 14. AVENUE VILLARDIN, 1409 PUL Y. SUISSE

TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

Antenna Systems
A 48 -page catalog of antennas, ac-

cessories and electronic reception aids
is said to be the most complete prod-
uct guide to antenna system installa-
tion ever published. It provides data
on several hundred different models
of indoor and outdoor antennas for
VHF, UHF and FM; antenna kits;
mounts and mounting hardware; guy
wire; transmission wire; masting;
chemicals; rotators; UHF converters;
antenna amplifiers; color boosters;
home system amplifiers and distribut-
tion systems; couplers and passive net-
works. MATV  antennas are also fea-
tured. Sales Manager, Channel Master
Div. of Avnet, Inc., Ellenville, N.Y.
12428.

Electronic General Line
Nearly 5000 items in seven differ-

ent product lines are featured in the
new FR -73-74 general line catalog. In-
cluded in the 312 -page catalog are the
following product divisions: GC Elec-
tronics, Walsco, Electrocraft, Ultron-
Magic Color, Telco, Audiotex and
Calectro. GC Electronics, Division of
Hydrometals, Inc., 400 S. Wyman,
Rockford, Ill.

Adhesives
A 6 -page bulletin describes a new

line of improved alpha cyancacrylate
adhesives called Super Instant Weld.
The literature gives detailed informa-
tion on four different types of the quick -
setting, permanent bond adhesives.
Also included is a two -page chart of
specifications concerning setting time,
appearance, viscosity, refractive index,
flash point, etc., as well as application
data as to the best type for use on
various materials and combination of
materials. Oneida Electronic Mfg.
Co., Inc., P.O. Box 558, Meadville,
Pa. 16335.

Electronic Instrumentation
This 52 -page catalog provides de-

tailed descriptions and specifications
for the manufacturer's complete line of
design and lab instrumentation. In-
cluded in the catalog is a new series
of VHF counters; a complete line of
scopes, generators, power supplies and
digital voltmeters. Digital instrumenta-
tion reportedly includes the lowest

continued on page 58
. . for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Card
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Which color TV
needs fewest repairs?

TV servicemen sayZenith.
Here are the questions and answers from

a 175 -city survey of independent TVservice shops.

QUESTION: "In general, of the brands
you are familiar with, which one would
you say requires the fewest repairs?"
ANSWERS: Zenith 30%

Brand A 11%
Brand B 9%
Brand C 5%
Brand D 4%
Brand E 3%
Brand F 2%
Brand G 2%
Brand H 2%
Brand I 1%
Other Brands 3%
About Equal 21%
Don't Know 11%

QUESTION: "In general, of the brands
you are familiar with, which one would
you say is easiest to repair?"
ANSWERS: Zenith 34%

Brand A 25%
Brand B 11%
Brand D 5%
Brand F 4%
Brand E 4%
Brand C 3%
Brand I 1%
Other Brands 3%
About Equal 18%
Don't Know 1%

QUESTION: "If you were buying a new
color TV set for yourself today, which
brand would you buy?"
ANSWERS: Zenith 35%

Brand A 21%
Brand B 12%
Brand D 7%
Brand E 5%
Brand C 4%
Brand F . 4%
Brand G 3%
Brand H 1%
Brand I 1%
Other Brands 6%
Don't Know 9%

N( )TF: Answers iota! re t Ilan 100% because some
servicemen ite I more than ttttt brand.

How the survey was made.
One of the best-known research firms in

America conducted this study of independent
TV servicemen's attitudes toward brands of
color television. Telephone interviews were
conducted wish TV servicemen themselves in
April, 1972, in 175 cities :Tor -1 coast to coast.
To eliminate the factor o' loyalty to a single
brand, the study included only shops which
serviced more than one brand of TV.

We want to hear from you.
We're proud of our record of building

dependable, quality products
But if it snould ever happen that a Zenith

product doesn't live up to your expecta-
tions - or if you would like additional details
of the servicemen's survey -we want to hear
from you. Write to the V ce President, Con-
sumer Affairs, Zenith Fadio Corporation,
1900 N. Austin Ave., Chicago, III. 60639.
We'll give your request ou- personal attention.

At Zenith., the quality ices in before the
name goes or.."

Sinuilated TV picture.

ka4p.w------VirIF
Mc guano focs in

twfort the nt ttttt  gars ot11°



NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Association Merger Meeting
Again Postponed by Chairman

The rescheduled special "sub -committee" meeting called
by Morris L. Finneburgh, Sr., E.H.F., Chairman of the
Joint Merger Committee [the revised scheduling and sub-
stance of this committee was covered in the news story on
page 14 of the February 1973 issue], was to have been held
following the rescheduled NATESA Executive Council
Meeting, held February 3rd and 4th in Kansas City, Mo.

Mr. Finneburgh, Sr., reports that as a result of his not
receiving any response from either Leo Shumavon, Presi-
dent of NATESA, or Frank Moch, Executive Secretary
of NATESA, this second attempt to hold a special meeting
was again postponed.

At its meeting, the NATESA Executive Council went on
record as still being in favor of merger, but declared that
before future Joint Merger Committee Meetings be held
(like the one held in Memphis, Tenn., last September and
described on page 25 of our November 1972 issue) a
"By -Laws" be developed by NATESA for comparison and
analysis with the similar accomplished project by NEA.
The council appointed Bob Harrison as Chairman of
NATESA's "By -Laws" Development Committee.

In speaking with your editor, Mr. Finneburgh, Sr.. in-
dicated that it is his belief that due to the many contradic-
tory statements that have been made concerning their
positions in regard to merger, and the need for more details
concerning how they would wish to relate to an association
resulting from merger; a meeting of these leaders is defi-
nitely a must in order to clear the way for an effective
meeting of the Joint Merger Committee. He has therefore
announced his intention to contact both Mr. Schumavon
and Mr. Moch, requesting that they advise him where and
when they would agree to attend such a sub -committee
meeting. The leaders of NEA have already indicated their
willingness to attend a meeting as called by the Chairman
of the Joint Merger Committee-Mr. Finneburgh, Sr..
[note the news story just below this one].

Mr. Finneburgh, Sr. has requested that we publish his
appeal that all members of both associations write their
association presidents requesting that immediate action be
taken to implement an honorable merger. They are: Mr.
Charles Couch, Jr., CET, President of NEA, 608 N. Main,
Gainesville, Fla. 32601; and Mr. Leo Shumavon, President
of NATESA, 1716 Tyrone Blvd., St. Petersburg, Fla.
33710 (Winter) or 375 Geneva Ave., Dorchester, Mass.
02122 (Summer).

Official News Release States
NEA'S Position Regarding Merger

The following official news release was prepared by the
NEA Board to clarify its current position concerning
NEA/NATESA merger. (Due to the current delicate
merger situation, all of our future news concerning NEA
merger will be issued by the Chairman of the Joint Merger
Committee-Mr. Morris L. Finneburgh, Sr., E.H.F.)
Phoenix, Ariz., January 27, 1973
At the August 1972 Convention in New

Orleans, a resolution was passed sup-
porting a merger between NEA and
NATESA. This was followed at the Octo-
ber NEA Board Meeting in Omaha with a
resolution endorsing its Merger Commit-

tee and authorizing that committee to
take a vote of the NEA membership to
complete a merger with NATESA prior to
the next Joint Convention with NATESA in
Kansas City, Mo., in August 1973.

At today's NEA Board Meeting the NEA
Merger Committee offered the following
resolution:

"NEA is awaiting action from NATESA's
Executive Council regarding the
anticipated merger. NEA strongly
feels that it is to the best interest
of service association members and
the industry as a whole, that NEA
and NATESA continue to work cooper-
atively on current and future indus-
try problems including the coming
August joint convention in Kansas
City, and that NEA and NATESA con-
tinue to seek ways of combining into
a single representative organiza-
tion."

The NEA Board cast a unanimous vote in
support of the above resolution, sup-
plementing it also with the following
resolution:

"We endorse the Leaders and Staff of
NEA and the functions and actions
of our Merger Committee. We
encourage a meeting of these people
with NATESA Leaders as scheduled
by the Chairman of the Joint
Merger Committee."

Statistics Compiled Regarding
CET Exam and ISCET Membership

Some interesting statistics were recently compiled at the
NEA/ISCET Headquarters concerning the number of
people in various states that have taken the CET Exam
and the number of CET's that have joined ISCET as of
December 31, 1972.

Since these statistics indicate the state or nation in which
one passes the exam, and not where a CET is residing, you
will note that in some areas it would appear as though
there were more members of ISCET than CET's-a situa-
tion which cannot exist-some CET's having merely taken
their examination elsewhere or having moved.

The extremely low percentage of ISCET members in
California is currently due to a problem that has been ex-
perienced in getting the California State Electronics Assn.
to approve ISCET Members. This is a problem that we
expect to see resolved in the relatively near future.

ISCET ISCET
Dues Dues

State CET's Paid Not Paid
Alabama 31 5 0
Alaska 2 2 0
Arizona 74 12 4
Arkansas 4 1 0
California 1132 36 14
Colorado 57 13 2
Connecticut 34 8 1

continued on page 18
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Introducing
the expensive digital
multimeter that
doesn't cost a lot.

The B&K Precision Model 281. A solid-state, lab -quality portable instrument
that measures AC/DC voltage, current and resistance.

The state-of-the-art Model 281 shows readings on a large, clear,
21/2 -digit numeric display. It also has positive over -range and reverse -
polarity indication. There's no need to switch leads. You can reverse polarity
at the flick of a switch.

Model 281 readings are faster and more accurate than analog -type
meters. Unlike hard -to -see needle indicators, you can read the large,
illuminated numerals-inclucing the decimal point-from a distance.

Featured are 26 ranges: five DC voltage, 100mV to 1000V, with 1%
accuracy and 10 megohms input impedance; five AC voltage, 100mV to 1000V
RMS, five DC current, 100i1 A to 1A; five AC current, 100P A to 1A; and six
resistance, 10 ohms to 10 megohms.

With built-in protection, the 281 can't be harmed by overload. And for
safety's sake, it has a three -line AC grounded cord.

Everything about the 281 says expensive-except the pirce.
Call your B&K distritutor.

Or write Dynascan Corporat on.

Very good equipment
at a very good price. 169 95

IT  41111'T.=alk. T,T
FUNCTION RAMIE

Product of Dynascan Corporation, 1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60613

. . . for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS...
continued from page 16

ISCET ISCET
Dues Dues

State CET's Paid Not Paid
Delaware 14 4 0
District of Columbia 2 0 0
Florida 173 23 2
Georgia 42 7 3
Hawaii 8 0 0
Idaho 45 7 1

Illinois 143 17 7
Indiana 306 31 13
Iowa 137 25 3

Kansas 124 17 0
Kentucky 123 15 3
Louisiana 33 6 2
Maine 34 4 2
Maryland 39 9 1

Massachusetts 20 6 1

Michigan 45 8 0
Minnesota 15 3 0
Mississippi 16 3 0
Missouri 45 8 0
Montana 3 4 0
Nebraska 124 11 2
Nevada 20 3 0
New Hampshire 2 1 0
New Jersey 32 11 0
New Mexico 3 2 0
New York 80 17 2
North Carolina 68 6 1

ISCET
Dues

ISCET
Dues

State CET's Paid Not Paid
North Dakota 2 0 0
Ohio 180 37 7
Oklahoma 4 1 1

Oregon 353 28 14
Pennsylvania 87 22 3
Rhode Island 8 0 0
South Carolina 11 1 1

South Dakota 5 3 0
Tennessee 21 3 1

Texas 223 21 6
Utah 23 2 0
Vermont 1 1 0
Virginia 52 7 3
Washington 161 14 6
West Virginia 17 3 0
Wisconsin 46 7 1

Wyoming 4 2 0
Argentina 13 0 0
Bermuda 1 0 0
('anada 13 0 0
('hili 1 0 0
Germany 3 0 0
Guam 2 0 0
Mexico 0 1 0
Puerto Rico 1 0 0
South Africa 1 1 0
South Korea 2 0 0
South Vietnam 5 1 1

Thailand 1 0 0
Turkey 1 0 0
Uruguay 1 0 0

continued on page 42

9
ELECTRONIC

TrophyYear
Thanks. Every year that goes by
proves we have the best compet-
itive team going. You, the inde-
pendent serviceman, and Ray-
theon, the largest independent
tube supplier. In 1972, we put to -

gether the best tube year in a lot

of years. It didn't just happen.
Raytheon worked hard to give
you more dependability. You
worked hard to stay ahead of the
competition. Teamwork like
that makes trophy years, every
year. For both of us.

... for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card
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It's like having a
6-1 license to live better!

Compare what you're doing now-auto mechanics,
assembly line, shop work-with the exciting new op-
portunities you can have as a licensed service tech-
nician!

In just 10 years the number of licensed communica-
tions stations has grown from 100,000 to over 2,000,000
-including those for police and fire departments,
airlines, merchant marine, pipeline companies, tele-
phone companies, taxicabs, railroads, trucking firms,
delivery services! And according to Federal law, no one
is permitted to operate or service such communications
equipment without a Commercial FCC License or
without being under the direct supervision of a licensed
operator.

Industry needs licensed technicians
In addition to communications stations, TV and radio,
think of the opportunities in big industry. At leading
companies like Burroughs Corporation, for example,
"The licensed man is the one called upon to handle
the challenging assignments."

Start your own business
If you don't want to work for somebody else, you can
open your own shop or service business. The basic
principles of Electronics you learn in preparing for your
Government FCC License exam will give you the
know-how-and your License will prove it to everybody!

CIE training really works
Why not start preparing for your FCC License right

Joseph E. Perry of Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts passed his license exam and got
a new job with 40% more pay. "I'm now
an Engineering Specialist with National
Radio Company, Inc., testing prototype
equipment. CIE training gave me the
electronics technology I needed to pass
the exam for First Class FCC License. I'm
already earning 40% more than I could
without my CIE training."

Ralph E. Butler, Columbus, Ohio, signed
up for CIE's First Class FCC License course
and completed it while in the Navy. "Now
I'm responsible for transmitter operations
at both WSPO-AM and WVKO-FM. CIE
meant so much to me, I talked two of my
Navy buddies into taking courses."

CIE

More money, better jobs, greater

opportunities...a Government FCC License

gives you a big edge, and CIE has the course

you need to get it...backed by a

Money -Back Warranty.*

now ... in your spare time ... at home ... with a licensing
course from Cleveland Institute of Electronics? CIE's
training has proven so effective that in a recent survey
of 787 CIE graduates, better than 9 out of 10 CIE grads
passed the Government FCC License exam! That's why
CIE can offer their famous Money -Back Warranty:
* When you complete any FCC Licensing course, you
will be able to pass your FCC exam or be entitled to a
full refund of all tuition paid. This warranty is valid
during the entire completion time allowed for your
course-you get your FCC License OR YOUR MONEY
BACK!

APPROVED UNDER G.I. BILL

All CIE career courses are approved for educational
benefits under the G.I. Bill. If you are a Veteran, or in
service now, check box oi reply card or coupon for
G.I. Bill information.

Send for FREE book today

Mail the reply card or coupon today and we'll send
you, absolutely free, our information book on how to
get an FCC License. And we'll include our FREE
illustrated school catalog. For your convenience, we'll
try to have a representative call. If
the reply card and the coupon have
been removed, write: Cleveland
Institute of Electronics, Inc.,
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland,
Ohio 44114.

Cleveland Institute
of Electronics, Inc.

1778 East 17th Street. Cleveland. Ohio 44114
Accredited Member National Home Study Council

Please send me your two FREE books:
1. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial

FCC License."
2. Your illustrated school catalog, "Succeed in Electronics."

Name

Address

flow to get a
Commercial
FCA: license

(Please Print)

City State

0 Veterans and Servicemen: Check here for G.I. Bill information.

_Zip

Er -b5

... for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests w.II be handled promptly.

FIELD STRENGTH METER 700
Offers laboratory features

for field use

An all solid-state portable field strength meter has been
specifically designed for the professional antenna installer.

The Model FSM-4 meter includes separate VHF and UHF
tuners-providing continuous coverage from 54 to

216MHz and from 470 to 890MHz-used for obtaining
signal -strength readings in dBmv and microvolts that are
reportedly accurate from 10/.tv to 100,000p,v. Features

that are said to be normally associated only with
laboratory or bench models include audio output jack;

gold-plated, accurately calibrated attenuator switches; and
7551 type F connector for signal input. The meter is

calibrated to read average signal strength and the entire
unit operates on four standard 9v batteries. Accuracy of

readings in the VHF band are reportedly -±-3dB while
UHF readings are accurate to within ±4dB. The unit

measures 9 in. by 61/2 in. by 4 in. Blonder -Tongue.

FOR MORE NEW PRODUCTS SEE PAGE 49

SWEEP GENERATOR 701
Checks alignment on each VHF TV
channel when used with scope

The Model SMG-12 Sweep Generator has been
designed to be used in conjunction with the
manufacturer's SMG-39 or other equivalent
generator. The combination of the two
instruments permits checking of alignment on
each of the VHF TV channels. Also supplied as
part of the alignment package is the Model
SMG/UHF balanced detector. This device
permits alignment checks on each of the UHF
channels from 14 through 83. The unit is
reportedly supplied with all necessary cables and
probes. Lectrotech Inc.

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 702

Highly accurate portable unit

Introduced is a low-cost portable multimeter that
is said to be highly accurate. The Model 4442
DMM, a battery operated 31/2 digit portable
instrument, is small enough to be carried in a
standard attache case and reportedly features an
accuracy of .05%. The instrument is designed
specifically for field use. It is reportedly light
weight and shock -proofed, and can be carried
anywhere. A self-contained rechargeable battery
pack reportedly provides up to 12 hr of
continuous operation. Some 20 ranges cover
200mv (100µv resolution) to 1000v ac/dc, 20012
(0.112 resolution) to 20M, plus ac and dc current.
Accessory plug-in shunts are available to extend
the ac and dc current ranges. The unit features
solid-state LED readouts, a dual slope high
impedance bipolar A/D converter, a single MOS
LSI plug-in chip for all of the logic circuitry,
autopolarity, automatic blanking of unused
digits to conserve battery life and high impact
case. The instrument is said to be supplied with
four nickel cadmium "C" cells and a battery
charger. Weight 21/2 lb. Weston Instruments.
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As you can see,your Sylvania distributor
has 200 picture tubes in stock.

And they're all in just five Sylvania cartons.
Because our line of five color bright 85XR®

OEM -quality tubes gives maximum coverage of
19V, 21V, and 25V diagonal sets with- a mini-
mum of stock. *

It also means faster service because these Syl-
vania picture tubes are direct replacements You
replace a kimcode with a kimcode, a bonded
with a bonded.

And then, there is the biggest advantage of all :
You can count all your large -screen color tube
needs on the fingers of one hand.

See your local GTE Sylvania distributor for a
complete replacement list. With needs that you

can count on one hand, you can bet he has the
tube you want in his hands.

Sylvania Electronic Components, 100 First
Ave., Waltham, Mass. 02154
*XR23VANP22/

SRE25BGP22 Replaces 53 types
XR23VAQP22/

SRE25BHP22 Replaces 27 types
XR19VABP22 Replaces 22 types
XR18VAHP22 Replaces 82 types
XR18VADP22 Replaces 16 types

CEO SYLVANIA
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New!
RCA
WR-525A
Marker/
Signalyst

46.50
Optional Distributor Resale Price

(not including RCA VS323 or equiv. 9-V battery)

As a Marker
Generator

When used with a sweep
generator, such as the
RCA WR-514A TV Sweep
Chanalyst, WR-525A
provides fundamental
markers needed to
check tuner and overall
RF/IF alignment on all
VHF channels.

As a Signalyst

See your RCA Distributor for
more information. Or write
RCA Test Equipment Head-
quarters, Harrison, N.J.
07029.

... for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card

Modulated with an ex-
ternal video signal, such
as the output of the RCA
WR-515A Master Chro-
Bar Color Bar Generator,
WR-525A provides test
patterns on all VHF and
many UHF channels. Use
these patterns to check
tuner operation and re-
ceiver performance. Also
use them to check CATV
and MATV systems, as
well as closed-circuit RF
distribution systems and
their amplifiers, line-
splitters, and other
components.

Electronic Components
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The Best TV
Signal -Compared

to What?
by Donald K. Collins

Manufacturers are making

antennas better than ever before.

They ought to-there hasn't been a single

earth -shaking development in the

TV antenna field in years.

 For at least five years,
progress in TV antenna
design has been a steady
refinement of known prin-
ciples. Certainly, there
have been many ingenious
applications of these prin-
ciples, among them the
twin -boom or "truss de-
sign" antennas that use
the booms as feedlines in-
stead of using phasing
harnesses to connect end -
fired elements.

Such developments,
however, are fundamental-
ly structural and do not re-
flect any startling increase
in signal capture or gain.

Others have developed
configurations, such as the
wedge, that simultaneously
increase the signal capture
area and add structural
strength and rigidity. Still
others have tackled the
UHF reception problem
with parabolic planar ar-
rays and corner reflec-
tors.
7 he author is Technical
Editor for the
Winegard Company.

Joe Barrio, Denver area MATV co ttractor, connects a down -lead to the
test antenna in preparaticn for cetermining the available TV signal at
an installat on site.

In yet another corner of
the antenna vineyard, a
small group of true be-
lievers has been laboring
to adapt the log -periodic
design to TV reception.
To date, the term "log -
periodic" remains only a
fancy name for a configu-
ration. Indeed, no manu-
facturer makes a true log -
periodic antenna for TV
use at this time. That
makes sense, because al-
most everyone knows that
a true log -periodic anten-
na is broadband, but has
only moderate gain. Even
the design patent met de-
feat at the hands of the
Supreme Court in 1969.

In a garage somewhere,
another John Winegard
may be laboring to pro-
duce another "Electro-
Lens," but don't hold your
breath. For one thing, the
attention of most manu-
facturers has shifted from
the development of really
new antennas to the im-
provement of whole head
ends. Since antenna tech-

nology is far ahead of the
rest of head -end develop-
ment, most are aiming to
bring head -end equipment
up to the level of the an-
tennas they already manu-
facture. Preamplifiers, im-
pedance matching trans-
formers, down -lead and
splitters arc all under scru-
tiny - as are mixer -
equalizers, band splitters
and the like. So, in the
near future, any startling
developments arc more
apt to come in these com-
ponents than in antennas.

Meanwhile, the techni-
cian faces a multitude of
problems that won't go
away, and, indeed, that
arc getting worse every
day.

One of the biggest is
interference, principally
from FM, but also from a
variety of other sources.
A leading manufacturer
recently recognized the
problem with the intro-
duction of a TV antenna
line that claims a high
"interference rejection
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The collapsible mast in the foreground fits
handily in the service truck, ready for use
wherever Joe Barno goes. The 5 -ft. sections of
mast permit quick, convenient height adjust-
ments of the test antenna.

factor." It is unimportant
that this turns out to be a
different way of interpret-
ing front -to -back ratio-
the significant fact is that
this manufacturer, among
others, recognizes that in-
terference is a problem for
the technician who bears
the responsibility of get-
ting his customer a good
picture.

That, after all, is the
name of the game-a
quality picture on the cus-
tomer's screen. All the
fancy equipment in the
world isn't worth two
cents unless it improves
the picture beyond what
the TV -set owner could
get with a pair of rabbit
ears.

So, with the level of
radiation pollution steadi-
ly rising, most manufac-
turers who arc aware of
the technician's problems,
and are concerned about
them, are striving to alle-
viate these problems
through the meticulous
design and manufacture of
their antennas. Not only
arc they getting as much
gain as possible, they arc
choosing design methods
that enhance such criteria
as directivity, impedance

Up goes the top section as Joe Barno prepares
to test signal strength with an antenna cut to
Channel 9. The home owner at this location
has had a weak signal problem on this channel.

matching and front -to -
back ratio. Sure, some
manufacturers play the
numbers game, stating
higher gain figures by
comparing their antennas
to an isotropic radiator,
But that's on a level with
the old gag that goes:
"How's your wife?" and
the other guy says, "Com-
pared to what?"

What arc some of the
problems that plague tech-
nicians, and what can they
do about them?

One of the most bother-
some is "ghosting." There
is an almost infinite vari-
ety of causes of ghosts.
This kind of interference
is a headache because the
TV -set owner can see it.
He might live with a
moderate amount of cross -
modulation or a little
noise in the picture, be-
cause he can ignore them.
But when it comes to
ghosts, they bother his vi-
sion and he complains.

There is one big reason
why ghosts arc more prev-
alent today than they were
several years ago. There
arc more high-rise build-
ings and more sources for
multi -path reception. Al-
most every metropolitan

Rough orientation, once the test antenna is up,
is the first step in determining the direction
for best signal reception.

area has more sources for
multi -path reception than
it did 10 years ago. A
glance at the skyline of
San Francisco or Chicago
will support that. There
are more potential sources
of re -radiation, too.

To the technician,
though, the kind of re-
strictive covenant that
prevails in many new
housing developments to-
day, the one that requires
no TV antennas on the
roof, is nothing but pain.
It means that the antenna
must look through some
attenuating substance that
makes up the roof. And
those foil -backed insulat-
ing batts do a great job
of conserving heat, but
they are absolutely opaque
to RF signals. If you have
to put the antenna inside,
you had better ask about
the insulation.

The plain truth is that
builders do not know what
they're doing to TV recep-
tion. What's more, they
don't generally care. (In
order to care, they would
have to understand RF
characteristics, but their
attention is riveted on
their own problems.)
Combine them with the

environmentalists who are
forcing more and more
antennas under cover, and
the technician often faces
a real test of his technical
knowledge and resource-
fulness.

Caught between these
forces and the TV set
owner who laid out a
bundle for a new color -
TV set and now wants a
good picture, what weap-
ons can the technician lay
his hands on?

Phillip Dahlen, editor
of this publication, has
suggested "peaking up"
an antenna for maximum
gain and interference re-
jection ("The Best Anten-
na," ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN/DEALER, August,
1972.) It takes a fair
amount of expertise to
perform this kind of sur-
gery, and it should be
noted that there are very
few distributors and/or
manufacturers who will
accept such a modified an-
tenna if it is returned for
credit.

Mr. Dahlen also men-
tioned that most manufac-
turers will tailor-make a
"special" to fit peculiar
reception conditions. Most
special antennas are made
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Connecting down lead to

meter, Joe Barno prepares
the field strength
to take readings.

to eliminate rotors and to
solve directivity problems.
As far as gain is con-
cerned, they do not usual-
ly work any better than a
good standard broadband
antenna.

The rub comes with
that term "proper process-
ing." How you, as a tech-
nician, treat or mistreat
that signal after the anten-
na has captured it is a
matter of deep concern to
most manufacturers. That
is why Winegard Com-
pany, among others, runs
14 seminars a year, plus
numerous clinics, to help
the technician keep up
with the state of the sig-
nal -processing art.

Still using 30012 twin -
lead for down -lead? If you
are, you risk direct -signal

While rotating the mast and antenna with his
left hand, Joe Barno watches the field strength
meter to find the direction from which maxi-
mum signal strength is received.

pick-up, and ghosts that
you cannot get rid of. Not
only that, but since most
FM signals arc both hori-
zontally and vertically po-
larized, any long vertical
run of twin -lead is likely
to pick up FM interfer-
ence. Are you doing any-
thing about considerable
differences in received sig-
nal strengths? If not, you
run a strong risk of cross -
modulation and adjacent -
channel interference.

What constitutes an ac-
ceptable signal? As long
as the signal-to-noise ratio
is good, very weak signals
can be made available to
TV -set users. In the Oma-
ha area, for instance,
Alpha Omega Applied
Electronics technicians
regularly make an accept -

CABLE ATTENUATION

Cable Loss per 100 Feet

Type of Cable Channel Channel Channel Channel Channel
2 13 14 48 83

RG-59/U

RG-59/U Foam
RG-11/U

RG-11/U Foam

2.6dB 5.4dB 8.4dB 10.5dB 12.0dB

2.1dB 4.1dB 5.8dB 7.1dB 8.0dB

1.4dB 3.2dB 4.8dB 5.8dB 6.8dB

1.1dB 2.3dB 3.5dB 4.3dB 5.1dB

The fielo strength meter shows 1800gv of sig-
nal available on Channel 9 with the antenna
at optimum orientation. Even with system
losses, Joe Barno calculates that this should
be sufficient to give a good picture on the TV
set without additional amplification.

able picture by TASO
standards out of 70i.cv of
Channel I2-a fringe sig-
nal received from Lincoln,
Neb. Their customers are
pleased and proud to
show off their TV sets to
friends and neighbors.
Isn't that the kind of re-
ferred business we all can
use? They do not use "spe-
cial" antennas, either; just
standard Winegard models
from the SC Series.

Another weapon the
technician can use is his
field strength meter. With
an FSM in your hand,
there is no guess work
about how much signal
the antenna is gathering.
After all, what difference
does it make what the
manufacturer claims for
his Super -Duper Signal
Sucker? The only impor-
tant thing to the man who
has to work with it is the
signal he can get from it,
right? All the wild claims
in the world will not put a
picture on the front of that
tube-only microvolts
coming off that antenna
will!

Proper antenna point-
ing is another reason to
use your FSM. For the
best picture, you need the

strongest signal you can
get on every available
channel. You must deter-
mine the best orientation
for your antenna-and
using a field strength me-
ter is really the only ac-
curate way to determine
this.

If you can mount the
antenna above the roof, so
much the better-you
have an opportunity to
walk the rooftop and find
out where you get the best
signal. Sometimes even a
shift of a foot or two will
make an appreciable dif-
ference in signal, especial-
ly at UHF frequencies.
Walk the roof with a test
antenna (even a test
dipole will do) and your
FSM to determine the
proper placement for your
antenna. This location
may not be the most con-
venient one-you may not
be able to use an caves
mount for your mast, or a
chimney strap. But if you
arc sincerely concerned
about getting the best sig-
nal for your customer, you
will tailor the mounting to
the location where the
best signal is available.

You can also "walk" in -
continued on page 34
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a Versatile Tool for the
Technician by Roland Fetzer

A great amount of service time is often spent needlessly locating a defective
coil or transformer. Ohmmeter checks are frequently inconclusive and do

not show up shorted turns, especially in windings with low resistance.
Replacing unmarked coils can also represent problems. In many instances

just knowing the dc resistance is not enough. It may be necessary to know

the Q and the ac resistance (reactance) of the coil.

 Checking a suspected
coil or transformer usually
involves replacing it with a
known good one-a time
consuming procedure, pos-
sible only if you have the
proper coil on hand. If you
had a laboratory bridge or
Q meter you could mea-
sure the coil parameters
and determine if it is de-
fective, but most service
shops do not have such
equipment.

Ringing will not only
solve these problems, it
can be used to check the
complete horizontal deflec-
tion system in a TV set-
from the horizontal output
transformer to the yoke-
without disconnecting one
wire or component (Fig.
1). Best of all, you already
have the necessary test
equipment in your shop-
your scope.

Every coil is in effect
also a tuned circuit. The
layers of wire on a coil
have capacitance between
each other. Therefore,
each coil represents a
tuned circuit with induc-
tance and some capaci-
tance across it. Schemati-
cally we could show a coil
as a parallel resonant cir-
cuit as in Fig. 2.

Every tuned circuit has
a resonant frequency. If

Fig. 1-Ringing test of a horizontal -output transformer using a pencil -
type signal injector.

we inject energy of the
correct frequency into it,
then the energy will be
passed back and forth be-
tween the inductance and
the capacitance. It will act
in a manner similar to a
ball on a string swinging
back and forth.

This exchange of energy
in the resonant circuit
would go on for ever if we
had no resistance. Just as
the ball would stop swing-
ing if it did not receive a
push, the energy in the
coil must also be replen-
ished. We can use this
principle of a tuned cir-
cuit to test coils, audio
and power transformers,
IF transformers, chokes,

loopstick antennas and
horizontal -output trans-
formers. We can also
use this principle to deter-
mine some characteristics
of a coil or a tuned circuit.

Just as we can watch a
ball swing back and forth,
we can also observe the
exchange of energy in a
coil. The wave train that
we see on the scope is the
energy exchange in the
form of sine waves-de-
creasing in amplitude and
dying out as the energy is
used up.

Pulse Take -off Points
on the Scope

Many service -type
scopes have a pulse output

terminal, while others do
not. However, it is very
easy to install such a ter-
minal yourself if your
scope doesn't have one
(Fig. 3).

One of the most useful
pulse waveforms in your
scope comes from the
blanking amplifier. Since
the cathode of the scope
CRT usually receives the
blanking pulse, you can
generally trace the cathode
circuit back to the blank-
ing amplifier (Fig. 5).

To obtain a high-level
pulse, attach a mica capac-
itor of about 15pf to the
plate of the blanking am-
plifier and bring it out to
a binding post on the front
of your scope (see Fig.
3). In this manner, you
can obtain the steepest
pulse consistent with the
highest amplitude. Typical
pulse voltages range from
600 to 800v p -p. For a
low-level pulse, you can
attach a similar capacitor
to the cathode of the
blanking amplifier.

Another source of pulse
voltage is the horizontal
circuit of your scope. As a
matter of fact, this circuit
provides a signal that is
very handy to have avail-
able at the front of your
scope. To obtain this sig-
nal, attach a .5mf, 600v
dc -blocking capacitor to
one of the horizontal de-
flection plates (in push-
pull circuits either plate
will do) and bring it out to
a binding post on the front
of your scope. You will
thus obtain a saw -tooth
wave that is variable in
both amplitude and fre-
quency. Its maximum am-
plitude can reach approxi-
mately 250v p -p, while its
frequency can be deter-
mined by the horizontal -
sweep frequency of the
scope. This saw -tooth
wave can be used in ring-
ing, plus (in some TV
sets) as a substitute for
either the horizontal or
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vertical oscillator for TV
servicing.

In order to use this saw -
tooth wave for ringing,
make up a lead and con-
nect a 15pf mica capacitor
in series with it (Fig. 4).
This "sharpens" the wave-
form so that you receive a
very steep pulse.

Another source of test
pulses is the cathode of
the sweep oscillator. RCA
Sales Corp. does furnish
these points on its scopes,
recommending a 680pf,
600v capacitor between
the source and the binding
post for the following
models:
WO 91 A, B
Pin 3 or 8 of V9, 12AX7

WO 88 A
Pin 3 or 8 of V8 12AU7

WO 78 A, B
Pin 3 or 8 of V14, 6BQ7

WO 58 A
Pin 3 or 6 of V8, 6SL7GT

WO 56 A
Pin 3 or 8 of V10, 12AU7
If you do not want to

use your scope as a pulse
generator, you can instead
use an external source
such as a square -wave
generator. A satisfactory
pulse may also be ob-
tained from an inexpen-
sive pencil -type signal gen-
erator such as the one
shown in Fig. 1. It will
give you a square -wave
pulse of about 50v p -p at
about 3kHz.

How to Use
Ringing Tests

If your pulse voltage is
of the saw -tooth type, use
a lead with the 15 pf ca-
pacitor in it (as shown in
Fig. 4). Connect the lead
to the top of the coil to in-
ject the pulse (Fig. 6). At
the same time, connect the
vertical input of your
scope to the same test
point while connecting the
scope ground lead to the
bottom of the coil. Then
move the VERTICAL GAIN
control to its most sensi-
tive position, and vary the
SWEEP FREQUENCY con-
trol until you see the fa -

Fig. 3-Pulse output terminals on a scope showing
the "sweep" and "blanking" pulse binding posts.

miliar damped wave train.
You will then have to re-
adjust your VERTICAL
GAIN control for the prop-
er height of the display
(Fig 7).

You can also inductive-
ly couple the pulse voltage
to the coil by winding a
few turns of insulated
wire, or gimmick, around
one of the leads of the
coil. Although you will
then lose some of the am-
plitude of the pulses and
your wave train will be
somewhat smaller, you
eliminate adding capacity
to the circuit.

If you use a pencil -type
signal injector as a pulse
source, put a clip lead on
the tip of the signal injec-
tor and clip the other end
to the top of the plate cap
of the TV set's horizontal -
output tube. (If instead
you hold the signal gener-
ator in your hand, the fre-
quency tends to drift
slightly, making it difficult
to synchronize the wave-

Fig. 2-A coil represented schematically to

show capacitance between layers of wire.

Fig. 4-Ringing lead made up by putting a 15pf
capacitor in series with a wire and terminating
it with an alligator clip.

15pf

LOW-LEVEL PULSE

TO CATHODE
OF SCOPE

15pf

0 HIGH LEVEL PULSE

Fig. 5-Blanking amplifier with high -
and low-level pulse takeoff points.

Fig. 6-Methods of
connecting coils
for ringing tests.
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train on the scope.) The
vertical input of the scope
is also connected to this
cap, while the ground clip
of the scope is attached to
the chassis, or B- in ac/
dc sets. This arrangement
of components (as first
shown in Fig. 1) produces
very satisfactory ringing
patterns (Fig. 8).

A shorted turn in any
of the sweep components
-from the horizontal sec-
tion of the yoke to the
horizontal output trans-
former-will produce a
very short damped wave -
train or no wavetrain at all
(Fig. 9). After a few tests,
you will quickly spot a de-
fective component by its
ringing pattern.

When testing compo-
nents, the frequency of the
scope should be set as in-

dicated in the table shown
below.

To individually test
yoke windings, auxiliary
components such as capa-
citors, resistors and ther-
mistors must be discon-
nected in order to get the
damped wave train.

Ringing patterns vary
with the type of coil being

tested. One example is the
ringing in the horizontal -
output transformer (Fig.
10). There you will note
small oscillations riding on
top of the ringing-indi-
cating that it has more
than one winding and each
winding is coupled to the
other. Since each winding
has a different resonant

Component Under Test

Width coil
Horizontal -linearity coil
Horizontal -output transformer
Deflection yoke
Deflection circuit with yoke

connected
Deflection circuit with yoke

disconnected
Power transformers and

chokes

Sweep Rate

1kHz to 10kHz
1kHz to 10kHz

100Hz to 1kHz
1kHz to 10kHz

1kHz to 10kHz

100Hz to 1kHz

100Hz to 1kHz

Fig. 7-Wave train of a horizontal -output
transformer, using a pulse voltage obtained
from the scope.

Fig. 10-This expanded trace of ringing in a

horizontal -output transformer shows oscilla-
tions riding on top of the wave train.

Fig. 8-Wave train of a good horizontal -output
transformer using a pencil -type signal injector
as a pulse source.

Fig. 11-The wave train of a 455kHz IF trans-
former.

frequency, we will not ob-
tain a pure sinewave.

The pattern obtained
from the 455kHz trans-
former illustrated in Fig.
11 indicates that we have
two coils tuned to the
same frequency. However,
even there the primary
and secondary coil have
two slightly different nom-
inal ringing frequencies
and we thus obtain this
RF modulated wavetrain.
If we were to instead ring
out a tightly coupled coil,
we would not obtain these
zero beat points because
the coupling coefficient is
then small and the two
nominal frequencies of the
coil would be so close that
the zero beat points would
die out before they could
appear on the scope.

The waveform in Fig.

1,

Fig. 9-A defective horizontal -output trans-
former. Note the very short wave train.

Fig 12-The wave train
of a choke.
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12 shows the damped
wave train from a choke.
Most iron -core transform-
ers exhibit similar wave -
trains. These devices have
a relatively low Q and
therefore show only a few
cycles of the wavetrain.

Using Ringing to
Measure Characteristics
of a Coil

In servicing Two -Way

Radio and in Amateur
Radio work, it is some-
times necessary to deter-
mine if the Q of a coil
or tuned circuit has
changed due to moisture,
age or dirt. It is fairly easy
to determine the Q factor
using ringing tests and the
equation: Q = 4.54 x N.
N is equal to the number
of cycles required for the
wavetrain to decay to 50

percent of its initial am-
plitude (as in Fig. 13).

To measure the ac re-
sistance of a coil at its
ringing frequency (Fig.
14), we note the number
of cycles needed to reach
the 50 percent amplitude
point of the wavetrain. We
then connect a carbon po-
tentiometer in series with
the coil and adjust it until
we reach the 50 percent

Q= 4.54 x N
Q = 4.54 x 3 = 13.62

50 PERCENT AMPLITUDE
POINT

Fig. 13-The wave train may be used to determine the Q of a coil. In the equation, N equals the number of
cycles up to the 50 percent point.

Fig. 14-An electronic technician is shown measuring the resistance of
ac resistance of the coil.

a potentiometer to determine the

amplitude point in half the
number of cycles. The re-
sulting potentiometer set-
ting is then the equivalent
to the ac resistance of the
coil at its ringing frequen-
cy.

This ac resistance, of
course, changes with the
frequency of the applied
signal. If you are inter-
ested in a particular fre-
quency, connect a capaci-
tor across the coil until the
coil rings at the frequency
of interest and then repeat
the procedure for measur-
ing ac resistance. [How-
ever, in this instance the
resulting resistance does
include the reactance of
the capacitor that was
added to the circuit. Ed.]

When measuring Q and
ac resistance, it is sug-
gested that the pulse volt-
age be coupled to the cir-
cuit by means of a gim-
mick winding-this, in ef-
fect, eliminating the capa-
city of the signal source.
Although the input capa-
city of the scope, of
course, is also across the
tuned circuit, in most
cases it is so small that
this does not matter.

Ringing tests of coils
are so sensitive that if you
short the filament winding
of a horizontal -output
transformer you will ob-
tain the characteristic ef-
fect of a shorted winding
and a damped wave -
train. A coil containing
only 10 turns of wire will
give you a good ringing
pattern even if it won't
even "tickle" your ohm-
meter-having a resist-
ance possibly as low as
0.112.

Ringing is indeed a ver-
satile tool for the electron-
ic technician. It will save
time and provide a means
for testing components
that have otherwise fre-
quently defied testing.
And it can be used as a

continued on page 34
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Troubleshooting
Intermittent

Circuitry:

A Logical Approach
by Lew Christy

Almost all of us have been harrassed

by the very TV sets that we have

attempted to service --the new and the
old, but especially the new! Many of

these new TV sets suffer from the

"intermittents," a common phrase for
a receiver that "sometimes" loses

color, goes black, loses sound, etc.

 Many man hours arc
lost in trying to locate in-
termittents, which eventu-
ally become very annoy-
ing to both the electronic
technician and the con-
sumer. Once the problem
is found and corrected, it
is safe to assume that the
TV set will not be back in
the shop for a while.

Instead of trying to
remedy their problems,
some manufacturers arc
now trying to revolution-
ize their TV sets with gad-
gets such as electronic
tuners (no moving parts),
electronic color -tint cir-
cuits, and other sophisti-
cated devices that tend to
have sales appeal. Natu-
rally, this adds to the bur-
den of service techniques
and causes a TV set to be
more susceptible to a larg-

er failure -frequency rate.

One large manufactur-
er, in trying to keep pace
with its counterparts, be-
gan to encounter such a
high rate of minor and
major problems with its
TV sets that it decided
once and for all to elimi-
nate the cause of the prob-
lems. It ceased production
(literally) of its TV sets
and is now exclusively
producing household ap-
pliances and other fine
products. However, we
certainly do not recom-
mend that other manufac-
turers follow suit.

To cite an example of
the servicing dilemma, one
TV -set manufacturer dur-
ing the early summer of
1970 was evidently trying
to bolster the U.S. econo-
my by selling over one -

VIDEO DETECTOR

THIRD IF AMP

A TUBE CIRCUIT

VIDEO DETECTOR

THIRD IF AMP

SOLID-STATE CIRCUIT

Fig. 1-We can
monitor the detector
output stage with
a scope.

TO
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(LI
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4IE
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(R)
LOAD RESISTOR

TO
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million dollars worth of
its warehouse stock to a
nationwide discount de-
partment -store chain. This
discount chain passed the
savings on to the consum-
er by offering these TV
sets, stereos and radios at

. a very low price.
Many service agencies

suddenly found themselves
very bogged down in their
work load. The vast ma-
jority of these electronic
devices found their way
into the repair shop! One
service company alone
had almost 300 of these
sets piled up waiting for
repair.

The problems encoun-
tered with the greater por-
tion of these sets were
faulty wiring, defective
tube sockets (and receiv-
ing tubes), poor circuit-

board solder connections,
broken switches and
countless numbers of parts
that were defective. For-
tunately, most of the prob-
lems were detected before
the sets were sold to the
consumer.

But, many of the sets
that were delivered to the
customers' homes broke
down within a matter of a
few days. Many disap-
pointed people had to wait
for weeks while their
"new" set was being re-
paired or waiting for new
parts from this specific
manufacturer.

Cases such as this are
totally unwarranted. The
only possible and conceiv-
able means of producing
a relatively trouble -free
product is for the manu-
facturer to account for
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100 percent quality in-
spection of components
and workmanship. Ran-
dom inspection of finished
products in many cases
seems to be the present
standard.

Now, all this boils down
to one specific area: Ser-
vicing the intermittent.
This is one phase of TV
servicing that will con-
tinue to haunt us for some
time to come.

When making a service
call to the home, the com-
plaint may not even show
up. In this case, the cus-
tomer will be the best
source of information in
trying to localize the prob-
lem. Don't be afraid to
give your customer the
third degree. You are the
sleuth, and you are being
paid to track down the
culprit. "Mrs. Jones, how
often does this problem
occur? Does the set act up
after it warms up? How
long after it warms up?
Describe to me exactly
what is happening on the
screen when the problem
occurs."

Diagnostic questions
such as these will be very
helpful in two areas: First,
it will give you an idea of
what stage (video, hori-
zontal, vertical, etc.) the
trouble may be occurring
in. Secondly, you will be
able to determine whether
the set can be repaired in
the home or in the shop.

Before the intermittent
drives you from the battle-
ground, you must equip
yourself with the follow-
ing combat equipment: a
flameproof blanket, rub-
ber mallet, soldering gun
and a can of freeze spray.
You will find that these
items are the most time
saving in locating an in-
termittent circuit. On top
of this, of course, you
must have both your
VTVM and scope on full
alert.

A large percentage of
the intermittent problems
occur in the video IF
stage-loss of video (and
sound) after warmup, no
video until the set warms
up, pulsating video, etc.
However, such symptoms
may fail to leave a clue as
to whether the problem is
before or after the video
detector stage. To solve
this, we can monitor the
detector output stage with
a scope (Fig. 1).

By monitoring between
the video detector load re-
sistor (R) and the
4.5MHz trap (L), we can
determine by the distor-
tion of the waveform
whether the problem is
before or after this stage.
If the scope does not de-
tect any distortion while
the problem occurs, then
we must look elsewhere.
The next likely source will
be the cathode circuit of
the picture tube.

Fig. 2-For the intermittent that occurs after warm up,
it is best to place a flameproof blanket over the

chassis.

If such problems are lo-
calized to the video IF
stage, and it is a solid-state
circuit, the best signal
source to check is the
third IF amplifier. This
circuit can cause several
different symptoms. Usu-
ally the base -to -emit-
ter junction will open up.
By freezing this compo-
nent, it will generally be-
gin to conduct again.

For the intermittent
that occurs after warm up
(sometimes up to hours),
it is best to place a flame-
proof blanket over the
chassis (Fig. 2). If the
problem seems to be a
thermal one, it should
show up much faster this
way. Under such a heat
condition (with the blan-
ket over the chassis), the
problem will usually be
prolonged-thus making
troubleshooting much eas-
ier.

In some cases the in-
termittent may be due
to faulty joints (cold sol-
der) or solder splashes
over a pair of wires, bare-
ly shorting together. This
is where the rubber mal-
let comes in handy. With
the chassis operating in an
upright position, gently
tap the chassis in several
locations. The problem
will usually intensify as
you tap closer to its
source.

As shown in Fig. 3,
heating a suspect compo-

Fig. 3-Heating a sus]ect component with the
tip of your soldering ron may indicate if it is

defective.

nent with the tip of your
soldering gun can also tell
you if it is defective. If the
component does not seem
to be the cause of the
problem, it can be quickly
cooled down to its normal
operating temperature by
using the freeze spray.

In the case of an inter-
mittent vertical roll, place
your soldering gun next to
the suspect parts and heat
them above room temper-
ature, if necessary. Don't
be surprised if the picture
begins to roll-you've
just hit the right compo-
nent! This same procedure
can be used in locating
defective parts in the sync,
chroma and other circuits.

A component that may
have a slight leakage, such
as capacitors or diodes,
may be subject to over
heating. The "freezing
procedure" will quickly
locate this type of failure.

It is totally unnecessary
to use sophisticated and
expensive test instruments
in troubleshooting inter-
mittent problems. A good
reliable VTVM and scope,
when used properly, will
do a remarkable job for
you. A VTVM can also
be used in monitoring B+,
AGC and audio circuits.

A point to remember:
A chassis, while operating
in the cabinet, is within its
own environment. In other
words, if an intermittent
only occurs while the
chassis is intact in the cab-
inet, you can be sure that
you are experiencing a

thermal problem. After
the chassis has been re-
moved from its environ-
ment, the components will
operate much cooler and
will undoubtedly operate
normally. A blanket over
the chassis, as explained
previously, will act as a
"temporary environment"
in forcing the problem to
occur.

After replacing the sus -
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continued from page 33

pect component(s), what
can be more aggravating
than to return the set, col-
lect the bill and have the
customer call up again
with the same problem?
The trick is to be sure you
have corrected the prob-
lem in the first place.

Most people are very
understanding. If you
have any question or
doubt as to whether you
have actually cured the
initial problem, explain to
the customer that you
would like to keep their
set running in the shop
for a couple of extra days
or so. This will be suffi-
cient time to "cook" the
set and periodically glance
at it while you do other
work. If the set has been
operating normally during
this period, then it is safe
to assume that it is free
of any more defects.

Some intermittent prob-
lems can be cured in the
home-loss of color,
"snow," and occasional
streaks through the pic-
ture. Complaints such as
these give you a clue. The
first thing to do is to in-
spect the antenna lead-in
wire at the back of the
cabinet and at the tuner.
Many times I have found
one strand of lead-in wire
barely shorting against the
opposite terminal.

There are no instru-
ments on the market that
will automatically locate
intermittent problems for
you. It takes patience,
common sense and the
ability to operate your test
equipment in a profes-
sional manner.

Of course, we like the
sets to be dead, have no
vertical sweep, no sound
or just plain loss of video!
These problems we can
tolerate. Where did those
old-fashioned problems
disappear to? 

BEST TV SIGNAL
continued from page 27

side the roof if there is at-
tic space. Admittedly, the
space is somewhat more
restricted, but that is the
very reason why you
should seek the location
where the strongest signal
is available and locate the
antenna there, properly
pointed for best recep-
tion.

Chances are good that,
if you picked the best lo-
cation, you may have a
necessary horizontal run
of down -lead. This is no
place to use twin -lead, be-
cause of the possibility of
direct -signal pickup. If the
length of your horizontal
run of twin -lead is any-
where near a multiple of
one channel's wavelength
(and how can you miss?),
you are almost certain to
get direct pickup and,
consequently, a strong
ghost or less signal due to
cancellation on that chan-
nel.

So you need to run
coaxial cable for your
down -lead. It is the best
insurance you have-
particularly the kind with
a foil shield around the
dielectric-against direct
pickup and the ghosts it
causes. This may mean
that you have got to go
back to the antenna out-
put and match the anten-
na impedance with the
cable impedance. Unless
you have a 751/ antenna,
this is a necessary step; be
sure of this point. (Wine-
gard Company, for exam-
ple, has recently converted
its cut -to -channel Yagis to
7511, and several other
companies list antennas
with 751/ impedance.)
With such an antenna, no
matching transformer is
needed.

For very weak signals,

comparison method of
testing-since you can
compare the ringing that
you know a properly func-
tioning component should
produce against the ring-

you will probably need a
preamplifier when you
come off the antenna. But
take care, if you have one
or two very strong nearby
signals, that the preamp
you select has a total in-
put rating higher than the
total of the signals on all
channels that you propose
to put into it. Otherwise,
you will go into cross
modulation right there.
Your aim is to equalize
channels as much as pos-
sible, assuming an accept-
able signal-to-noise ratio.
You will never have a bet-
ter S/N ratio than you
have coming off the anten-
na.

This is also the time to
get rid of any FM inter-
ference, if there is a his-
tory of such interference
in your locality. Switch -
able (in -out) FM traps
are standard equipment on
Winegard preamplifiers,
as well as many other
makes. Or, if you are not
using a preamp, buy and
install an FM trap ahead
of the matching trans-
former.

So, coming off your an-
tenna, this is the order of
signal processing:
1. Preamplifier-establish-

es the signal-to-noise
ratio at the antenna
and overcomes down-
lead losses.

2. FM Trap - attenuates
any FM signals that
the antenna may have

picked up by about
20dB, enough in most
cases so that they will
not cause those funny
herringbone patterns,
particularly on Chan-
nel 6 and the high
band.

3. Matching Transformer-
provides the proper im-
pedance between your
300f/ impedance an-
tenna and your 7511
coaxial -cable down -
lead.

4. Down-lead-Coaxial ca-
ble shields and protects
your precious signal
from interference until
you can get it to the
TV set. Use caution:
coax has more signal
loss than twin -lead,
particularly at higher
frequencies. If you are
not accustomed to
working with it, you
had better check the
table on page 27. Be-
cause cable loss and
tilt problems are much
greater at UHF fre-
quencies, Winegard
Company recommends
RG-11/U foam type
for all down -leads
and trunk lines, and
RG-59/U foam for
feeder lines. Coax does
have advantages, how-
ever; you can tape it
right to the antenna
mast if you want to-
something you had
better not try with
twin -lead. 

FOR THE TECHNICIAN . . .
continued from page 31

ing of the component un-
der test. With a little prac-
tice the alert electronic
technician will resort to
ringing before replacing a
coil or a transformer. 
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SSB Marine Radiotelephones
by Leo G. Sands

It is a whole new ball game in Marine Radio. As of last

January, the FCC will no longer license new AM Marine
radios in the 2-3M Hz band. To operate on the Marine radio

channels, a boat must be equipped w]th a VHF/FM Marine

radio for operation in the 156-162MHz band. In addition, a

boat may be equipped with an SSB Marine radio for
operation in the 2-3MHz and other Marine Bands below

25MHz. The VHF Marine radio is for short-range
communications, while the SSB Marine radio is for boats
that have need for communicating over distances greater

than the capability of a VHF Marine radio.

 The main reason for
switching from AM to
SSB in the MF and HF
marine bands is frequency
conservation. An SSB sig-
nal takes up less than half
the band space of an AM
signal. And it provides
better communication . . .

up to 9dB of improvement
over AM.

SSB (single sideband)
is not new. Hams and
commercial radio systems
have been using SSB for
many years. It dates back
to about 1923 when Lloyd
Espenschied developed the
technique while working
for the Bell System. SSB
did not become popular
until recently because of
the requirement for very
good transmitter and re-
ceiver frequency stability.
Also, it costs more than
AM or FM equipment.

An SSB transmitter ra-
diates no carrier signal.
Only one sideband is
transmitted. An AM trans-
mitter, on the other hand,
radiates the carrier plus
two sidebands-the upper

and lower. Each of the
two sidebands contains the
same intelligence. There-
fore, only one is required.
The carrier conveys no in-
telligence and is therefore
not required.

When an AM transmit-
ter is 100 percent modu-
lated by a sine wave, the
RF output increases 50
percent. For example if

the transmitter produces
100w of carrier signal, it
also produces two side -

bands with 25w of power
in each. Thus, only 25w
of the total available pow-
er is effectively utilized.
On the other hand, an SSB
transceiver can be de-
signed to utilize all of the
available power for trans-
mitting intelligence.

An SSB signal, how-
ever, cannot be demodu-
lated by an AM receiver
unless it is equipped with
a BFO (beat frequency
oscillator). The signal,

A 10 -channel SSB marine radio. Courtesy of Airmorc Marine Products.
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which exists only when
modulation is present, is
intercepted by the receiv-
er and is amplified. But,
it must be restored into
an AM signal before it
can be demodulated. The
BFO re-inserts the carrier
that was suppressed at the
transmitter. If the fre-
quency of the suppressed
carrier is 2MHz, for ex-
ample, and the transmitter
is modulated by a 2.5kHz
tone, the upper sideband
at 2002.5kHz will be
transmitted. If, instead,
the lower sideband is
transmitted, it will be at
1997.5kHz. If the receiver
employs a 45.5kHz IF am-
plifier, the 2002.5kHz sig-
nal will be translated with-
in the receiver to
452.5kHz-provided the
local oscillator is operat-
ing at 2455kHz.

To demodulate this sig-
nal, the BFO operates at
455kHz. This 455kHz sig-
nal is heterodyned within
the receiver with the
452.5kHz signal to pro-
duce the 2.5kHz tone. If
the frequency of the local
oscillator and the frequen-
cy of the BFO are not
stable, the frequency of
the resulting tone will not
remain constant. When
voice is transmitted, fre-
quency variations of the
transmitter, receiver local
oscillator and BFO will
cause the recovered
speech to be off pitch or
seriously distorted.

In the transmitter, the
unmodulated oscillator
signal, which represents
the carrier, is fed to a bal-
anced modulator. The au-
dio modulating signal is
also fed to the balanced
modulator. There the two
signals are heterodyned to
produce upper and lower
sidebands, and the carrier
signal is balanced out. Re-
maining at the output of Bank of four two channel SSB
the balanced modulator for use on ships or at shore

are the two sidebands but
no carrier. One of the
sidebands is removed by a
filter, while the remaining
SSB signal is fed to a fre-
quency converter whose
local oscillator determines
the transmitting frequen-
cy.

If the oscillator operates
at 455kHz, for example,
and the local oscillator of
the frequency converter
operates at 2637kHz, the
frequency of the trans-
lated suppressed carrier
will be at 2182kHz-the
frequency of the safety
and calling channel. If the
audio modulating signal
consists of frequencies
within the 300-2500Hz
range and if the upper
sideband is transmitted,
the radiated signal will oc-
cupy the frequency space
between 2182.3kHz and
2184.5kHz. Since the car-
rier is not transmitted, the
band occupancy of the
signal will be only
2200Hz. On the other
hand, if AM were used,
the band occupancy would
be at least 5000Hz.

An SSB transmitter can
be equipped with a con-
trol to enable transmission
of the upper sideband
(USB), lower sideband
(LSB) or compatible
AM. In the compatible

AM mode, one sideband
and the carrier are trans-
mitted. This signal can be
demodulated by an AM
receiver without requiring
a BFO.

A typical SSB marine
radio, such as the SBA -75
made by Sideband Asso-
ciates, has a rated RF out-
put of 50w PEP in the
SSB mode and 25w in the
AM mode. (The power
input and output of an
SSB transmitter is rated in
terms of PEP, which
stands for "peak envelope
power.") It cannot be
rated in terms of rms
power since the signal
varies widely in amplitude

J -

and exists only when
modulation is actually
present.

For use on pleasure
craft, the SSB marine ra-
dio is usually operable on
up to six channels within
the 1.6-4.5MHz range.
Those used on large sea-
going commercial vessels
will operate at higher fre-
quencies.

Within the 2-3MHz
band there are channels
for ship -to -ship, ship -to -
shore and safety com-
munications. The ship -to-
shore channels include
Marine Telephone Service
channels. Unlike the land
mobile radio services, mo-
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bile stations (ship sta-
tions) can be licensed to
operate on all marine
channels that are required
for safety, navigation,
operational and telephone
service communications.

For efficient transmis-
sion in the 2-3MHz band,
a good ground connection
is required. This may be
the metal hull of the ves-
sel or a metal plate at-
tached to the bottom of
the hull. In some cases,
the ground consists of a
metal plate or screen at-
tached to the inside of the
hull which depends upon
capacitance to the water
instead of direct contact.

The antenna is usually
a loaded vertical radiator
mounted to the side of the
hull or to a bulkhead. In
most cases, the antenna
transmission line is a piece
of insulated wire, instead
of coaxial cable. And un-
like coaxial cable, it is
part of the radiating sys-
tem. When coaxial cable
is used for feeding the an-
tenna system, an antenna
matcher is used at the
base of the antenna. This
antenna matcher must be
automatically or manually
retuned when changing
channels in order to main-
tain maximum efficiency.

A long-wire antenna is

Marine radiotelephone system for larger vessels. Rack contains both
VHF/FM and MF-HF/SSB transmitters and receivers. Courtesy of
COMCO a subsidiary of E. F. Johnson Co.

more efficient. But, on
most boats there is not
room for a wire antenna
of sufficient length. Al-
though the efficiency of
the typical vertical rod an-
tenna system is only about
10 percent, it is more
practical to use.

There are numerous
SSB marine radios on the
market in various power
ratings and channel ca-
pacities. Communications
Associates, Inc., for ex-
ample, produces a 40 -
channel model for use on
commercial vessels and at
coast stations.

In addition to a trans-
mitter -receiver or trans-
ceiver, a ship can also be
equipped with one or more
fixed -tuned monitor re-
ceivers to enable standing
by on various channels.
Kaar, for example, manu-
factures an assembly con-
taining four two -channel
receivers which can be
used for monitoring any
four of eight available
channels simultaneously.

Servicing SSB equip-
ment requires higher skills
and more test equipment
than servicing AM marine
radios. Frequency meters
must have much better
tolerance and a scope is
required for measuring
RF power output.

Portable SSB transceiver. Courtesy of Kap,. Electronics Corp.

Existing, currently li-
censed AM marine radios
may be continued in ser-
vice for a limited time.
Then, they must be re-
placed with a VHF ma-
rine radio. The installation
of SSB equipment is op-
tional.

Most of the marine SSB
activity will be confined to
vessels operating in salt-
water, the Great Lakes
and on the Mississippi -
Missouri River system
where fairly great range is
required. Elsewhere, most
of the activity will be in
the VHF Marine Band
and on the Citizens Band.

When the FCC estab-
lishes the proposed 220-
225MHz Class E Citizens
Band, it can be expected
that many boat owners
will install Class E CB
equipment. At present, ac-
cording to an FCC offi-
cial, about 300,000 boats
are equipped with 27MHz
Class D CB radios. CB is
most widely used in areas
that are not as yet served
by Limited Coast, Public
Coast and Coast Guard
stations.

Unlike CB equipment,
radiotelephones licensed
for operation on marine
channels may not be used
on shore, only on the
specified boat - except
when operated under a
Limited Coast Station li-
cense. A Limited Coast
Station does not have to
be installed at a fixed lo-
cation. It may be installed
in a motor vehicle.

The greatest market for
marine radio is in the
VHF field since its range
is adequate for most plea-
sure craft operators. How-
ever, there are many who
will also want an SSB ma-
rine radio for longer range
communications and to
avoid the congestion that
is likely to develop on the
VHF marine band. 
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

McAdam's
Model 2000 Digital Audio
Analyzer System
by Philip Dahlen

This is one of the few audio instruments designed for

making almost any measurement of quality audio

systems-including four -charnel units

 One of the problems facing elec-
tronic technicians servicing some of
the more sophisticated audio sys-
tems now on the market is the ex-
tremely stringent specifications for
the circuitry under test. In some of
the less qualified shops, technicians
are actually testing and adjusting
these products with the use of test
instruments having specifications far
inferior to the circuits under test.
Thus one may be faced with a situa-
tion nearly as preposterous as at-

tempting to aim a rocket to the
moon by aligning it with one eye
and a thumb. This instrument con-
tains oscillators, meters, transform-
ers, circuitry and controls for mea-
suring such parameters as harmonic
distortion, IM distortion, RMS pow-
er and true RMS voltage. These
readings are said to appear as ab-
solute numerical values on the digi-
tal display-no calculations being
required.

The instrument is designed to
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McAdam's Model 2000 Digital Audio Analyzer
System. For more details, circle 900 on the
Reader Service Card.

regulate the power supplied to any
ac -only audio systems under test.
And being designed for four -chan-
nel use, it is said to be able to pro-
vide any of several possible combi-
nations of four -channel signals-
load resistors also being provided
for simultaneous measurement all
four audio outputs of amplifiers
under test.

Manufacturer specifications for
various segments of the instrument
are as follows: 

Distortion Comparator Wattmeter
Frequency: 20Hz to 20kHz
Range: 100%, 10%, 1% full scale
Sensitivity: 0.01% T.H.D.
Resolution: 0.001% T.H.D.
Accuracy of Measurement: -±0.5% of reading ± 0.5% of full scale
Input level: Iv rms = 100q set level (200v rms maximum input)

Distortion Twin "T" Filters
Frequency: 20Hz to 20kHz
Range: 100%, 10%, 1% full scale
Sensitivity: 0.05% T.H.D.
Resolution: 0.005% T.H.D.
Rejection: 70dB notch depth <1dB attenuation of second harmonic
Accuracy: =0.5% of reading =0.5% of full scale
Input level: Iv rms = 100% set level (200v maximum) Monitor Scope

Signal Generators Oscillator Sensitivity: 20mv/cm to 10v/cm calibrated in nine steps ±3% accuracy
Frequency Range: 2011z, 50Hz, 100Hz, 500Hz, !kHz, 3kHz, 10kHz, 15kHz, Bandwidth: dc or 2Hz to 10MHz

20kHz, 50kHz and 100kHz Risetime: 35ns
Output voltage: 0 to 3v rms at 6000 output impedance Input impedance: 1M shunted by 33pf (600v maximum input)
Distortion and noise: <0.05% of output at any frequency Time base: sweeps los to 0.2sec. in 17 steps (±5% accuracy), plus X5
Square wave: 10v p -p magnifier
Output: rise and fall time <25Ons Trigger level: 20mm vertical display (2 minor divisions)

1 M Oscillators

Frequencies: 60Hz and 7kHz
Mix ratio: 4:1 (SMPTE)
Distortion and noise: <0.05% of output
Output voltage: 0 to 3v rms at 6000 output impedance

AC Voltmeter
Ranges: 20mv, 200rnv, 2v, 20v, 200v full scale (250v rms maximum input on

any range) General
Frequency: 10Hz to 100kHz
Accuracy: ±0.25% of reading ±0.25% of full scale to 20kHz <-1dB at Dimensions: 14 in. H by 22 in. W (+ 2 in. handles) by 17 in. D (+ 11/2 in.

100kHz heat sink)
Resolution: 100ixv Power: 115v or 230v, 50 or 60Hz
True rms readings even with aperiodic waveforms. Weight: 95 lb.

Amplifier Output Power Measurements
Ranges: 2w, 20w, 200w, 500w full scale
Frequency: 10Hz to 100kHz
Accuracy: ± 0.1dB 20Hz to 20kHz

<-2dB at 100kHz
Resolution: 10mw
Power in rms watts (I x E cos 0) independent of load resistance variance.

AC line power consumption
Ranges: 20w, 200w and 2kw full scale
Accuracy: ± 1dB
Resolution: 100mw

Variable Transformer

Range: 0 to 150v ac
(0 to 280v ac for export)

Output wattage: 1000kva maximum
Resolution: 0.1%
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Semiconductors
you can
depend on
for customers
who depend
on you.

Were in this business together.
Tube Products Departme-t, Owensboro, Kentucky 42301
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COLORFAX

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL

Color -TV Chassis 1119 Series-Failure of Horizontal Oscillator Tube, 511V8

Preliminary investigation of reports of cracked 5JW8
(horizontal oscillator tube) envelopes in the K19 series
chassis has revealed that a small metal prong located be-
tween pins 1 and nine on the socket is the probable cause
of breakage. This prong by contacting the glass envelope
of the tube causes a temperature difference which results
in a crack in the glass envelope. This prong was originally
added to the socket to ground a shield but is not used for
this in the K19 chassis. It should be bent back so that it
does not contact the tube.

Color -TV Chassis K18/K19-Service Hints

There has been reports of slight video bend or tear with
changes in the CONTRAST level on some models that use
the K18 and K19 series chassis. The following hints should
enable you to correct such problem:

Chassis K -I8 --Run 16 and below: Redress the orange
lead away from the delay line. This lead connects between
resistor R538, 120K, 3w and resistor R529, 68K, 1/2w.

Chassis K-18-Run 17 and higher: Redress the orange
lead as above. Also change the value of capacitor C201
from 120pf to 47pf.

Chassis K-19-Change the value of capacitor C201,
from 120pf to 47pf (note upper left of this month's Tekfax
Schematic No.1461). No lead dress change is required be-
cause a different oscillator is used.

MAGNAVOX

Color -TV Chassis T958 and T974-Elimination of Capacitors in Yoke

The deflection yoke used in the new T974 chassis and
also in the later T958 versions has been designed to elimi-
nate the capacitors normally connected across the yoke
windings from the yoke assembly. These components are
now mounted on a terminal board at the top rear of the
high -voltage cage. When you are using one of these chassis
with a Magnavox test fixture for troubleshooting, the ca-
pacitors on the TV chassis will be paralleling those on the
test fixture yoke and as a result some overscan will occur.

PHILCO-FORD
Color -TV Chassis 3CS90/91, 3CY90/91-Picture-Tube Filament Failure

Should an open picture -tube filament be encountered in
any of the color modular chassis, a possible cause of failure
may be the closeness of solder points between the picture -
tube filament and the 150v point located on the deflection
mother board (W). Any leakage or short between these
two points could destroy the picture -tube filament.

Upon referring to the drawing you will note that the
points in question are between one end of resistor R IOW
and the copper strip going to pin 6 of the high -voltage
regulator transformer, T2W. Check the spacing between
these two points. There should be a minimum spacing of
1/16 in. free of foreign material. Also, any excess leads

that extend through the two points should be cut off. There-
fore, before replacing a picture tube which exhibits an open
picture -tube filament, check the two points as indicated.

CUT EXCESS

LEAD

CUT EXCESS

LEAD

1/16 GAP
MINIMUM

It is strongly recommended that should any of the sub-
ject chassis come in for shop service regardless of reason,
check the two points in order to prevent any possible future
failure.

Color -TV Chassis 3CS90/91, 3CY90/31-Video Ringing on Right Side of
Raster

In the event a condition of video ringing (gray bars) is
noted on the right side of the raster, a change in lead dress
of the 30v line from the power supply to the 30v lug M37
on the signal mother board may help in reducing or elim-
inating the gray bars.

Refer to the drawing to locate the 30v yellow lead. The

LiAD D;ESS

F.1 SS 1."- ;

>I AA. PI PAIL DULECTION PW PANEL

MISS'S TOP VIEW

lead dress can be performed without removing the chassis
or extending the lead length.

It is recommended that when service is required on any
of the subject chassis, the 30v lead dress be checked and
redressed it required.

Color -TV Chassis 3CS90/3CS91/3CY90/3CY91-Service Adjustments
UHF Tuner 70 Position (Detent)

Chassis employing the 70 position detent UHF tuner
(76-14326-I) may require readjustment of the FINE TUN-
ING control when changing channels. This is characteristic
of this tuner and should not be classified as a defective
tuner.
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UPDATE WITH SOLID-STATE!

SOLID -TUBETi
replace 25
vacuum tubes

Pull out those troublesome vacuum tubes. Plug
in the new SOLID -TUBES from EDI, pioneers in
high voltage, solid-state devices 'or the TV
industry.

PART NO. EDI REPLACE VACUUM TU 3E TYPES

SOLID -TUBE TM
R -3A3

3A3, 3AW3, 3B2, 3CA3, 3CN3,
3CU3, 3CZ3, 2CN3, 1B3,
1G3, 1K3, 1J3

SOLID -TUBE TM
R-3AT2

3AT2, 3AW2, 3BL2,
3BM2, 3BN2

SOLID -TUBE TM
R-3DB3

3DB3, 3DJ3

SOLID -TUBE TM
R-2AV2

2AV2, 1V2

SOLID -TUBE TM
R-DW4

6DW4, 6CK3, 6CL3, 68A3

CONSIDER THESE BENEFITS . . .

 consistent output
 more reliable - longer life
II no filament winding repairs

 reduces inventories

 real cool
 instant starting
II saves call backs

 no x-radiation
Order EDI SOLID -TUBES from your parts distributor.
Or call us collect. Write today for FREE new solid-

state replacement parts guide.

edi
ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INC.
21 GRAY OAKS AVE YONKERS. N V 10710
LLLLLL ON. I00  ........ 710 10 0021

. . for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS._
continued from page 18

The following questions are representative of those in-
cluded in Section 10 of the CET Exam.

Section X
AM -FM Audio and Monochrome

I . What is the approximate peak -to -peak voltage from the
video detector?
60Hz hum in a TV picture is usually caused by what?
120Hz hum?

3. A sync separator is normally biased Class A. (True/
False)

4. What frequency is the subcarrier of a stereo -FM broad-
cast when observed at the output of the FM detector in
an FM receiver?

5. In an AM radio, the IF stage can be analyzed with a
normal service -type scope. (True/False)

Explanation
I. The video signal is normally from 1 v to 5v p -p from the

video detector.
2. 60Hz hum is usually caused by a heater -to -cathode short

or leakage. Since most power supplies in TV sets have
full -wave rectifiers, the ripple frequency is 120Hz from
the power supply. Therefore, a bad filter in the power
supply is the most likely cause of 120Hz hum in the
picture.

3. False. Sync separators pass only sync pulses. The nor-
mal signal applied to the sync separator is the full video
signal. So the separator must be biased so that only the
sync pulses turn -on the separator. This is class C bias.

4. It is 19kHz. The radio then doubles this frequency to
38kHz for stereo decoding.

5. True. Since AM radio normally uses a 455kHz (or
265kHz) IF section, the service -type scope can easily
handle the frequency. And most service -type scopes have
enough sensitivity to "see" this frequency even from the
tuner mixer stage.

Secretary of Commerce Petitions FCC
To Change Rules for TV Broadcasts

Commerce Secretary Peter Peterson has petitioned the
FCC to change the TV broadcasting rules to permit send-
ing time, frequency and other information over the na-
tion's TV network services.

The petition, in behalf of the Department of Com-
merce's National Bureau of Standards, was sent to FCC
Commissioners on December 22. It would allow the net-
works to broadcast encoded information on one line of the
blanking interval, and only viewers with special equipment
on their TV sets would receive this information.

The NBS "TvTime" system was developed by scien-
tists and engineers at the National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, Cob., laboratories. In addition to time and fre-
quency, the signals will provide a means of captioning TV
programs for the deaf or for foreign -speaking audiences.
Channel identification, weather and disaster information,
plus other important information, could also be transmit-
ted by the NBS TvTime system.

As provided by the TV station, hour -minute -second time
of day information, channel identification and captions
would be displayed as small numbers and letters on the TV
screen. The time display is accurate to a few thousandths
of a second. Time -of -day information accurate to one
millionth of a second would be available with an optional
high -accuracy decoder. A frequency reference at 1MHz,
accurate to one part in 100 billion, is also available at the
receiver.

Continued on page 48



TECHNICAL DIGEST linear quality, the input signal and integral harmonics are
present in the output.

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

SYLVANIA

Hi-Fi Terms and Their Meanings

Receivers are made up of two basic sections: The am-
plifier and the tuner. The terms associated with the am-
plifier will be explained first.

How does an engineer arrive at all the different ratings?
The whole thing is done by looking at a music power curve.
By running a signal through an amplifier, increasing the
power until distortion occurs, then analyzing the amplifiers
action with a distortion analysis.

There are two ways amplifiers are rated. EIA (Electronic
Industry Association) and IHF (Institute of High Fideli-
ty). The difference between the two rating techniques, EIA
and IHF, is the point of reference for the analysis.

An amplifier rated in both methods is still the same am-
plifier and only the reference point for the analysis has
changed.

The IHF rating would seem more desirable because the
percentage of distortion is less. Power -wise, the EIA rat-
ing would make the amplifier seem more powerful. Look
at it this way: IHF is like relating a car's cruising speed
to its top speed (EIA). Somewhere the added output will
cost more in gas consumption. Likewise, a higher audio
power output will generate additional distortion.

IHF ratings are read or taken at the clip point of the
knee of the power curve. This rating is more desirable, as
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111111
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there is always less distortion though the number will al-
ways be less than EIA figure.

RMS-This means root mean square and is the more
meaningful rating of an amplifier's ability. RMS is also the
continuous power performance and is measured by running
a sustained tone through at a prescribed wattage output
and without discernable distortion. For example, an am-
plifier EIA rated at 100w with 5% distortion can handle
a continuous wave (CW) signal power of 50w total.

Instantaneous Peak Power is not a rating that is mea-
sured by a manufacturer. It is just a term used to make an
amplifier look better. The IPP rating (when given) is ar-
rived at by doubling the EIA rating. A 100w ETA rated
amplifier would be rated at 200w IPP.

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

Nonlinear amplifiers produce harmonic distortion by
mishandling the applied signal. This simply means that you
don't get out what you put in. For example, when a signal
is run through the amplifier and is mishandled by the non-

1000Hz

w 1000Hz
2000Hz

W 3000Hz
4000Hz

-%.- 5000Hz

THD

An amplifier rated at a low percentage of THD is good.
The lower the percentage, the better the amplifier.

intermodulatian Distortion (IM)

Intermodulation distortion is somewhat similar to THD
as it occurs as a result of nonlinear performance. The dif-
ference between IM and THD, is that IM results in sum
and difference frequencies when two signals are fed to the
amplifier.

The nonlinearity in the amplifier mixes the two input
signals resulting in the two input signals plus two other

tivv 60Hz
-,-"- 7060Hz

IM
6940Hz

7000Hz

signals-the sum of 60Hz and 7000Hz, and the difference
of 7000Hz minus 60Hz. Here again, the lower the percent
of IM, the better the amplifier performance.

Frequency Response

The exceptional human ear can hear frequencies from
about 40Hz to I 7000Hz. Amplifiers are designed to handle
an audio range from 17 to 35000Hz, and the wider the
range of sound amplification, the better the amplifier.

Power Bandwidth

The power bandwidth is the range of frequencies over
which an amplifier can produce half its rated continuous

25-

2 -
T
H % 1 5 -
D

-

FULL RMS RATED POWER

17 20 100 '000 10,000 20.000 35.000

Hz

power (RMS) without exceeding its rated distortion set
by the IHF standard.

Damping Factor

The damping factor is the degree of loading provided
by an amplifier to overcome the tendency of a speaker to
vibrate after the signal from the amplifier changes or
ceases. The higher this rating number, the better the unit-
a number of 10 or better is good.
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

OF
THESE
UNIQUE yours for only
BOOKS ...with Trial
(Combined List Price $53.80) Club Membership

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members . . . impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics-radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering-you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
I. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown (combined values up
to $53.80) for only 990 each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

SPECIAL FREE BONUS
. . . if you act now !

Yes, if you fill in and mail the membership ap-
plication card today, you'll also get this Bonus
Book, FREE!

BASIC ELECTRONICS
PROBLEMS SOLVED

Easy step-by-step solutions to the most com
mon basic electronics problems in a convenient
one -source manual.

Regular List Price $7.95

tional Club Selection you purchase.
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act

promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Pictorial Guide to Tape Recorder
Repairs

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
All -in -One TV Alignment Handbook

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
How to Repair Musical Instrument

Amplifiers
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

Kwik-Fix TM TV Service Manual
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

Troubleshooting Solid -State Amplifiers
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Basic Electronic Test Procedures
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95

Selecting & Improving Your Hi-Fi
System

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Marine Electronics Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
The 2 -Meter FM Handbook-Using the

FM Amateur Bands
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

Handbook of IC Circuit Projects
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Basic Electronic Circuits Simplified
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

How to Build Solid -State Audio Circuits
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

How to Repair Small Gasoline Engines
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Solve Solid -State Ckt. Troubles
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

Troubleshooting Solid -State Electronic
Power Supplies

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Designing & Maintaining the CATY &

Small TV Studio
List Price $12.95; Club Price $7.95

Refrigeration
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95

Using Electronic Testers for Automotive
Tune -Up

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Basic Color Television Course

List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Basic Electronics Course

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

... for more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card



Servicing the Solid -State Chassis

SERVICING THE iii)frearceticaii, cteinelprellieostit-
501.10-STATE sire, up-to-date man -
CHASSIS ual ever published on

rir=tenance of consumer -
the repair and main-

, a- type solid-state equip -
,o ment-from auto tape

players to TV. Con-
tains the vital infor-
mation necessary for
the profitable repair
of transistor TV sets.
pocket-size and AV -

DC radios, AM -FM and multiband
receivers. auto radio and tape play-
ers. portable phonos, stereo p1
graphs and amplifiers, and home -
type tape recorders. Not an involved
theory textbook, but a "how -to -fix -it"
handbook, containing authentic
know-how nourished by dozens of
case histories, trouble charts and
servicing procedures. 256 pps., over
200 iilus. Hardbound.

List Price $11.95  Order No. 495

FET Applications Handbook
This revised 2nd edi-
tion contains a
wealth of data on
the FET and its var-
ious applications in
practical circuit de-
signs, material pre-
pared by some of the
must capable engi-
neers in the field.
Early Chapters delve
into current -voltage
relationships, aPPli-
cation areas.

and AC amplifiers, voltage controlled
attenuators. and limiter and chopper
circuits. Additional Chapters deal
with linear applications, chopper and
switching circuits, integrated circuits
and photo -VETS. Also FET oscilla-
tors. describing various types and the
necessary biasing arrangements. Es-
sential design data includes starting
conditions, power output. frequency
stability, and efficiency. 320 lips..
250 illus., 26 Chapters. Hardbound.

List Price $14.95  Order No. 240

64 Hobby Projects For
Home & Car

Here's a variety ofgs bound to

64453BY
please almost every -

PROJECTS body-from the hob-
byist and experi-

111=
!neuter to the engi-
neer who likes to
make things in pia
own home workshop.

%V From an auto ice
alarm to a vibrator
rejuvenator, from an
amazing electric can-
dle that lights with

a match to a splash alarm for the
swimming pool, there's a host of fun -
to -build devices, many of which are
suite unique. For the home there are
28 individual projects, for the car a
total of 311, each accompanied by a
schematic and/or pictorial diagram
and parts list. If you like to build.
here's a fine collect' of practical
projects with everything worked out
for you except the fun! 192 Pus.
I hardbound.
List Price $6.95  Order No. 467

IIII,.

Reliable Electronic Assembly
Production

Here is one of those
,oere books which sue-
, essfully bridges the
gap between design
and production tech-
nologies, thereby Pro-
viding guidelines for
choosing the best de-
mise) to achieve the
least expensive and
most reliable product.
The content provides
information on mate-
rial and methods em-

ployed in mass production. giving the
designer in-depth knowledge of the
broad range of processes lie should
consider in evolving a final product
concept. Not only does the content
define the best materials for each
given application, and detail tile best
choice for fabricating but it also
points out incompatibilities which
may evolve between design and pro-
duction. 208 pages. Hardbound.
List Price $12.95  Order No. 287

eleareak
woad*
prothoction

TV, Radio, Hi-Fi Hints & Kinks
If you want te
the best performa,
out of cons' I
electronics
meld. you'll find
to be the most r.
formative and us, -to
handbook ever pub-
lished. Over I 51,
ideas suggest s s

to customize and add
accessories to a I I)
equipment setup
how to connect sill-

gle and multiple accessory epeakers
how to add retieate controls to TV s.
radius. hi -fl systems, how to connect
microphones. etc. Also includes
many tips on 1d -fl equipinent. CB
and 2 -way radio equipment, antenna
systems, remote monitoring tech-
niques. a wireless baby
sitter. telephone amplifier, moisture.
fire and other alarm accessories fur
any existing amplifier. 256 pos., over
150 illustrations. Hardbound.

use Prise $7.95  Order No. 561

Dictionary of Electronics
You'll find this huge
volume extremely
useful in whatever
connection you have
with electronics. This
dictionary of elec-
tronics defines most
all of the electronic
terms you will run
across in your every-
day reading .. from
alpha particles
through zoom lens
. . . defines the

terms you need and use mood often.
no -hiding those found in radio. TV.
con %titans radar, electronic in-
etrument at ion. brooadeast nag, indus-
trial electronics, etc. It provides full.
complete, and easily -understandable
explanations of thousands of specific
electronics terms (such as transuotors,
acoustic feedback, alpha particles.
beat oscillator, final anode. electro-
static lens, nonlinear resistance, etc.'.
420 pps., 487 illustrations. Hard-
bound.
List Price $11.95  Order No. 300

1V.Rocies&HO-H
HINTS&
19NKSto  

Small Appliance Repair Guide
Learn to repair doz-
ens of small house-
hold appliances with
the use of this au-
thoritative. low-cost
handbook. Profusely
illustrated, the text
tells how to find the
cause of trouble in
minutes, and how to
go about making the
required repairs.
You'll also pick up
helpful hints on dis-

assembly and assembly, one of the
real "tricky" aspects of many ap-
pliance repair jobs. General trouble-
shooting procedures are explained
to familiarize you with the tech-
niques of appliance repair. Succeed-
ing chapters deal with thermostats,
skillets, sauce pans, irons, toasters,
coffee makers. blankets. mixers,
knives, deep fryers, hair dryers, elec-
tric shavers, and small motors found
in countless appliances. 11 Chapters,
224 pps. Over 1511 illus. Appendix
and Index.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 515

SMALL (
APPLIANCE r

REPAIR

GUIDE

"-V

Radio Control Handbook:
Third Edition

......._...Anaconzita.tteell .revisedi

III of the model radio
controller's bible-
covering the entire

,,_ , range of control sys-
NH t ems. Contains the lat-

est information on pro-
- ."... portional control and

pulse rate -length sys-
tems. Describes the
basics of control using

. simple escapements
and mechanical con-

trol linkage. versatile pulse -propor-
tional control and the methods of at-
taining it. methods for using mag-
netic actuators and servos to control
engine speed, It -C receivers and
transmitters, transmitter keying tech-
niques, batteries and power Reapplies,
relay operation' and maintenance.
test equipment applicable to R -C
activity. and installation of systems
in model planes, cars and boats. 320
Its.. er 240 illus. Hardbound.
ListPrice $1.95 Order No. 93

Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook

New Fourth Edition
-A brand-new. en-
larged edition of the
ever popular circuit
designer's "cook-
book." now contain-
ing over 600 proven
circuits, for all types
of functions. selected
from thousands on
the basis of original-
ity and practical ate
alication. Now you
.an have, at your

fingertips, this carefully planned ref-
erence source of tried and tested cir-
cuits. Selectee] on the basis of their
usefultinee, this detailed compilation
of practical olesWi data is the an-
swer to the need for an organized
gathering of proved circuits . . . both
basic and advanced designs that can
easily serve as stepping stones to
almost any kind of circuit you might
want to build. 416 pps., 19 big sec-
tions, over 600 illus. 8 %" x 11".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

Electric Motor Test & Repair
A guide to mainte-
'Bence practices for
all types of small
horsepower motors.
While many of the
larger motor repair
shops find it more
expedient to replace
low horsepower units,
rewinding of small
electric motors is
still a wide -spread
and profitable Prac-
tice. This practical

guide contains a wealth of informa-
tion on testing and rewinding small
motors of every type, including fan,
starter, polyphase, capacitor. induc-
tion. synchronous. etc. Early chap-
ters tell yon hot,, to set up a motor
test panel. make general tests and
measurements. and advise you about
the tools and equipment necessary
(such as an armature winder, wedge
driver, cutting and gauging board.
coil taper. puller plate. etc.). 1 611
pox.. 102 illus. I'mnb-bound with
soft cover.
List Price $6.95  Order No. T-97

Practical Electronic Servicing
Techniques

Here is a new and
unique handbook
that will sharpen
your electronics trou-
bleshooting ability.
Yes, you can learn
to whip those tough
dogs and prepare
Yourself for any elec-
tronic gear that
comes your way with
the "inside" infor-
mation presented in
this handbook. You'll

be surprised how simple and logical
the professional techniques really
an.. Begins with an analysis of what
troubleshooting really is: to condition
your thinking (which is part of the
secret 1. the author begins with the
analysis of troubleshooting logic:
then lie tells you how to think like
a tough -dog expert. Also logical ser-
vice approaches to DC circuits, tube
circuits, and transistor circuits. 256
pos., 13% illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 547

PRACTICAL
ELECTRONIC

SERVICING
TECHNIQUES

General Electric Color TV
Service Manual - Vol 2

This second volume
picks up where Vol. 1
left off. Covers the
new solid-state JA
chassis plus 11-2, II -3.
11-4. N-1. N.2. KE-
11 C-2. L-2. and
LT -2 chassis. Pro -
rides complete setup.

alignment, trouble-
shooting, and adjust-
ment procedures for
11 these receivers.

plus Parts Lists for
uncommon components. The foldout
section provides complete, large -size
atheinat it, for the 10 chamois men-
tioned above. 212 pps.. including
36 -page schematic foldout sect ion.
Leatherette cover.

List Price $7.95  Order No. 609

Commercial FCC License
Handbook

eE:. A I it a and unique
a study guide and refer-

C111111111111.-- ence manual, combin-
FS :s1.s. ing theory and aPPli-

...ii cations with up-to-
IMIE -,... date questions andNom answers for 1st. 2nol,
......_ ...., 3rd class radiotele-
aosizar- phone license exams

plus broadcast and
radar endorsements.
Everything you need
to know is included-
complete detailed an-

swers to questions on any subject
you may be asked when you take
your exam. Numerous practical ex-
amples are used to describe the vari-
ous principles you need to under-
stand the exam questions. In each
case, the author painstakingly ex-
plains the answers to questions on
all subjects. Prepares you for any
exam. 432 pps., 150 illustrations.
Hardbound.
List Price MI.95  Order Ne. 5112

Electronics Data Handbook:
New 2nd Edition

This brand-new, com-
pletely updated and
greatly enlarged edi-
tion of an industry
classic now saves you
even more time in
Quickly finding the
electronics data you
need! Now 50 % larg-
er than the earlier
edition, it includes
just about any formu-
la you want-plus
numerous worked out

tables and charts which give you di-
rect answers so you don't even have
to use a formula. Here is an all -in -
one reference to the data for DC and
Al circuits. Taciturn tubes., transis-
tors, antennas and transmission lines,
measurements, and all the conversion
factors, abbreviations, equivalents
and mathematical data for electron-
ics. 256 pps. Hundreds of tables,
charts, illustrations and formulas.
Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 110

try*

tardbook

CATV System Engineering -
Third Edition. Re-
vised Third Edition
of the accepted tech-
nical standard of the
CATV industry . . .

an expanded and re-
vised version of the
first and only author-
itative book on plan-
ning, designing, and
operating a CATV
plant. Covers systems
composed of uncor-
related components

as well as fully integrated solid-state
plaids. Subjects covered include dis-
advantageous amplifier design con-
cepts, high level distribution, princi-
ples of cable powering, amplifier and
system dynamic range, cascaded
figure of merit, system operating

jumper cables, equalization
and alignment, and a host of other
vital subjects, including how to inod-
erniZe older systems using the newest
equipment available. 256 pps.
List Price $12.95  Order No. 290

Beginner's Guide to Computer
Programming

Commit tr prograto-
ming is really quite
simple-once you un-
derstand the funda-
mental principles.
'rids new book will
help you develop that
understanding be-
cause, simply, it be-
gins at the begin-
ning! Instead of work-
ing backward from a
language. this book
begins by developing

a simple programming language of its
own. Earl, concept is developed by
dete a need, then an instruc-
tion to fulfill that need. After you
learn the basics, the author shows
you how to prepare flowchart dia-
grams of actual programs. Then you
begin transforming program require
talents into "computerese.' Finally,
various language levels are explained.
384 pps., 400 illustrations. Hard-
bound.
List Price $9.95  Order No. 574

PRo la xes tura",

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER...
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RADIO/TV
DEALER

BAND
PARTS

BOARD
MODEL BP
PEGBOARD

SIZE: 17" X 24"
WITH HOOKS
SUPPLIED

CONTAINS 62 MOST NEEDED REPLACEMENT
PARTS: AMP FUSES  FUSED RESISTORS  FOCUS
RECTIFIERS CIRCUIT BREAKERS  CRT ANODE
CONNECTORS  CURRENT LIMITING RESISTORS
 NEW COMPLETELY UNIVERSAL TV CHANNEL
SELECTOR  SIDE -WINDER CHANNEL SELECTOR
 VOLUME CONTROL KNOB

DEALER DISTRIBUTOR
ASK FOR CAT:: 152C MIN. ORDER 10 BOARDS

WORKMANSthsi,lear IPtf TECH.V01,1G1 1VC
BOx 3828 SARASOTA T LA 33578 PRODUCTS. INC

... for more details circle 137 on Reader Service Card

S'evw---A'Rth 'I New Improved

EAVE MOUNTS

FOR
SUPPORTED MAST

INSTALLATION
SLOTTED
W HEAD
LAG SCREW
SIMPLIFIES
INSTALLATION

EXCLUS VE SWIVEL
MAST SUPPORT

Vavd)

rn

FOR
GROUND -UP TELESCOPING

MAST INSTALLATIONS
UP TO AND INCLUDING

50 FT. MASTS
Available in Hot -Dip

Galvanized Steel or Aluminum

--, top
'ITT'.1111111

1111114111.11114111111111111411111111111%....-.''AIIIIIIIIIIIIII4rll- --Choice of: 30", 48" or 60" .

models (size indicates spread of lower bracket).

WRITE FOR
FULL DETAILS

SOUTH RIVER METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
SOUTH RIVER, NEW JERSEY 08882

See Us at Las Vegas, Booths 11.23, A-24. NEW/COM '73.
... for more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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continued from page 42

The Tvlime System can transmit up to 600 words per
minute, which is more than that required lot captions. The
excess capacity will he available for other purposes, such
as communications between network and affiliate.

Channel Master "Sportenna" System
Overcomes Sports TV Blackouts

Channel Master's new "Sportenna- system makes it pos-
sible for viewers to obtain long-distance ieception of lo-
cally blacked -out sporting events while :liminating adja-
cent -channel, FM and other forms of interference com-
monly experienced in such installation!,

Each "Sportenna" consists of an outdoor I V antenna
and selected components specially engineered for a particu-
lar reception area. The key accessory is a new Channel
Master factory -tuned trap that blocks out adjacent -channel
interference-the principal obstacle to good reception in
installations of this type.

Comments from our readers are always welcome.

Address your letters to:

Phillip Dahlen, CET, Editor
Electronic Technician/Dealer
1 East First Street
Duluth, Minnesota 55802.

carrj it with you!
WAHL Cordless
SOLDERING IRON greatest advance
in soldering since electricity !

Wahl "Iso-Tip" gives soldering heat in 5 seconds
from self-contained batteries. Lets you solder

in hard -to -work places unhindered by cord
and plug. Move from place to place with

ease. Make repairs in the field. Recharge
your "Iso-Tip" in transit with the 12V

cigarette lighter converter/charger. Full
charge is good for up to 100 joints*

or more. Safe to use on delicate
components. Comes with PC -type

fine tip, built-in work and pilot
lights, protective carrying tube.

7565 Kit
with 12V
Auto Charger  $18.95
7500 Kit
with 120V
AC Charger - $t9.95
(*Depending upon wire
size, temperature and
atmospheric conditions.)

WAHL
CLIPPER CORPORATION
Department 1
2902 Locust Street
Sterling, Illinois 61081
(815) 625.6525

... for more details circle 141 on Readcr Service Card



NEW PRODUCTS

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

VHF BROADBAND AMPLIFIER

Designed to operate under 703
a variety of signal conditions

A versatile VHF (Channel 2
through 13) broadband modular am-
plifier, Model DA -5110, is designed to
operate under a variety of signal con-
ditions. The specifications indicate
that the unit provides up to 4RdBmv

mm0
output per channel on each of the
seven VHF channels at 0.5% cross
modulation. For the input signal, a
plug-in attenuator pad reportedly pro -

Heroin
is moving

to the
suburbs.
The spread of heroin addic-

tion is discussed on pages 22 and
23 of the Federal source book:
"Answers to the most frequently
asked questions about drug
abuse."

For a free copy send in the cou-
pon below. Quantity prices for
distribution to your employees
are quoted in the booklet.

dual sou., book
Att,,, et Itt ,tt. entst irequently asked

questions about drug abuse-
write to: Drug Abuse Questions and Answers

National Clearinghouse tor Drug
Abuse Inlormahon
Box 1080
Washington. D C. 20013

 Naine

 Address

City Slate Zip

vides up to -20dB of attenuation in
3dB steps. A special transistor is said
to provide a low noise figure below
4.3dB to insure good color and B/W
reproduction while a fixed FM trap
reduces strong local FM signals, less-
ening the possibility of overload. An
outstanding feature of the unit is re-
portedly the 29dB typical gain-suffi-
cient to operate most systems in major
market areas. The amplifier is con-
structed of solid-state components on
printed -circuit boards and is powered
by an electronically regulated power
supply which maintains a 12v supply
over a wide range of line voltages at
less than 6mv ripple. Winegard Co.

FUNCTION GENERATOR 704

Provides better th.,r-
25ns rise time

The Model 3311A Function Gener-
ator is available which has sine,
square, triangle and positive pulse out-
puts, as well as a number of other fea-
tures not generally found in low-cost
instruments. With a better than 25ns
rise time, the pulses are useful for
clocking logic breadboards or as syn-
chronization signals. An external volt-
age -controlled oscillator (VCO) input
is provided for phase -locked loop and

swept -frequency applications. The
output of the unit is 10v p -p into
60011 for sine, square and triangle
waveforms. An internal dc offset of
±5v into 600f1 is continuously vari-
able and independent of amplitude
control. Complete dc isolation be-
tween the instrument case and earth

ground reduces grounding problems
and loops. Seven decades of frequency
from 0.1Hz to 1MHz are said to be
selected by pushbuttons. Dial accuracy
is reportedly ±5% of full scale with
sine -wave amplitude flatness within
±3% of 10kHz reference (maximum
output amplitude) to 100kHz, ±6%
at 1MHz. Sine -wave total harmonic
distortion at maximum output ampli-
tude is less than 3%. The unit mea-
sures 31/2 in. high by 61/4 in. wide by
934 in. deep. Hewlett-Packard Co.

continued on next page

all test Ms
co SRI I STATE
with a THEMATIC TRANSVERTER

service:
Motorola
Zenith
Sylvania
RCA...etc. etc...
Converts any test jig to service
any solid state TV.

 Simple plug-in operation
 Economical - Saves buying a

solid state jig.
 Versatile - Dual impedance.

Available from your distributor.

MODEL
TA 3000

2245 PITKIN AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11207

Write Us! Free subscription for current cross-reference charts

... for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS...
continued from page 49

ANTENNA AMPLIFIER 705

Solves major fringe -area
reception problems

The Spartan series antenna ampli-
fiers are designed combining advanced
low -noise solid-state components with
new approaches to circuit design that
utilize up to three transistors. Cover-
ing VHF/FM and UHF/VHF/FM
for fringe and near fringe reception
areas, the amplifiers are high -gain

units reportedly featuring flat gain up
to 20dB, while fully protected against
overload. Most models incorporate

both switchable and tunable traps to
eliminate FM interference. Specifica-

It's this easy to install
metro -Voice mono cartridges.

Almost 100% original or exact replacements. But half of our competitors' cart-
ridges are substitutes. And you know what problems that means. Like having to
adjust the tracking weight and set down position of the tone arm. And changing
the terminal clips on the tone arm wires. And installing a new bracket to adjust
the cartridge to the arm. And, maybe, when you're finished, an output voltage
difference exists.

Of course, when you specify Electro-Voice quality -assured cartridges, you
avoid all this time-consuming, costly work. What's more, you don't make unprofit-
able double repairs. Your customer is happy the first time. And when he needs
other services, he'll call you.

You'll find just about every cartridge you'll need in our comprehensive cata-
log. Use it for fast cross referencing, assistance in identification and detailed
specifications. A free copy is available from your E-V/Game distributor. Get
yours today, or write E-V/Game, Inc., Box 711, Freeport, N.Y. 11520.

EV GAME inc.
DIVISION OF ELECTRO-VOICE INC  A Gulbon COMPANY

In Canada E -V of Canada. Ltd Gananoque. Ontario

CARTRIDGES  NEEDLES  WHEELS  BELTS  PULLEYS  STEREO HEADPHONES
MICROPHONES  HI-FI ACCESSORIES

... for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card

tions indicate that a three -section re-
jection filter can be switched in that
attenuates the FM band by an average
of 25dB; or an independent tunable
trap, just 1MHz wide, can provide ad-
ditional attenuation wherever needed
within the FM band. Special feed -back
circuitry reportedly provides excep-
tional stability in temperatures rang-
ing from -22° F to 140° F. Channel
Master.

RC SUBSTITUTION BOX 706

Provides the most needed
resistor and capacitor values

Introduced is the Model LSB-41
RC Substitution Box which provides
many of the most often needed resistor
and capacitor values. The box offers
switch selection of high or low resist-
ance values, and reportedly has the
substitution capacity of 24 EIA stan-
dard 10%, 1w resistors from 1011 to
IOM. Any of 22 standard capacitors
from 100pf to 1,000/2f (100pf to
0.47p,f at 500wv; 100/21 to 1,000/2f at
SOwv) can reportedly also be selected.

The compact 3.5 lb unit is also said to
preclude the necessity for working with
unmarked or illegible color coded re-
sistors or capacitors. It measures 31/2
in. H by 91/2 in. W by 634 in. D.
Leader Instrument Corp.

COLD GALVANIC PRIMER 707

Protects metal from rust
and a primer for paint

Introduced is a zinc -rich cold gal-
vanic primer for metal surfaces called
Zinc -It, which forms a tough. flexible
coating of zinc met-
al and bonding elec-
trochemically with
any base metal.
Through its special
galvanic action, this
coating reportedly
protects the base
metal against rust
and rust creepage,
even when scratched
or abraded. The
product provides nearly the same pro-
tection as a hot dip galvanized coating

50 ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, DEALER, MARCH 1973



to protect the metal and can be ap-
plied on the job in the field. Its appli-
cation is as wide-ranging as the uses
for hot dip galvanizing. It can be used
to impede rust and corrosion in air
conditioning units, metal electrical en-
closures, metal floors and roofs, radio
and TV transmission towers and other
applications to prevent rust. The prod-
uct is available in 5 -oz brush -top cans,
I6 -oz. aerosol containers and one gal-
lon pails. ('RC Chemicals.

VOLT -OHM MILLIAMETER 708

Features resettable
overload protection

The Model 120P VOM features a
rating of 20k/v sensitivity and 2% ac-
curacy on dc. The unit is also said to
offer a .25v dc range and a 50pa dc
current range. The meter movement is
a taut -band, self -shielding annular
type that reportedly withstands shock
and vibration. A TRANSIT position on
the range switch protects the instru-
ment in portable use. Ranges covered
by the instrument are as follows-
DCV: 0-1000v in eight ranges. DC
current: 0-10a in six ranges. ACV:
0-1000v rms, with 3% accuracy and
frequency response of 1dB to
100kHz through 50v ac, to 20kHz on
250v ac range. AC output volts:

0-250v ac in four ranges. Ohms: R X
I, R X 100, R X 10,000. All ranges
except the 10a and 1000v dc ranges
are protected by the electronic over-
load system and the relay contacts arc
protected by a 3a fuse in the input cir-
cuit. The unit measures 51/4 by 7 by
31/2 in. deep and weighs 3 lb. Dyna-
scan Corp.

VOM/TRANSISTOR TESTER 709
VOM designed to also measure
capacitance and transistor parameters

A compact instrument which com-
bines all the functions of the VOM

continued on next page

Our 30 MHz Counter looked
so
good
at
169.95*

414

Heathkit IB-1100

we out attractive new prices
on our whole counter line

r°'

Heathkit IB-1102
120 MHz Counter

Reduced $50, now just

29995*

Heathkit IB-' 101 Heathkit IB-102
100 MHz Counter 175 MHz Scaler

Reduced $40, now just Reduced $10, now just

22995* 8995*
The new Heathkit IB-1100 adds up to one
of the best bargains you can buy in a 5 -
digit, -30 MHz counter. This easy -to -as-
semble kit gives you: Solid-state digital
circuitry for non -blinking readout. De-
pendable cold -cathode display tubes.
Custom designed time base for ±3 ppm
accuracy from +22° to +37° C. Diode -
protected J-Fet for improved triggering
over inputs from 100 mV to 150 V rms. 1
megohm input, shunted by 20 pF, for min-
imal loading. kHz/MHz switch and over -
range lamp. You can have yours together
in approximately seven hours, and at this
low price that's time well spent. Kit IB-
1100, 6 lbs.

The IB-1102 is the finest Heathkit Counter
you can buy and build. Design features
include a temperature compensated crys-
tal oscillator clock for ±1 ppm stability
from +10° to +40° C.; high impedance
FET input circuit for minimum loading;
automatic triggering level for hands-off
operation. Sensitivity is 50 mV to 100 MHz
and 125 mV above 100 MHz. The full
8 -digit cold -cathode display, overrange
lamp, gate lamp and two range indicator
lamps make the IB-1102 one of the easiest

reading counters around.
Kit IB-1102, 12 lbs.

Ir

H0,110977113

Heathkit IB-1101 gives you maximum
capability in the medium -price range.
The all solid-state circuitry accepts in-
puts from less than 50 mV to 140 V rms,
depending on frequency. The full five -
digit cold -cathode readout can be ex-
panded to eight digit capability using the
overrange circuitry. Other features in-
clude 1 megohm input impedance and
low input capacitance; custom designed
time base crystal for accuracy better than
±3 ppm from 17° to 32° C. Compare
performance and price with the competi-
tion. Then order your Heathkit IB-1101.
Ka IB-1101, 8 lbs.

The Heathkit IB-102 Scaler is a two -eve-
ning kit that extends the range of vir-
tually any counter to 175 MHz. In most
cases you'll get improved sensitivity too.
The solid-state circuitry divides input
frequencies from 2 MHz to 175 MHz with
the scaled output fed to any compatible
frequency counter with a 1 megohm in-
put. There is front panel switching of
10:1 or 100:1 scale ratios, plus 1:1

straight-thru counting. Resolution is down
to 10 Hz with a counter having a 1 second
time base. The Heathkit 18-102 is the
economical way to add 175 MHz capa-
bility to your service bench. Kit IB-102,
8 lbs.

Free - Your 1973
Heathkit Catalog with
the world's largest
selection of
instrument kits.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24.3
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

 Enclosed is S , plus shipping.
Please send model(s)

 Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
Name

Address

City State 71p

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
Mall order prices; F.O.B. factory. 7E-273

HF ATH

Schlumberger - -1

. . . for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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Faavw
AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
CUT WIRE & CABLE

INSTALLATION COSTS
. . . without cutting into insulation!
SAFE! Grooved Guide positions wire for
proper staple envelopment! Grooved Driving
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation!

No. T-18-Fits wires up to
3/16" in diameter.

BELL,
TELEPHONE,

THERMOSTAT,
INTERCOM,
BURGLAR

ALARM
and other low
voltage wiring.

Uses T-18
staples with 3/16" round crown

in 3/8" leg length only.

No. T-25-Fits wires up to
1/4" in diameter.

Same basic construction
and fastens same
wires as No. T-18.

Also used for
RADIANT

HEAT WIRE

Uses T-25 staples _

with 1/4" round crown in 9/32", -
3/8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths./

T-18 and T-25 staples also available in Monel and
with beige, brown and ivory finish at extra cost.

No. T-75-Fits wires and cables
up to 1/2" in diameter.

RADIANT HEAT
CABLE,

OF CABLE,
WIRE CONDUIT

COPPER TUBING
or any non-metallic

sheathed cable.
Also used as

DRIVE RINGS
in stringing wires.

Uses 1-75 staples with 1/2"
flat crown in 9/16", 5/8" and

7/8" leg lengthy

Arrow Automatic Staple Guns save 70% in time
and effort on every type of wire or cable fasten-
ing job. Arrow staples are specially designed with
divergent -pointed legs for easier driving and
rosin -coated for greater holding power! All -steel
construction and high -carbon hardened steel
working parts are your assurance of maximum
long -life service and trouble -free performance.

Ask your Electrical Supply Dealer
or write for further details.

Saddle Brook. Now Jersey

"Pioneers and Pacesetters
For Almost A Half Century"

NEW PRODUCTS._
continued from page 51

with the added capability of measur-
ing capacitance and transistor para-
meters, is introduced. The Model

HM -310, VOM/ Transistor Tester is a
self-contained three -in -one VOM/
Transistor/Capacitance Tester featur-
ing 100K per volt, taut -hand
movement, 3 -in. mirrored scale and
hurn-out protection. Measurement ca-
pabilities include: AC and dc volts,

resistance, ac and dc current, dB, and
capacitance transistor alpha, beta
and leakage current. The unit mea-
sures 21/2 by 5 1/16 by 61/2 in. and
weighs 2 lb. hme Electronics Inc.

HIGH -VOLTAGE RECTIFIER 710
Rep/aces stick -type high -voltage
rectifiers in color -TV sets

A solid-state high -voltage rectifier,
R -12C, has been designed for direct
replacement of Motorola, Electro-
home, Zenith
and GE
"stick"" recti-
fiers in color -
TV sets. The
rectifiers re-
placed by the
Solid -Tube
solid- state
high - voltage
rectifier are
said to he manufactured as original
equipment under the following desig-
nations: Motorola P/N 48D69723A0 I
and 48S137397 (D6C); Electrohome
P/N 28-31-00; Zenith P/N 103-215
and (iE EP57X3. Ratings for the
high -voltage rectifier reportedly in-
clude a peak inverse voltage of 45kv,

first time at this low price!
ALL -IN -ONE

VOMITRANSISTOR

TESTER $ 95
MODEL HM -310

49
dread

 100 Kt -2/V Taut Band movement,
Mirrored Scale

 Burn -Out Protection
 Transistor Alpha & Beta
 Transistor !co
 Measures Capacitance
 Self-contained
 Measures AC/DC Volts, Current,

and Ohms in 22 Ranges

OTHER QUALITY METERS . . .

 Model HM -312
full range VOM $35.75

 Model HM -315
Transistor 'Diode tester $34.65

h m e
hm electronics, inc.

10975 SAN DIEGO MISSION ROAD
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92108
TELEPHONE: 1 714 1 250.15050

Reg. $5995

PLEASE SEND

n ENCLOSED IS $

Cl SEND C.O.D.
(Add $2 for shipping and handling. Calif. add 5% tax)

n Please send FREE Data Sheet
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY-
STATE ZIP
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice j

MODEL

. . . for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS ...
continued front page 52

peak repetitive forward current of
200ma, an average forward current of
5ma and voltage drop of 75v at 50ma.
EDI Electronic Devices, Inc.

TRANSISTOR/DIODE CHECKER

Permits quick in circuitor 711

out -of -circuit checks

One of the most useful, convenient
and simple attachments for the solid-
state electronic oscilloscope is de-
signed. The Model WC -528B Quick -
tracer Transistor/ Diode Checker per-
mits quick in -circuit or out -of -circuit
checks of transistors (except EFT'S),

diodes and zener diodes. "the unit can
he attached to the oscilloscope. RCA
Electronic Components.

FUNCTION GENERATOR 712

Provides sine, square
or triangular waveforms

A low-cost Function Generator,
Model 5700, provides sine, square and
triangular waveforms over a wide fre-
quency range of from 0.002Hz to
2MHz. Frequency accuracy is report-
edly to -' 5(.'; of reading for the entire

1000: I tuning range of the dial. Out-
put is said to he controlled by a two -
position dB step attenuator and am-
plitude vernier, providing both a 5052
single ended and a 60052 balanced out-
put. The outputs reportedly provide
I5v pp and 30v p -p respectively, plus

a lv auxiliary output. Krohn -Hite
Corp.

HOW
popsSyr

3INA SERIES

yes's°.00
...if

FUNNy- MANY
OF THEM SEEM TO
13 Loss OF 54(NAL,
SNOKPOOR SYNC --
THAT KIND OF THING.

V

IN EVERY GROUPOF TECHNICIANS, THERE'S
A -GEoRGE:WHO ALWAYS SEEMS
LITTLE' MORE THAN REST oF uS--.50MEI1MES
EVEN vvrIli SHORTER HOURS TO HELP EVERY
Tr-CHNICIAN MAKE THE MOST -CT HIS TIME, HERES
"HOW GEORGE DOES IT!"

TO EARN A

gET
THE TUNERS ON

YOU SPRAYED

QUITE A Fay OF
THEM . WHAT DO
YOU USE?

11Mµ gCfUM

w194 ICOULD
Bur NE Gar
A RAFT OF
CALL-BACKS
I'vE FEEN
PUTTING
OFF.

THERE'S YOUR PRogLEA
MoST- LOW-PRKED
SPRAYS ARE NO 'BARGAIN'
ATALL. IN A 5L -T, THE

LUBRICANTS ARE LIKE
AXLE GREASE-THEY)
SOMETIMES DRY UP
IN A moNTH!

WHY PLAYtALI-BAcx
ouLETt?FoRoNLY

FEw PENNIES MORE:THERE5
cHEmTIZoNic5 TUN -O -FOAM
OR TUN-0-BRITE FOR REALLY
cAJNKY TUNERS BOTH HAVE
9LICONE LUBRICANTS THAT
ARE PRACCALLYA CALL-BACK
INSURANCE RlicY. REALLY,
MATT YOUR, ,TIME 15 VALUABLE
50

THINGW

SNT PAy TO USE
FV

1411-N LET GEORGE PO II71O )T YOURSELF WITH TON -0 -FORM
Tuhl-O-BRITE TWO CHEMTRONICS ci4EMt CAL MOLD/1-
SOLVERS TI-kAT'AVE YOU TIME AND MONEY.

SEND FOR OUR FREE PROBLEM -50LVINC., BROCHURE AND cATAL06,

(HENTRONICSIN(ORPORATED
1260 KAI VH AVENUE BROOkL1N, NFW I tItik: I 415INF55 15 IMPROVINONVORS

. . . for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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GREATEST TV Schematic Bargain EVER Offered

NOW -Complete TV Schematics for less than SF each
COLOR TV
Covers ALL
Color Sets
1960 - 1968

BLACK & WHITE
Coverage for

23 U.S. Brands
1965 -1968

TV TECH /MATICS-
8 Giant Volumes

Cover 99% of Color TV -4 Years B&W!
Here are FABULOUS savings on
nationally -known TV schematic and
service data. Here is everything
you need to fill your vital service
data needs for TV model years 1965
through 1968 . . . plus COLOR TV
coverage from 1960 through 1968!
What it amounts to is a low, low
cost of less than $9.00 per year for
your TV service data . . . with an
extra 5 years of Color TV coverage
thrown in for good measure!

SERVICE DATA FOR MORE
THAN 20 BRANDS
TV TECH/ MATICS is the ideal Ser-
vice Data package for today's mod-
ern technician. It includes com-
plete schematic diagrams and vital
servicing data for every TV receiv-
er produced by more than 20 lead-
ing American Manufacturers for
1965, 1966, 1967, and 1968. All dia-
grams and servicing details are
completely authentic, based on in-
formation provided by the original
equipment manufacturers. Each
year's coverage is permanently
bound into two convenient -to -use
volumes which open flat to 11" x
291/2", ready to provide you with in-
stant service data at your work-
bench. Some of the diagrams are
as large as 58" x 22".

EASY TO USE
TV TECH/MATICS is easy to use.
Brand names are arranged alpha-
betically by model year. No more
hunting through several file draw-
ers to find the schematic you need!
And at the special low price, think
of the savings you will enjoy on
your schematic needs . . . think of
the time you'll save by having the
schematics you need right at your
fingertips in handy, permanently -
bound form!
TV TECH MATICS is the ideal way
to cut down your schematic expen-
ses, and to enjoy the convenience
of having all your data needs right
at your fingertips.

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
You receive 8 BIG volumes in all,
two for each year from 1965

8 BIG Volumes

Regular Price $79.60
... NOW YOURS

for only $34.95
through 1968. Included is a clearly
detailed and annotated TV sche-
matic diagram for each specific
model. You also get complete re-
placement parts lists, alignment in-
structions, tube and component lo-
cation diagrams, plus key wave-
forms and voltage readings ... all
the information you need to service
over 90% of the TV receivers you'll
encounter!
Compare that with the over $100 a
year you may now be paying for
comparable information.

STREAMLINED AND CONVENIENT
All the information for a given mod-
el is contained on two facing
sheets. The special bound -leaf for-
mat allows pages to lie flat when
open. Each volume is organized al-
phabetically by manufacturer, then
numerically by model number. In
addition, a handy Chassis/Model
Finder is bound into each volume.
Regular list price for each year's
coverage - 2 BIG volumes - is
$19.90. All 8 volumes normally sell
for $79.60. Your price is ONLY
$34.95... a savings of nearly $45 00!

-----
LARGE PAGES contain complete circuit schematics, replacement parts lists, alignment
instructions, critical part locations, important waveforms and voltage readings.

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
You MUST be satisfied that TV
TECH /MATICS is the greatest bar-
gain in TV Schematics ever offered.
Order at our risk for FREE 10 -day
examination. Prove to yourself they
are worth many times the price.
You can return them in 10 days for
full refund or cancellation of in-
voice. No need to send money. But,
the supply is limited, so fill-in and
mail the NO -RISK coupon today to
obtain these time -saving, money-
making manuals.

-CONTENTS-
CONTENTS 1965 MODELS

Covers all 1965 models for: Admiral, Airline,
Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes, Dumont, Elec-
trohome, Emerson, Firestone, General Electric,
Magnavox, Motorola, Muntz, Olympic, Packard -
Bell, Philco, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone,
Setchell-Carlson, Sylvania, Truetone, Westing-
house, and Zenith . . . plus all color sets 1960-
1965, at no extra cost!
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

CONTENTS 1966 MODELS
Covers all 1966 color and B 8 W models of: Ad
miral, Airline, Andrea. Coronado, Curtis Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson, General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell, Phil -
co, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setchell-Carl-
son, Sonora, Sylvania, Truetone, Westinghouse,
and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

CONTENTS 1967 MODELS
Covers all 1967 color and B 8 W models of: Ad
miral, Airline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson, General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell,
Philco-Ford, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setch.
ell -Carlson, Truetone, Westinghouse, and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

CONTENTS 1968 MODELS
Covers all 1968 color and B 8 W models for: Ad
miral, Airline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis -Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson. General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell, Phil -
co -Ford, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setchell-
Carlson, Sonora, Sylvania, Truetone, Westing-
house, and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

i;

$3.95
BONUS OFFER

Send remittance with
order and we'll add 5
different SINGLPAK
Manuals (79c list each)!
These are 16 p. reprints
of mfr's. TV data...

yours at no extra
charge

IIMIWTquimlizirmrrumm1111111=111
TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summi*, Pa. 17214

0 I enclose $34.95 for which please send me your complete 8 -Volume Tech/Matics
Schematic Offer postage prepaid...plus my 5 FREE SINGLPAK Manuals.

0 Please invoice me for $34.95 plus postage. Same return privileges.

Name Phone
Company
Address
City State Zip
(Paid orders shipped prepaid. Pa. resident add 6% Sales Tax. Outside USA 10% extra.) El 33
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DEALER SHOWCASE

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

RECORD CHANGER 713

Features jam -resistant
changer mechanism

A three -speed automatic record
changer, Model CA950, features a

jam resistant changer mechanism for
high reliability. It is said to include a

full-size I I in. turntable, deluxe tubu-
lar tone arm, cueing control for pre-
cise tone arm placement and adjust-
able counterweight for lightweight
stylus tracking, plus a pilot light and
convenience outlet. General Electric.

COLOR -TV SET 714

Compact cabinet
moderately priced

A portable color -TV set, the Model
I8T130 Sportster, is designed for peo-
ple who have been "color holdouts"

because of price. This I8 -in. (mea-
sured diagonally) portable color -TV
set reportedly offers a picture large
enough for family viewing in a space -
saving cabinet measuring only 241/2

in. wide. It is said to feature a Super-
Brite picture tube, built-in antenna,
sturdy handle and Super -Scope all -

channel VHF/UHF tuning system for
excellent reception in weak signal
areas. Admiral.

AUDIO CABLE 715

Designed for use with
headphones and stereo speakers

A I2 -ft. stereo cable, Model 44-359,
is said to include a three -wire con-
nector cable and
a standard three-
way phone plug to
a standard three-
way in -line jack.
The cable is de-
signed for use as
a headphone and
stereo speaker ex-
tension cable for tape recorders, re-
ceivers or eight -track cassette tape
players. Weltron Co.

INDUCTIVE AUDIO COUPLER

Applies theater sound tracks 716

or telephone to tape deck

A new Sound Master receiver is
designed to enable drive-in theater
soundtracks, telephone conversations

and car or transistor radio broadcasts
to he played through stereo speakers.
For drive-in movie sound tracks, in-
sert the unit into the car's eight -track
stereo tape deck and clip the connect-
ing wire to the speaker cable. Sound
is reportedly then induced through the
stereo speaker system. The easy con-
nect/disconnect clip will reportedly
not damage the speaker cable. The
unit can also he used at home or the
office to enable everyone in the room
to hear both ends of a telephone con-
versation by inserting the unit into any
home eight -track cartridge tape player
and the connecting wire clipped to the
telephone receiver cord. By clipping the
connecting wire to a radio speaker and
inserting the unit into any eight -track
tape deck, music comes through the
stereo speakers. Alcxco Mfg. Co.

continued on next page

DIAL
& CODER

Delta's Instant
Emergency
Telephone

Warning System.

Dial & Coder guards you around -
the -clock, signaling alarm for any emer-
gency condition where a simple contact
closure activates the system. Completely
solid state, Dial & Coder utilizes the
latest in discrete and integrated circuit
technology to provide immediate remote
signaling between any two telephones.

CHECK THESE FEATURES!
 Cial any phone number up to eight

digits.
 Change numbers in ten seconds.
 Over 100 different code combinations

allow multi -phone connections.
 Works with any direct contact switch.
 Unlimited applications. Use with in-

trusion detectors, fire & smoke detec-
tors or a simple button control. Allows
children, clerks, or physically handi-
capped to call for help.

 Automatic redialer when busy signal
received.

 Microphone can be added for audio
surveillance.

 Self-contained power supply. Once
tripped, unit cannot be stopped.

This one's really priced right!
Made in U.S.A.

Write or Call today for free sales details!

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1147, Grand Junction, Cob. 81501,

Dept. ETD, (303) 242-9000

Superior Products At Sensible Prices
. . . for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE...
continued from page 55

AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER 717

Features automatic
circuit protection

A solid-state AM/FM stereo re-
ceiver, Model TX -555, is rated at 2pv
of FM sensitivity and 40dB of stereo
separation. The unit is furnished in a
walnut finished cabinet and has re-
portedly an IHF rated music power
output of 140w into 411 and 120w into
8f1, both channels driven. It features

automatic, transistorized circuit pro-
tection to guard against speaker dam-
age and dc leakage. The unit report-
edly has a directly coupled differential
amplifier plus a FET and four variable

capacitors in the tuner front end, a six -
element ceramic IF filter and FM
muting circuitry. Total harmonic dis-

When the picture looks good,
you look good.

When a color TV picture fades, or when the black -and -white is erased by a
cathode -to -filament short, you can save the day. and the tube, by installing a
Perma-Power Britener.

Boost models bring out lost sharpness
and detail by providing increased fila-

,ment voltage to increase electron
emission. Full contrast and color qual-
ity return immediately.

Isolation models restore the black-
and -white information that gives a
color picture its quality, by isolating the
short, thus restoring black -and -white
video drive.

Short now . . . fade later? Handle

both jobs with a Color-Brite Combina-
tion Isolation and Boost Britener.

There are Perma-Power Color Brite
models for both round tubes and rec-
tangular tubes. In fact, Perma-Power
has a Britener for just about every pic-
ture tube ever made! You'll look very
good to your customer when you pro-
long the life of the expensive picture
tube. Pick up a supply of Color-Brites
from your Perma-Power distributor!

PERMA-POWER DIVISION
CHAMBERLAIN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
5740 North Tripp, Chicago, Illinois 60646

. for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card

tortion in the amplifier is reportedly
0.3% of rated power with a frequency
response of 10Hz to 35KHz. Specifi-
cations indicate that the intermodula-
tion distortion is 0.4% of rated power
while the power bandwidth is 15 to
35,000Hz. The tuner section of the re-
ceiver is said to feature a sensitivity of
2/.4v with a capture ratio of 1.5dB,
image rejection ratio of 70dB and a
harmonic distortion at 0.5%. Rated
tuner frequency response is 30 to
15,000Hz ( 0.5dB). It measures 51/2
in H by 18M5 in. W by 151/8 in. D.
Onkyo.

MARINE RADIO TELEPHONE

Delivers 2.2w of power 718
from a ni-cad battery

A portable, hand-held, battery -oper-
ated marine radio, called Aqua-Com,
is said to be a compact combination
mike/speaker and
double conversion
receiver that pro-
vides two-way com-
munication with
palm of the hand
convenience. Three
controls operate
the unit: ON/OFF/
VOLUME, SQUELCH
and SELECTOR
switch for up to
five channels. Com-
pletely solid state,
the radio -telephone
is reportedly all
weatherized against
air and water dam-
age. The printed
circuit boards are
sealed with a spe-
cial silicon com-
pound to prevent
corrosion. Optional
equipment includes a recharging unit.
earphone/microphone with plug-in
cord, flexible antenna, 15v ni-cad bat-
tery, I3v mercury battery and simu-
lated leather carrying case with
shoulder strap. Regency Electronics,
Inc.

EIGHT -TRACK TAPE PLAYER

Features straight-line 719
stepping -cam head mounting

The Model TD8SW Tape Player
features an output LEVEL control so
that the tape volume may be matched
to other inputs in a stereo system. The
unit is reportedly designed with the
tape head mounted on a stepping cam
so that there is intimate contact be-
tweeh the tape and head on all tracks.
The positive head mounting design of
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the tape player also reportedly pre-
vents "cross -talk" from adjacent
tracks, which is a problem common to
other tape decks. Other features in-
clude automatic and manual track

shifting with illuminated program
indicators, synchronous ac motor and
a dust protector on cartridge slot. Full
output is rated at 750mw and connect-
ing cables are said to he provided.
BSR (USA) Ltd.

AUTO TAPE PLAYER

Auto horn protects
player from theft

Introduced is an eight -track car
stereo cartridge player, Model 6292,
that incorporates an anti -theft alarm.

720

Any attempt to remove the unit re-
portedly sets off the auto horn. Other
features include slide controls, fine
tuning, fast forward, repeat, automat-
ic and manual track change, plus 16w
of audio power. Channel Master.

FM/AM/VHF RADIO 721

Features continuous squelch
to filter out static

A new public-service band portable
radio. Model RF-1060, features a con-

/
tinuous SQUELCH control that is de-
signed to filter out the static generally
received between stations and between

intermittent public band transmitters.
An Automatic Frequency Control
(AFC) reportedly locks in the signal
on FM stations and eliminates station
drift. A tuning meter indicates signal
strength as well as battery life. Pana-
sonic.

FM/AM/FM STEREO RADIO
Utilizes FET circuitry 722
to squelch interference

The Model SP -2950, FM/AM/FM
Stereo radio is said to come with a
discrete 4/2 -channel, eight -track
stereo cartridge player. The unit re-

portedly also includes four two-way
air suspension speakers and a built-in
illuminated balance display, targeting
the best listening position. Each speak-
er enclosure is said to contain a 61/2 -
in. woofer and a 2 -in. tweeter. The
FM front end utilizes FET circuitry

to squelch interference. An optional
remote control four -channel balancer
is available. Hitachi.

Will you be prepared
to handle his
business
when it comes
your way?

...remember...there's an Amperex
replacement tube for any socket in
any set you're likely to service. TV,
Hi Fi, FM or AM, House Radio,
Car Radio, P.A. System or Tape
Recorder. Imported or Domestic!

Amperex®
TOMORROWS THINKING IN TODAY'S PRODUCTS

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

P1 RIX SUPPORIS

151 IND! PI NW NI

St RVICt DI Al FR

AMPEREE ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, DISTRIBUTOR AND ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS DIVISION, 14ICKSVILLE, N. Y. 11102
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NEW Heath/Schlumberger
30 MHz Frequency Counter...
only $225'
 5 Hz to 30 MHz range
 Auto -ranging
 10 mV input sensitivity
 6 -digit LED readout with

leading zero blanking

Heath/Schlumberger does it again...a breakthrough in price for counters. Compare
our new SM-118A against the competition. The 118A provides 5 Hz - 30 MHz guaran-
teed range...2 Hz - 40 MHz typical...10 mV sensitivity guaranteed over the total
range...5-8 mV typical. Plus features not found on other low cost counters: auto -
ranging with four automatically selected ranges of 10 sec., 1 sec., 100 ms & 10 ms
...plus switch -selected ranges of 1 sec. and 10 ms. 1 MHz time base provides 1 part
in 10'/mo. stability. Rear panel connector allows use of external time base for greater
accuracy. Other features include 6 -digit LED readout with leading zero blanking and
overrange indication...combination carrying handle/tilt stand...small size and light
weight...120/240 VAC operation.

Send for our FREE catalog and get the details on this and other
low cost, high performance test gear.

Assembled SM-118A, 7 lbs. $225.00*

FREE rHeath/Schlumberger Scientific instruments

1973

Heath/Schlumberger
Electronic Instruments
Catalog...send
coupon now.

HEATH

Schlumberger

Dept. 531482
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

 Please send 1973 Electronic Instruments catalog.

Name

Address

City
Mail order prices; FOB factory.

L
. for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card

State Zip
EK-372

1

1

The "Country Boys" Have it!

COLOR
TUBE

SAVER
CHROMA L X SOLID
STATE ONE GUN
BOOSTER

This is the safe, sure way to save color picture
tubes .. . with low emitting guns. When connected to the weak
gun, either red, blue or green, will restore emission from that
gun to very near its original peak. Installs fast ... just 2 quick
connections. Tube filament voltage is not increased, only bias
between grid leads is exchanged to restore emission. Chroma
L -X is the original color tube life extender. It's built to last ...
priced to sell and ... has no exposed parts to cause possible
radiation or shock. Ask your distributor to show you Oneida
Part TS -1. Then buy ... the best.

The "Country Boys" Appreciate Your Business

ONEIDA ELECTRONIC MFG INC
MEADVILLE, PA 16335

Dalton

Technical Literature ...
continued J runt page 14

cost patchable mini -computer inter-
face system on the market; complete
digital systems for design, research
and teaching; individual modules; and
a wide variety of plug-in circuit cards
for functions in both the analog and
digital domains. Heath/Schlumberger
Scientific Instruments, Benton Harbor,
Mich. 49022.

Antenna Equipment
A 24 -page revised consumer prod-

ucts catalog, No. CP-2, illustrates and
describes more than 230 products. In-
cluded are TV and FM antennas, pre-
amplifiers, couplers, band separators,
wire, etc. Winegard Co., 3000 Kirk-
wood St., Burlington, Iowa 52601.

Tape Recording Guide
A 50 -page booklet covers the popu-

lar formats for magnetic recording
and explains the differences between
types of tapes produced for various
recording applications. Included is a
complete listing of the company's
audible range tapes. Recorder types
are described, tape editing techniques
explained and a glossary of terms is
provided. 3M Company, Dept. Ma3-9,
Box 33600, St. Paul, Minn. 55133.

Connectors and Terminals
A two-color, 16 -page catalog listing

nearly 500 terminals and connectors
with complete electrical, mechanical
and application information included.
Separately classified for ease of order-
ing are the .093 -in. and .062 -in. diam-
eter pin and socket crimp -type or sol-
der tail terminals. The special-purpose
connectors cataloged includes hous-
ings for .093 -in. diameter terminals
that satisfy European and Japanese
requirements and for tube and socket
connections. Also listed are open-end
terminals and connectors for relays
and miniature snap -action switches,
.25 -in. flat -blade terminals and connec-
tors. Molex Inc., 2222 Wellington
Court, Lisle, III. 60532.

Speakers
A brochure describing a full line of

Auralinear speaker systems is avail-
able. These speakers are said to fea-
ture radically new ultra-wideband
electrostatic radiators with thinner
membranes for greater efficiency and
acoustic output for realistic sound
pressure levels. Unlike systems with

for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card
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The right
replacement, faster
with NEW

SERVICE

KITS

from your Centralab
Distributor

KITS AVAILABLE:

 Fastatch II Controls

 Miniature Wirewound Controls

 Miniature Trimmer Controls

 Axial Lead Electrolytics

 PC Lead Electrolytics

 General Purpose Capacitors

 High Voltage Capacitors
 Packaged Electronic Circuits

KIT FEATURES:

 Rugged steel frames with high
impact plastic drawers.
 Stackable or wall mounted.

Portable, with convenient handles.

All contain assortment of the
most popular and widely used
Centralab components.

All control units (KIT -10F, -20W,
-30T) include latest edition of H. W.
Sams Replacement Control Guide.

All components are functionally
arranged in drawers by value,
type, etc.

All drawers are pre -labeled clearly
showing contents.

All kits are completely set up,
ready to use.

By Centralab, your
Parts -Time Helper

DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS

/Ilk11.1111

CENTRALAB
Electronics Oivis,on
GLOBE -UNION INC

separate tweeter and midrange speak-
ers, there is no high frequency cross-
over with the extended range electro-
statics. Power requirements for all
models is 115v, 60Hz, 3w. The en-
closures are of genuine oiled walnut
matched with black grill cloth. Crown
International, Div. of International
Radio and Electronics Corp., 1718 W.
Mishawaka Rd.. Elkhart, Ind. 46514.

Antennas
A nine -page catalog, No. AC -73,

describes a complete line of antenna
rods. The catalog includes a cross
referenced center fold -out listing re-
placements rods for portable AM/FM
radios and TV sets, walkie-talkies, in-
door FM antennas, UHF antennas,
car radios and scanners. Illustrations
for most rods and assemblies, plus an
application chart, are included in the
brochure. Russell Industries, Inc., 96
Station Plaza, Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563.

Tools

A 28 -page full -line tool catalog, No.
W30, lists over 300 styles of hand
tools including pliers, snips, wrenches,
nippers and specialized tools. The
most popular tools are mounted on
skin -pack cards for retail selling, and

displays for these cards
are also described. Diamound Tool
and Horseshoe Co., P.O. Box 6246,
Duluth, Minn. 55806.

TV and Radio Master Index
A totally new, up-to-date, 48 -page

"Master Index" is issued covering all
existing monochrome and color -TV
manuals and all radio manuals back to
the 1926-38 issue. It is a great conve-
nience for looking up material in the
Supreme manuals and is an aid in de-
termining the year of manufacture or
for comparing chassis and model num-
bers. Instructions on how to obtain
material needed in manuals or as sin-
gle diagram service data is also given.
Price 500, postpaid. Supreme Publica-
tions, 1760 Balsam Rd., Highland
Park, III. 60035.

Antennas

A two -page color brochure describes
a new Target Color Combo antenna
line. Included are specifications for the
39 -element, Model CVU-50 antenna;
32 -element, Model CVU-40; 28 -ele-
ment, Model CVU-30; 22 -element,
Model CVU-20; and 18 -element, Mod-
el CVU-10. S & A Electronics, West
Florence St., Toledo, Ohio 43605.

STAY TUNED
To Big Red ... the spray foam that
cleans, polishes and lubricates TV
tuners to save you time and effort.
Use on all color and black & white
tuners to help eliminate noise znd
improve picture quality, without drift
or detuning. It's non-flammable,
non-toxic and safe for plastics. Big
Red's just one of a full line of elec-
tronic spray chemicals available
from your RCA Parts and
Accessories Distributor.

Stay tuned with Big Red. And your
customers will stay switched-cn.

RCA Pails and Accessories,
Deptforc, N.J. 08096

Tuner fo
For all TV tuners
Color, black & whi
P'ovides continuo
c eaning-polishi
ald lubrication

safe

I non flammable
I driftless

SC 200

... for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card
. for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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heat Me heal

with this handy

little heal sink

This is No. 80. Xcelite's little gem for ab
sorbing and dissipating heat when soldering
fine wires or working close to delicate alec
Ironic components. Solder won't adhere to
copper jaws because they're nickel plated.
They're spring loaded to "stay put" and
have a smooth surface to avoid marring or
scratching.

Insulating cushion grips protect fingers.
Made in U.S.A. to highest standards.

Request Free Tool Catalog
nationwide availabili, through local distributors

XCELITE, INC.
14 Bank Street, Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W Pornton I. td

nothing like this

1165910 coax

stripper/culler
Meet No. 590 . . designed specifically for
RG59/U Coax Cable. With three position
lever in selected position, it cuts and
strips:
1 Jacket. shielding, and dielectric cleanly

from conductor.
2 Jacket and shielding only.
3 Jacket only.

With lever disengaged, it cuts through
entire cable.

Cushion grips for comfort. Made in
U.S.A. to highest standards.

Request Free
Tool Catalog

nationwide availability

through local distributor.s

XCELITE, INC.
14 Bank Street. Orchard Park. N.Y 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Poulton. Ltd.

READER'S AID...
continued from page 12

tical solution. When installing stereo
tape speakers in an auto, how can a
5 in. or similar hole be easily cut in a
metal car body? We have used a sabre
saw, round saw, and a hand held
nibbling tool, none of which proved to
be entirely satisfactory.

T. M. KIMBALL
Whitaker at 43rd St.
Savannah, Ga. 31401

Information Wanted
I would like to obtain the address

of the Superior Instrument Co., or in-
formation on how I can obtain a tube
chart for a tube tester Model TV -12.

RICHARD ROTH
17 So. Martin
Waukegan, III. 60085

I would like to have the correct ad-
dress of Seco Electronics Inc., a divi-
sion of the Di-Acro Corp.

VANCE I. JONES
Rt. 2, Box 90
Tulelake, Calif. 96134

I am in need of a schematic and
service information for a combination
Receiver TV/AM/FM Radio Phono
Model 440. The unit was manufac-
tured by Victor Co. of Japan. I also
need the address of a U.S. representa-
tive or the Japanese manufacturer.

GENE NICHOLS
1910 Harvey Rd.
Seminole, Okla. 74868

I recently acquired a Capcitester,
Model CT335, without operating in-
structions. The unit was manufactured
by the TeleTest Instrument Corp. of
N.Y. Can anyone provide me with

the complete address of the company
or operating instructions?

DONALD RICE
84 Guilford St.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14212

Wanted

1 would like to obtain a schematic
diagram for a Motorola TV set, Mod-
el 10VT12R.

FOSTER J. KINNEAR
Pioneer Acres, Beaver Dam Road
Box 147, R.D. 2
Selkirk, N.Y. 12158

I would like to purchase a Hickok
Model 6000A Tube Tester, Capacitor
Checker.

ROBERT JOSTOCK, JR.
2229 Pinewood Rd. S.E.
Rochester, Minn. 55901

I would like to purchase a Jenkins
Radio Visor or other type of scanning
TV for a display.

W. HARDER
911 Northrup W.
Lansing, Mich. 48910

1 would like to obtain used Sams
AR manuals to complete a set, also a
Hewlett-Packard 410B Meter.

PAULMER WILLIAMS
106 S. Jefferson St.
Lewisburg, W. Va. 24901

I need General Electric's ETR2208
Profitable Service Management
Course.

BORDEN C/O FLICKTRONIX
1362 Prospect Ave.
Bronx, N.Y. 10459

I would like to buy, in any condi-
tion, vertical amplifiers for a Hewlett-

(CORNELL) ELECTRONICS COMPANY
THE ORIGINAL

HOME OF

6!
100 TUSES OS MORE
33cPEN TUSE

11

4213 N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
Same Low Price

East or West Coast!

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER

LAB TESTED USW

* Bargain Tools
* Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

SEND FOR FREE

NEW 48 PAGE
COLOR CATALOG

* Dumont Picture Tubes
* Diodes-Transistors--Kits
* Tube Cartons

SPECIAL
OFFER

ON ALL ORDERS
OVER $10.00

2F
PER TUBE

FROM THIS LIST

6AG5 6CB6
6AU6 616
6AX4 6SN7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours
. . . for more details circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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Packard scope, Model 150-A. I need
the following vertical plug-in amplifi-
ers: Model HP151, dc to 10MHz; HP -
152 Dual Trace amplifier; HP153 Dif-
ferential amplifier; and a HP154V1F
amplifier.

DOUGLAS T. DAVIS
4835 K T Pike
S. Charleston, W. Va. 25309

I need the tube set-up chart or
manual to use with the Model TD -55
Tube Tester manufactured by the Su-
perior Instruments Co. of New York.

THOMAS J. ZORUMSKI
819 Greeley Ave.
Webster Groves, Mo. 63119

Schematic Needed
I would like to obtain a schematic

for an Eric Stereo Amplifier, Model
5761MX, Chassis No. RF5054. The
unit was manufactured by Eric Elec.,
Santa Monica, Calif.

PATRICK CROOKS
456 Schenectady Ave.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11203

1 need a power transformer or in-
formation on how I might obtain a
schematic and operating instructions
for a Model 622A Hycon Oscillo-
scope.

EDDY'S ELECTRONIC SERVICE

Rt. #1, N. Brinton Ave.
Dixon, III. 61021

1 am in need of a schematic for a
vacuum tube volt meter, Model 909,
Serial Number 3598, made by the Pre-
cise Development Corp., Oceanside,
N. Y.

CHARLES P. REHBERGER

267 Midland Ave.
South Amboy. N. J. 08879

I need a manual showing the re-
moval of a 1968 Chrysler Newport
AM/ FM radio, plus the schematic.

ANTHONY BOCHICHIO
45 Andrews St.
Staten Island, N.Y. 10305

I need the schematic and operating
instructions for the Precision Series
E-400 Sweep Generator. I would be
happy to pay for any reproduction
costs incurred.

BARRY L. SCHWARTZ
RD 2, Box 146
Havre De Grace, Md. 21078

BRAND NEW FROM ENDECO

the soldering
iron with a
light

Exclusive new safety light
shows when power is on

MODEL 5408 $10.95 NET

Two heats -20w and 40w-to handle any job
 On -off switch  Cool, unbreakable polycar-
bonate handle Ironclad tips for longer life

Burn -resistant neoprene cord 81/2" long,
2 oz Converts to a desoldering iron with
low cost attachment  Also desoldering irons
and soldering/desoldering kits.

See your distributor or write

5127 EAST 65TH IT.
INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA 46220
PHONE 317/251- 231

ANTENNA POWER

RMS`STAR-TRACICI\
#SK -1117 VHF/UHF/FM
COLOR ANTENNA...
Perfor rna.ace proven for Suburban and
Semi -Fringe Areas. Similar design to
Space Tracking Antennas- 6 UHF Disc
Directors, U VHF Cut -to - Chann el
Elements, 1 Driven Element. and 10
Corner Reflector Elements. 28 Elements
for maximum reception- Up to 125 miles
on VHF, and up to 75 miles on UHF.
With VHF / UHF Splitter for single
down -lead. Suggested Retail.... $55.95

Breaking All Sales Records...
since their introduction- 6 performance
proven models for all areas- See Your
Distributor.

RMSELECTRONICS, INC.

50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462
Tel. (212) 892-6700

... nor more mails circle 113 on Reader Service Card ... ter more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card

Use this unique, complete
test facility free for 30 days!

Versatile all -in -one precision test unit
 Sine wave generator
 Millivoltrneter
 Wow & Flutter bridge
 Harmonic distortion analyzer

Simple to operate
 Learn to use in minutes
 Minimum set up time
 Only two leads necessary
 Pushbutton activation

Use it anywhere
 Recording & broadcasting studios
 Testing laboratories
 Service shops
 Compact, portable, lightweight
All this for only $1200.
Sturdy carrying case optional

FERROGRAPH RTS-1

RETURN COUPON BELOW FOR FREE TRIAL OFFER

 Yes I'm interested
in the Ferrograph
RTS-1 test facility.
Send details and
qualification form.

Li I am interested
in a distributorship.
Please send details.

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC., Nsw Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040

NAME

TITLF

COMPANY_

ADDRESS_. _CITY/STATE_ _

ETD -3
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SPEAKER

GUARD
PROTECTS SPEAKER

AND AMPLIFIER

An overload in wattage of amplifier
output activates circuit breaker and
prevents damage. Reset circuit
breaker and make sure you use cor-
rect values of Speaker Guard.

18 DIFFERENT VALUES
ASK FOR CAT 145c

WORKMAN
90. 3820 SARASO,A

PRODUCTS INC

. . for more details circle 138 on Reader Service Card

T & T
VALUE SALE
RAYTHEON NEW JOBBER -BOXED TUBES

80". off LIST
6GH8 5 for $3.45 Li 6DW4 5 for $4.05

 61E6 5 for $9.35 H 3A3 5 for $4.40
[1] 6BK4 5 for $8.15 [11 61S6 5 for $8.05
1:1 6006 5 for $5.85 [7] 6AX4 5 for $4.05
111 6FQ7 5 for $3.25 [ 8F07 5 for $3.25
E 1G3 5 for $4.35 E 6826 5 for $3.40

TRANSISTORS XACT. REPLACE. (BOXED) 80'4 OFF
SK3006-HEP235 (list $2.35 ea.) 5 for $2.35
SK3007-HEP635 (list $2.10 ea.) 5 for $2.10
SK3018-HEP709 (list $2.25 ea.) 5 for $2.25

0 SK3020-HEP50 (Ilst $2.20 ea.) 5 for $2.20
LI SK3021-HEP240 (list $3.15 ea.) 5 for $3.15
El SK3026-HEP241 (list $3.00 ea.) 5 for $3.00
El SK3041-HEP245 (list $4.20 ea.) 5 for $4.20

PHONO EQUIPMENT EQUIV. REPLACE. (BOXED)
Di ASIATIC 133 $2.00 LI EV 275 $2.50

ASIATIC 142 $2.00 ---) EV5015 $2.25
11] Sonotone 8T and H 9T $2.25 ea.
D GE C650 8 GE C660 $3.95 ea.
] MORSE TN4B $1.50

CAPACITORS
80/30/20 MFD at 450 Volts
100 MFD at 400 Volts
160/100/60 MFD at 350 Volts

GENERAL

ID HEP 170-2.5 AMP 1000 PIV
El 2 AMP 1000 PIV RECT.

2 for $1.00
2 for $1.00
2 for $1.00

10 for $1.50
10 for $1.00

FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER!
Minimum Order $30-F.O.B. Brooklyn

Catalogs $1 -Refundable upon your order

(T & T SALES CO)
4802 AVENUE K

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11234
Phone: (212) 241.5940

... for more details circle 134 on Reader Service Car

READERS

SERVICE

INDEX

ADVERTISER'S INDEX
Amperex Electronic Corp. .57

101 Arrow Fastener Co., Inc. 52

102 B&K Div., Dynascan Corp. 17

103 Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc. 12

104 Book Club -Schematics 54

105 Book Club -Tab Books 44-47
106 Centralab Distributor Prod. 59

107 Chemtronics, Inc. .53
108 Cleveland Institute of Electronics 19-21

109 Cornell Electronics Co. 60

110 Delta Products, Inc. 55

111 E-V/Game, Inc. 50
112 Electronic Devices, Inc. 42

Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc. 61

113 Enterprise Development Corp. 61

114 Finney Company, The 8

115 Ford Marketing Corp. 13

116 Fordham Radio Supply Co., Inc. 62
GTE Sylvania, Electronic Components 9, 23
General Electric Company
Tube Product Dept. 39

117 HM Electronics 52

118 Heath Company, The 51

119 Heath/Schlumberger Scientific
Instruments 58

120 Keithley Instruments, Inc. 14

121 Leader Instruments Corp. 3rd Cover
122 Mallory Distributor Prod. Co. 4

123 Mountain West Alarm Supply Co. . 62
124 Oneida Electronic Mfg. Inc. 58
125 Panasonic -Service Div. 40
126 Perma-Power Co.

Div. Chamberlain Mfg. Co. 56
127 Precision Tuner Service 3

128 RCA Parts & Accessories 6

129 RCA Parts & Accessories 59
RCA Picture Tubes 4th Cover
RCA Semiconductors 10-11

130 RCA Test Equipment 24
131 RMS Electronics, Inc. 61

132 Raytheon Company, Rec. Tube 18

133 South River Metal Products Co. 48
134 T&T Sales Company 62
135 Telematic Div., UXL Corp. 49
141 Wahl Clipper Corp. 48
136 Winegard Company 2nd Cover
137 Workman Electronic Products, Inc. 48
138 Workman Electronic Products, Inc. 62
139 Xcelite Incorporated 60
140 Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Co. 62

Zenith Radio Corporation 15

NEW PRODUCTS
700 Field Strength Meter 22
701 Sweep Generator 22
702 Digital Multimeter 22
703 VHF Broadband Amplifier 49
704 Function Generator 49
705 Antenna Amplifier 50
706 RC Substitution Box 50
707 Cold Galvanic Primer 50
708 Volt -OHM Milliameter 51

709 VOM/ Transistor Tester 51

710 High -Voltage Rectifier 52
711 Transistor/Diode Checker 53
712 Function Generator 53
713 Record Changer 55
714 Color -TV Set 55
715 Audio Cable 55
716 Inductive Audio Coupler 55
717 AM/FM Stereo Receiver 56
718 Marine Radio Telephone 56
719 Eight -Track Tape Player 56
720 Auto Tape Player 57
721 FM/AM/VHF Radio 57
722 FM/AM/FM Stereo Radio 57

TEST INSTRUMENT
900 McAdam's Model 2000 Digital Audio

Analyzer System 38

I.E.C. Mullard Tubes Specials
Catalog & Prices on Request

FORDHAM RaW° 5uPP1VCompany, Inc.

At
558 Morris Avenue, Bronx, N.Y.

itf Tel: (212) 585-0330 RCA
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

... for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card

Enos
VERSATILE

FURNITURE RE

Stereo Theatre
TRUCK DEVELOPED!

RR tab
3499594* 44349

124H

CONSOLE TV COVER

124 3

91.911. 1.119.334 DOLL,

FREE Illustfated brochure

YEATS dollies
1307 W. FOND DU LAC AVE.

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53205

for more details circle 140 on Reader Service Card

FREE ALARM CATA
Full line of professional burglar
and fire alarm systems and sup-
plies. 80 pages, 400 items. Off -
the shelf delivery, quantity
prices.

mountain west alarm
1411. 4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85

. .. for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card

"Your competitor didn't want to fix it after he
found out my husband tried."
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURER 3' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
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R117 -1M, volume control for Model 19FP05W . 75A 182
R328-5008, contrast control 7 5A1 181
R329 -100K, bright control 7 5A1 183
R335 -1K, RF-AGC delay control 970695
R342 -voltage dependent resistor, Ima O 80v .... 1A46-6
R403 -10K, overall AGC control 970696
R419 -5M, height control 970001
R425 -500K, sort hold control 970002
R430 -1.2M, vert hold control 75A1-180
R444 -1M, thermistor 61A41-2
C503A-elect, 250uf. 165v 87A30.14
C50313 -elect, 250uf, 150v 67A30-14
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:503C -elect. 201f, 150v 67A30-14
25030 -elect, 100uf, 50v 67A30-14
L201 -sound 1F coil (include, -C202) 970705
L202 -quad coil, (R208 and 02061 970013
L301-47.25MHz trap 72A316-4
L305-4.5MHz sound take off coil 72A303-9
L306-4.5MHz trap 72A303.9
L401-horiz lock coil 94A17.19
L502 -filter choke 74A18-45
T201 -audio output 'former 970917
T401-vert output )(former 970708
T402 -deflect yoke assembly 970800
T403-horiz output 'dormer. 970915
M503 -circuit breaker 1224 84A17-4
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
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1201

I

III
NATUREI

C207

1.041

P101

TERN.13

1201

1101

13 TERN.

110Y

II

0201

1O ./0Y

8303
10

I

1104 SPEAKER
AUDIO 3.20

OUTPUT VOICE C IL

TO 01901

PICTU!E VIE OAC 0110 6101110. USE CAUTION TO PREVENT ACCIDENTAL SNORT IETIVEEN COMPONENT
IfIMINALS OR TO CNASSIS CROZINO. DO NOT On, EICESS/YE NEAT TO 11415/STIVI LEADS. 00107 USE Al
060/MART 01111/111E1 TOINESISIANCE MEASUREMENT, USE 11111 0117100 RANTE 01 NOM

0 01 NUMBER /NO/CATES CNANCEISI /1COIPORITED AS C/YEN earl MAT Ur 11/1111, AS HELL AS ALL
101E1 11111 CHANCES.

IMSTools NEtTonts INDICATE TEST POINT CONNECTIONS.

O NELICONS IDENTITY 1.41170/11101SEIYATION LOCATIONS. CONDITIONS FOR URIC IPAPE10/11/ MEASURE-
MENTS ARE CIVEN1/11 O'ArEfORII PHOTOS.

1.411/11- CHASSIS IS CONNECTED 0/1ECTIT 70 NE SIDE Of AC PONE! LINE. USE AN ISOLATION TRAISIVINE1
NNfN SEIV/C/IC TO AVOID THE P0.WBIL/17 Of ACCIDENTAL ELECTRICAL SHOCK 6 &MICE TO TEST E04/11111

1.101

1.4014
TAKEI1
OFF

6101

5.6

1010
0402

1.01

6410

T.01 II. Sr

IC401

1402 1403

-C103 III
10

11.51 -C404
X.01

DISCRIMINATOR

931125-3
0402

1C405
33

C407
R103,56116401 04011 T0400

220

33 4041" 14.41°5
0406 13

6402, 561

1331 1311

70 #409,-..--vom--, Quo
1.11,5% 120

1/2 10110
AUDIO OUTPUT

V2008

IF INPUT
i
I- 1.111:11

5

2::0,Y,c :00

T1
L302 8 /JOY SI a: IV a 11

10 at
../y= itoy L _

9

I

tiY

1111 3(1161 I

.0022
C307 Jr 6

1201
I

.--IsR308E+47.25MHz I

1303

11

39
R307
220

!FigTRAP

0302
.001

1301

IF
COUPLING

1300
5.6 IJEC

® R302

-1;0AOT6301
1.22

1.001

1/3 11CH11

®AGvC30K2E8YER

1.3 MEC

5%

0301
1006

03211

4T0

16104

-t- C304

1.00221501

10 CVO

1.018206 -
100

1313

too
I .22 263-r,_4

1309
56

R310

220

6305 IT3j1 133101

112300/611331,7611E6
C310

1.001

J

010M
1330 1 3

2201

j 6325
j 120, 311

1326
1201

1/311GH11
COMPOSITE

S I G

vN3A0L2

AMP.M

C500

No .0022

17 11

1329 4 0339
1001 .01

6321

401 6326
2T1

ACC CONTROL

OnALU10s2si

COILSr

1004161 8

101311

511/07

P100 .1100

PLUC SOCKET

61100 811

CIRCUIT IIREAIER

RED

1100

AC POWER

07
11 1010I  

(ACC/'- 15 i4 13

LINE CARD AM.
SILLARE POLARIMASMILIERPIN

501104 CONNECTS 10 NOT SIDE 0111111f

1011011{-a

. INEn .101101.j
.
1EL

10 lilt
MEW SELEC1049

TO 1311

111/6NIIESS)

10 1310

(11/6NTIESS1
1101r,

1C01011

94

1
3102

101

SOCKET
BONA

WIRING VIEW

TO 1105

(TINT) re me

TO
(mown

IIIESET SEWN)
101509

(11/0/INESSI
-N101701

WOIORI

3106 P106

1100
SAMP

FUSE

OIL ANENT

WARN -UP

IVICATIO

SWITCH S 00

0
R100

64
22W

(100
-s000I .056

--7700
L100 -

RP CHOKE

60100

1/3 813611 1/2 10GF7A
SYNC CLIPPER

0304
C503 VERT. OSC.

V500A $201 .021 V501A

1500 C501

r -111H 470

151 R500
3.311E6

6502
221

1308
0

P1.1.5P

g RED I 93C19-6
"NAc RECT.

1

moo

8501
22 MEC

TO

P1901

16503
681

0101..001

F. RED/ WHT

J105

P105

CASIMEICROUNO

. 0106.1 01061
15000 - 200U0

.13501 .13500

#101
CRN

F 93C19 6 * ,,0
1(

6.317:AC

B+ RECT.' )joi, 1101 93C79-

CRN

6102 CC11066DC

RXECI 3C312001

160

22550414D-0103

C103

6100

-

II

101306'

0101II+ RECT.

12101:5
10:5050 uHy000 '0:15Y

12551

.9.51

le
C504
0060 Ne,

-Or

650/
1201

1301

1505rw
6502 300, 5%
.0015 ±

1csos
.0022

11,330112

11..135

1311

T302 VIDEO

3RD DET.

VI[DEO IF
0301

jC314

6313± 
I

5ZT 91825-3

1331

0302

I
11

171305Z

93625-31311
0300 510

IFJ_

16311
11

. L3I2
11 g

IY TP3061

_L-,..~- cm/
1

+- ..~- c

2/01
Or -

1
R333
1.21 NOISE GATE

I 5%

.,w...
8511 6512
171 821

0301

4.5MHz

43.103
TRAP

11317 1301

1.21,5% 9.6

1316
5.61 5%

1TP303

1321 0
3.31

1315:
La.

R5115,,,,, C510 1/210GF7A
41° V147 1122 VERT. OUTPUT

1 101

1309
82

1TP301

/ 37
PAY

51B182-12
VIDEO AMP.

OP
0300

6331
R335 210
620 5% -C338

1.15%

93825-3
0401

101

1340, 2001

1301 IC321 1133I BRIGHTNESnw T
NW

7 561 RANGE
I

93;

1/3 11CH11 0
VIDEO AMP.

V302A 21/fav
11320®

01300

C412T
11:11

C321"I

DELAY LINE

10
R319 P1OP

i 0,5% 4 _LHI- 560 6322

5713136-12 (3NTJP
BLANKER GATE

-005

0302

1349
COI

6336

Arlo
Ae4

113413

2106 0350
101

5713159-12
BLANKER

0303

1/2 8C1311
CHROMA AMP. 2

V30111 4

6325

I82°

6700
ISO

T700

GHROMA

TARE OFF

0-32-217iI41
600-3-
1323
220

6324

150

T.005:16 .73.3Fj-MEC ..-N-X051,001/13Yosoir

e515 6

500 10-a

.-111510 7500 711Vr.:1116,10,

2.211EC

DI SVAELINI.

I

1518 2

5
11

.

JUMPER

NOTE:RIOS 14S tro. VERT.
1/01.417 IN EARL, HOLD
SETS.

1101

FILTER

CHOKE

6105.11,39

1 + C1078 +1

2.20, 411

1000 -IOU -
$750 1500 

0
1501

0129

1501

P1001

1104 e #3101

01070
z 5001

150V

q.90Y

93C79-6 0102

8+ RECT.I .001
Div 1"

DUAL NTC .001
110

93C39-5
VOLTAGE REG.

0101

t2.101 CON

2111111111E 6.3VAC

114_ '1151

6139

R103 3111

1501 26116
11100

11214C

t1901

PIX TUBE
V101

C109

VERT.

LIN.
1509

3.41E6

C520
56

0519
ISO

C511 r

47

ISIS
511

557B159-12

3 70Y 20

11508

31

51

ISIS
1501

VERT. HEIGHT
8517
1001

IA

HORIZ."
PHASE DET.

0500

R520
171

R519
471 0516

if1L301...

111

R522
3906
5%

R523
3000 652N
5% 1106

6534
-r- m00

TP501

1504

6306 1304 1305
0 me

°II° "02115 10 .190110 ',yr
2300T

TUN R124 R 119

25V 350 T 100 396

CONTRAST'
3°0°

1102

VERT. OUTPUT

NOY
\ 110r

1161

iSA
1102
6.16
21

- 10.1NY
C700

22 93C60-5
ACC

jr 0705

1119
2101

6102

.0033

C/36

R703
226

YEL/tRII

I'
811.:7C:DN

.11000

CONNECTS

1001000

11118 9(
82

ORC

21003
CONNECTS

1001003

1106

DEFLECTION

YOKE ASSY.

DORII. VERT.

COILS COILS_ j

.11002

CONNECTS

TO P1CO2

1/2 5,11,18
HORI Z. OSC.

CONTROL

V502A

65241 C522I
1000 3900

C518 1524

33001
6 81 IV 8

C523
C511 20UF

.171 !SILL

1/2 5J W8
NOWAK

05028
173r

1533 C525

150: 820 a

/
-

(000
115292

.4141 How.
1201

rl I HOLD

IRV
3

25

11539

1.51

6530, 301 5%

6521 C521 -± "22 653T C579

I 201 I 122 10 1-10Uf
3509 _ 211 1350V

To Nor

19003 10010
05010503

90110
V100

HUH 10010 IICH11

1/500 0200 V302

0 0 0 0 0 0 101 0 0 Nu 424 o 0
1511

II 1512

16111 1011 5310
15020301 0300

0 1.9 0 (Tu 0 0
C209 6333 C334 C332 0329 c330

PI I 005 T.005 1.005 1.001

10533

C526
1700

6531
2206

211

1901(3

C528
560 - r___.L..3.5ir_01.5.1)6All

PE R

jR5 2 V503

F530, .062, UV

R538 170531
4100 0/

6536-
TO C1T

SCIEE1 CONTROLS a,

10301100SW SOW ::532

T ji.01

119999MMENNI

0

a
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ADMIRAL PART NO.

R115 -15M focus cons
R116 -5M high volt cons
R129 -750K vest hold cont. K 19
R129 -750K vent hold cont, 2K19
R327-4014 AGC cont
R340 -200K bright range cons
R718 -2K blue balance cont
R739-1 5M blue screen cont

A

DEB

75A10117
75A1 35413

75A186-1
75A134-28
75A155-9

75A155-10
75A101-40

P101

1(11

BRIGHTNESS

1125,1101

10 1171 41 SII

8ey $102 SECTION

Of 1101

101111 PRESET
ON SELECTOR

SWITCH
10 /1101

7r6 1102

lEINS

11310 1309 1311 1342.151,./cy C335,47

1311

1001

-Ill
931169-1

337 0303

1T 112

C331

1122,1001

10 1901

0
1114

R740 -1.5M green screen cons 75A155-1
R741 -1.5M red screen cons
RT100-dual thermistor, NTC 61A53 3
RV500-varistor 61A65.1
C106A-1500f. 250v, electr
C1066 200uf, 350v, electr67A15-412
C106C, D-1000, 175v, electr
C107A-1000f. 175v, electr
C107E1-800, 150v, electr 67A15.511
C107C-50uf, 150v, electr

1102 SECTION

PRESET

SELECTOR

SWITCH

OI

on

1703

7/01

CHROMA BANDPASS

G
Eli' :4L__ _J

1-0
CTO3

150

XTAL FILTER L

ir

-
C706

3100 -1
01

I 31,s% ssevh
I 200105, 174874-1Flin'

1102:M:ew .,.l C7121

1

1 3 21_4_
1

L 0701, 2.1

e106 T -C105 1

104 -1
705 001 101,21

1/3 8BUIIvg.

1/3 8BUI1

-1101

ITP1C2 01 2
6101
6801

1101 11 14

1109
2200

C701- 120

L/02
3.511111z

PEAKING

"I

SUB -CARRIER 1,0"
0 BURST GATE V500C -

. .04500B OOP

07091 1710

.0IT 100

C710

JK
1700

1510

I

0120

1531 220, 310

L
100 1506

-151.1.9-11:10 'lc 1C -1 5

Oft 0041 abif 4T

1509
1

Ai'

COLOR

(PRESET)

1102

26 LW6
HORIZ. OUTPUT

V100

3

0114

;AI

L100 line choke 73A31.16
L201-quadrature cod .... . .... 72A366-1
L303-47.25MHz trap 72A3593
L306-4.5MHz trap 72A367.1
L501-horiz hold cod 94A351-1
L702-3.58MHz peaking coil 72A364.1
T100 -power 'downer BOA116-3

deflection yoke .....5....55........5 94A377 12
VHF tuner 94A421-1

7101 -CRT filament xformer 80A119-1

1301

SET-UP
JONIEN

P301

r - 330-
\ rpm,

L310 41®
1313

51

Clr j1111011
36,5% 0 g

-L703 93A83 -I
1 :56 I B -T

93A76 -I
, DEMODULATOR

1:1100 0101

117061
7703

CHROMA

DEMOB. 313 N
93A83-1

2

I

01,0

i'536%

210 DEMODULATOR

IS%
0102x. 15 151,04

1711

I
5%

1311

2/0

C322
.001

BLUE BALANCE

718

I

li

:3

C711

L5 5%

n111/107
1719
111
5%

1
93A83-4

S`5R-T

DE M

0007110 3L ATOR c5i9T

07171:6/
.1

219.....
11 15V

It
1711 1112 ' 93A83-1
loo 6.26. 21 :1706 I 11,1.56

11- 3_ f DEMODULATOR

0122 -
11211

0701

tloo TT °II.41.1 1701 61 '/M'
51,5% 1151,330

ANY

.011
10 /Ill

D-0-rIffirs
J102

Off

ON

5102 SECTION

PRESET

SELECTOR

SWITCH

M

N

0
P

R

TROT
2,1

0713

VOLTAGE TRIPLER
93C91-4

1110 1100

100,511

CI13

674

0
'1743
/276

C713-.I

TI/42

1720
6.81 TP/08

5%

IN DOT

.001 LOW

1109r
680

1

I T103

HORIZ.

OUTPUT

00 #01.11115011

150/

110
2-41

I

AM 1103

568688HIGH

VOLTAGE

ADJ.

WS 0
If I ?XV 9001

BOOSTEDEOOST
WTI0501

14
503

0

C111

300
5%
61

12

14

1111

100

51

6112

620
5%
41

1112

251IEC

FOCUS

I1115

156(0

1113

301110

.11001 ONNECTS

TO P1001

1121
26

211

0

1345f.
111

1311

611.
DRIVE

BLUE

F100 -5a fuse

R/N 14104V NOIRE COIRECTS 10 01/117 WOO ---sona
MA'S MVO 0011g4f 111110011 11/11 00111 COMM! 500-
1411; "11/ll VII 1141021111 104(1114 1401054 Iilliff

11315
4110101.10120117401 10411$ 0f701111121 C011112.2

°..te .-Z(H
g314 11:

6

1316 11 I

DRIVE
..-....- :

1314 1347 I
5.11 391,41
211 "w Pli 51/16_,..

SOCIET
1 SPANK CAPS

121 11 3 1 51 13

.147

o-
1/3 9AMI0

t.
0
t
0 0

(11-11 AMP.
limo 1735 r/35

;61. 778-.7

V 700C voy
2

Jr
C124_ 1726

10I ,101,5%
3

0

g1201M: /3 9AMIO

21-[4,5%
(C -DAMP.

1124 V1OCI8N0T
TIII0 1736

211.31

1130
-c-/vvv-1

6 86 0723
14-4/ .1

0725
11151

21T 2701
1-45%

1/3 9AMIO

5
1311731

5601

8727
07

2/I, 31
1/25

(R-TAMP.-TAMP.ITpit

1131
V700A &ay 11

AMP

CD
C737

HI

11716 10

5601
5% 9

-1-

RED BALANCE

1122
661 5%

JY

C721 1728

101,5%10T

1147

601
.044,04

_C740
-.1

11741

%391

K104

TO AMR

5,

6/11412 .
15V-

17111

1102

TER, IL j -----Ac"
PR510ESET2

SECTION on
.1002

0E1111

++12.)20 1-0033 SELECTOR SWITCH

1732

211

430

ti
0

21VAUP22

PICTURE TUBE

V101

1710

BLUE

SCREEN

C735
.001
110

11139,1.51101
0734

GREEN .001

SCREEN

1(f

11710,1.51106
C733

RED

SCREEN 'IT

ONO

561

C/41I

6736
2701

1141, 1.51E0
10 /0508
IttlgtOIWOS1

TO 1/0

till

578136-12

I
AUTO. TINT

0100

ie 1081 TO 1.306
0

1/15
271

1112

6741
II

1114

3.3 NEC
21

10

4001

10
5/01

2

3

5

6

9

10

.......1
66C8 101f ; /1 02.911 MIS RUINS

1.5100 OD Aws 8451.1NE6.
A Mr LW 101.

PlO2

TOP R -C

HORIZ.

61016

120,11
lD

11015

150,01

TOP BLU

HORIZ.

PI000

9

6

3

2

/NEARLY HIS 11011
1144110 1 11013 144 11

93842-7
CLAMP

01001

2

BOT. R C

HORIZ.

OA

BOT.

R -G
- VERT

6100 01007
5.61 5001
21 1504*

1 4

"111006 '
GREEN

1600 1211
COILS 150ft

\.1=1
2

1011

300,11 0

210 0 BOT.
500

Biu
'01,06 11091i.
2507 61012
25V

T
82

x

JON/ER 'f"01!74(015 To "roR
7.10111(.51 0111171 1011/C41
1/1I COOTICE1tf.

11019

150

1 4

--711005

120
COILS "Pa Iln

S 1=1
3

93842-7
CLAMP

01008 Di"'

150,111

LEFT RI
HORIZ.

11-I
00106 6100

.15 ISO 11

938424
CLAMP
01003

11001

150,10

-71.1004

BLUE

11001
DO93081422-7

COILS

2 9 A, 0193842002
11001

E
220,211

11001

(--- .082 30
01003..2/

01005
.1 0 RIGHT -BLUE

BLUE!
+ HORIZ.

I( , HORIZ.

reift:11'
2

C1002

61005 11003

47,10'-ANN.-, 0 0 D C15°61.--
R31001)1

01013 RIGHT?

RIt110:112 -\C--)1)c.01°2°1-:.

1201:LEFT

HORRI-ZG.

VERT.
VERT.

moi PIN GAINl%
PIN PHASE I 1+020

30,311-4/
01009 (So NA

.12,10%

01010

12,10%

NE=1:13M111011=7:1

11002

3 PIN
TRANS.

01022
18

21

5

11002

30,50

P1001

1

2

3

1

931352-1 "I°
CENTERING

01005
3

5

6

9

10

P1003

2

40
5

6

T102 -vest output xformer 79A153-4
T103-horiz output xformer 79A164,1
7104 -audio output xformer 79A138.7
T200-45MHz driver xformer 72A303-17
T700-chroma take -off xformer 72A3613-1
T701-chroma bandpass xformer 72A3513-1
7703-chroma demodulator xformer 72A357.1
M100 -high volt triplex 93A91-1

944713

070 leste :V Ilan.

V500114pd 190V Mont

9 T1004 20V SF MN;

1, I

11710 405 11004

17 , S0044 p.1 40, Huni

:1 VS014 pS IPA 504

.0111H1HHH

11 11121i pia, 1110,

ma,

10111,1 0 ..14

9 VS004. 'WO XV 1 .S110

01111111M11111

MOM
0 I? 01 OS 1/400

14 tr. 100, Hum

ADMIRAL
Color -TV Chassis
K19

1 V 50(111,11.0 044

 VIM plale 1.05 1 414,

IS 14101( 000 44, 0°40

 SOOS plase MIS Veri 10  S004 ,444. 0,

1: 4,4,1 game :SO 00 '1 1010 plait

!t. 11044104 19 190V Num

41 1405 0.0400 4! :WA 110.04e I

77 JO. 40.0 SS Hsu

4
1 10:11.4140 .0, .00

,110, bast 14,

IrT

V50011 0444'0.

10104 ICON .01

,

rt.  Kon.,..1:.v 1440

 40111 1.

:4 VS010 ps11.4 Ilona

10o .nd NAV Nom

,4 Q10: best 140n4
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1462
ZENITH

Color -TV Chassis
25DC57

MARCH  1973

Mgt
NW. Plvil

CO &&&&&

ELEnciaRY222fTWETL7.4^1A

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

GATE I

GATE 12

DRAIN

SOURCE,
SUBSTRATE

AND CASE

R F.+
MIXER

r7SENTELT
/a NT t10,110

 von Ng.............
Nd.  

.OINNO
Moo.

I

or,ro NNI
NEN sN
 NM LI ;

1.00.11. 4.1.10.LT
00, ED CONONTs iVe 4-1;71!ei,

1:

TRANSISTOR LEAD LOCATIONS

(RITTER EMITTER

COLLECTOR I BASE BASE

OSC.
MOTOROLA

NONE MINN

CIININIMIX

PORT MOWN

pot I

COI

1.111111

NR

10
CM11OINT. CONN) KW

mewmin

)COLOR

)NN 050

rect GOTOMONI
G NUM. PUS

MAO NVIC1

,,
Jl

I
' r

L

COLLECTOR COLLECTOR

OSC.
TEXAS INSTRUMENT

OSC.
FAIRCHILD

TT

r- 1
VoT

)-.-

ElliTTER

1 Er. --1 rk-il
11.0

t 0
JJ

S SE

1

1
ar

_J

,

0101
121-5000M
121-301011-4
131-503 6.

co LIP

LOS

0101*
151-507.111-13011

Ill -9011
END I F

.  C
0\1..

0103
21-112401112.1111.3 -
SOUND CET &MP

Vir s

L.O' R sin
0104

558.101-534
RD. I. F.- - J

at

m171,1.!
I i CONVERTER OSC1LL ARIL

1....
..

L
-1

-1

L_
-.

r------------ --------- , 1
Or NOG ON

L

: Cm 2-6 . .-..n : r-7 r-1 ,-----,. ,

_J

T

1:1
0,

.p.. .1-

0-07-

cr. 41: AI-

T 121-7117

" -

MO

11.

(rL-.1

iN

0105 PT?

716ra=r1"

f11-113.0
ON 151-1196
1St VIDEO

r, me
TO

RAC

02
SEE CHART

1111E1

CO

i2i
OS

OSC.

noRNIMN

/ow
LNn

'11
O.

51

Iwv &
7: Arm,

INMAN
4,

NT

117". rem,. E 6

MOI 121-45.

ME

17.414,.

- OiltI!IFNI,
NVREG.

B at -*1
1).

NM 
eomoole SONOMMer-

0.10

r -)T>-1_rte $1..2..J1).11. - 2 '

)-1
r-)'11

mr.

_ _ _J

PIO

0E14
111-641
VO -----
SENSOR

I1

ara G.L.#

1.

Lr T09-1,10.1

EN

0515

REG r.
LIN

O ut .
T

NM/ WOKEN

T T
PONE SLIM,

oP

NOV

WW1=

<

OINTIS Mow or. INVIPM

T19.. TI

V

NNW

VERTIGO...001LE

T1«'/

1M1

wE-

aro
Ilirsti
VERT.OUTPUT

r

0117
Ill -BSS
VEST. MLA/PIER

.NV

 MN,

0201
111-555
SIIIGHTNESS LIM.

To
Rommena

010111-0734
VIDEO

Ir-21e1"

eti-11105
BLANKER

6-1

/EN

MON

NO. Tom

V

NOM.

Now0---e"
",*

Tt%
rraML.,055 it Nei

®
is" -0 8 q>

-20-1 C)
Rua

EP*

ONO

YNrI 4LNM ORM.

N41
Na. MN CON

NINA.
0001.

CNN

Mar
11111.0N 1.11. N
(MT

POET 0.0.0 Won
I.001.0 LEN

meg

..
LW'

0111 i ..- t"
121.455
BIDE FINCuSNION
MIXTAINS INN 0/1111 NNW.,

GORNMING 51111.1-111,1015
...

.NM 'MT
NIG EN NO

NM! 0

ISEIL

mm

1
VY.NN

PRO

J
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ZENITH PART NO.
L901-dtroma take -off coil 95-2982

C263A-2805f *leen cap 250 v 226346 T201 -audio output 'dormer 95-2883
C2638-200pf electr cap 250v T202 -Vert output storm., 95-3072
C263C-300sif elect, cap 175v T204 -deflection yoke 95-2880 or
C263D-40uf electr cap 175v (not interchangeable) 5-93256
R324-thermistor 63-8687 T205 -power storm*, 95-2954
R363 -15M, focus control 63-9967 7207-horiz sweep 'dormer . 5-93297
R711-thermistor 63-8788 T208 -filament storm*, 95-2953-01
R1013 --20K, A.C.C. control 63-8576 A701 -integrator unit 87-11
I 105-41 75MHz trap 20-3287 F201-2.25 a bel-fuse 13892
L.113-4.5MHz trap 20-3289 F202 -heater fuse link 26 mm. loop 91-2061
L201-3.58MHz trap coil 20-1838 of No. 24 AWG copper wire
L213 -filter choke 1125.1 95-2894 F203-400 ma bel-fuse 138-99
L214-horiz osc coil S-68875 VHF tuner 175-1810

-

w.
I

C`

t 221-40
SOUND

 <pp. Co.

0200
121-713

SOUND OUTPUT

1141.

t.

au T.
Lui...<

igr

A...!Plql2.n
no. ... ,i,... 1

4 .., t
an
r. .. ...-.4 :

1. r. v..
--i'"4 a. ;

I
i

I

.'
II

wlN 1.1.1. 1.10 .11.01, 0 r \ .1....

.'t

. Iile M.
.11;

. ....' ri.44.7"."4-46----i",1.74' &I N
..,..4-1vr RI-- ,,...,1It.. 1.1.

1 ;4
4 ,

1W

f nee

...

,t.4.-_©-

0205 gj
121-940
BLUE VIDEO
OUTPUT

0201
121-1140
RED VIDEO
OUTPUT

re

41;182 1-61111 eel

-1m
911944,4040

-1E4.,
OUTPUT

nor

rirr

Ta

ter

40. COLON lent

At IN.

100

ot M.

7.4

µ 2N wTyN

17.7L,r.

area

1,4-1 I I P.+7Al at 11.

gam... tor ,,/r

0010,.

Me

*In a. .a ra.

14.110t 121-4111 CORONA

Kr.

DENIM.

ar4..

to

*INV

sr Or

14,20:( 23000P22
MO- 000
PIX

J"u* ALTERNATE 9-111 "

asr

el

11 Lot .
.I T,.... 11~

oft111111.11

on or..

to

r. (-1route Wow
ile[KILN

N

 NV

TON,

*

* FOR WAVEFORMS 43 THROUGH 49, BYPASS
TEST "D" WITH 1.0 MF CAPACITOR.

0 17V P -P 60 Hz
3 RV O -P 80 Hz

C)I
29V P -P

16.75 KHz

C) 156V PP
15.75 KHz

22
5V P -P

60 Hz

75V P -P

60 Hz

NOT USED

0
I

A. blp110--

4V PP
15.75 KHz

0 1.5V P -P
SORE

% 1

M Y.

Cj1.7V P -P 16.75 KHz

3.8V 0-P 15.75 KHz

.9V PP
60 Hz

14V PP
60 Hz O

NOT USED

ZENITH
Color -TV Chassis
25DC57

C) 24V P -P

15.75 KHz

0 18V PP 0 18V P -P ® 11V P -P 11
76v P.P

13
15.75 KHz 15.75 KHz 15.75 KHz 15.75 KHz

rlo r10

12V PP
16.76 KHz

13
2V P -P

60 Hz

10V PP
60 Hz

*C)

90V P -P

GO HZ

14

31

38

50V P -P

15.75 KHz

27V P -P

60 Hz

64V PP
60 Hz

C) 22V PP
15 75 KHz

5V P -P

60 Hz

8 4.1 PP
60 Hz

NOT USED NOT USED

19

33

39 O

2V P -P 4V P P
15.75 KHz 0 15.75 ICH,

* 0 1.2V P -P
15.75 KHz

20V P -P

60 Hz
24V P -P

110 Hs

22
O 6V P4,

00 Hz

*
41

215V P -P

15 75 KHz

3V P -P

60 Hz

68V P P
toU Hz

5V P -P

15.75 KHz

27V PP
15 75 KHz

C) 15 75 KHz
7V P -P

500V PP
60 Hz

O 2.4V P -P

60 Hz

3V P -P

15.75 KHz

14
3 5V P P

15 75 KHz

22V P P

60 Hz

NOT USED

4 2V P P0 15, 75 KHz

111
41

120V P -P
* 015.75 KHz

C) 1030V P -P

15 75 KHz

1.5V P -P

15.75 KHz

60V PP
15.75 KHz

NOT USED

42

*c)

55 g

1.5V P -P

15.75 KHz

130V P P

15.75 KHz

NOT USED
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1463
PHILCO-FORD

Color -TV Chassis
3CY91

MARCH 1973

ETIEL".22, W=41 Ar
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

VVC TUNER V
COT C11

VHF COO C12LI 01911 NIX B C441 CI3T SW VOLT

MET IN TUNING UHF UHF B 200 NOT VHF VHF -KV CH 2.6
rill VOLT ACC 204 SLED STEED 200 SWED Act .200 CH 1-ITlutO

UHF

ANT IN

WM L.

I LITT

ICIIT

VVC TUNER PA- NEL

(MC)

2

LMT LIST

COT
001

3

BAT

LOOT

2 2
T

5%

2

PrSNIT

Tr

SIt2TeSW3T

'5

[SD] at I -

11T $
El SIGNAL P.W. PANEL

TUNER
OUT

5205-11 MI6

5207-M M17

0203

*81

M25

Apo M24

[S4] To

3

34 M26

utircl VIDEO I F NODULE (VIFC)

:IRS TRAPS 3CI

14735

20rioe 4
IF

ACC IN LF, IC

110

15111
TRAP

4510.007

200

NO
TP7

5116,
OUT

COMPOSITE

VIDEO DUT

5204

rel, 5

IVICII 2-86Uxrl VT

OW ICH 1131 MI

01 1204 5 M5
OVICM 2-6 1 YT Lc
41/ ICA 1-131 V1 U

$20-4- M2

[6u] TO m61
{I l

-200 M20

205-5 M13

205-6 At12

 os- MI5
ACC

I ACT CUT 12

V

3 SANDVC SO M3 TO

55

INN

TP4
I

ACT IN

11 204

21 ACT VVC [cm..

5,. NODULE (VCTC)

;";)
VVC TUNING UNIT

."
(SNOIN IN 2-4 POSITIONS)

TO

P202

(POWER CABLE)

6 3VAC

i,'
1 t i I

SINTd
AcT°(i
DEF P

I. ___ JCHANNEL INDICATOR OYES
3(

MOT

vvc ACT DEFEAT MC TUNER)

DS20IA

I
THRU

(1520114

21

ION TO

1")611705202 LITE DDT

P

LAMP 3L

51202
ACT

DEFEAT

(DOOR)

TuC.OL

pm

DEFEAT

sm

p PHILCOMATIC NODULE IPMMC) IF
ACC

20v

M10

vRiB
VVC

TUNING

ADJUST

SR

300

TV IT MI (CH 0-6 t UMF)
411 TO RIO ICM 113)

ACT OUT (2)

ACT OUT II

SR

2R ,2R

SY TO AV SW 10 Iv

M27

M1 565

CHO

820 I
TPII

ACC

Ci09
410

5%
ST1101

1111

PEAK

304

14437

56201

VOL

15K

0 TO 54

620'
4 70

5205 

(1».». .....

III) I11111T111

AUDIO

2041

:_.14

101

-ITO si5) [40]
A506

4,4441.4 emiem, Nio ,.
14436 M43

14-)
iv C1V

001

G(4215114 IN

4 i115p

 CXA
0(6R

V TO TV

 205

SL

DRIVER

)1 ARO

OUTPUT

2 SOUND NODULE (SOAC) 0

OR

2L LON LEVEL VIDEO MODULE (10/00

DEL AT

LINEp

COMTE
6 34 VIDEO OUT

L
6R YR

4 IV

6511

TIL

TPI4
RI ACC

PM

LITE

"

PM

UR
CONTROL

IR

11

655 ACT 656
, MIL p203

sn
svii

AUTOPM2

(ACT) MAN M2LOy)
02

O'
D5204 DS 03

63 VAC

ACT OFF AUTO OFF _
LAMP LAMP

S202((pio

p NP2i2) [31]

PuT?
SAIL

PM

M7L IHN (LITE)

PM

LITE

AGC/SYNC

NODULE (SAGC)3

VR1F
ff

I F
(410 OF

LE AEU

ARIF

RF

AGC

21. 1 F ACC

3R

COMPOSITE

EC 11 540

vR2F

NOISE ,CANCEL,

IL,IL, 5L
R, 6R

CR

spelt%

rSRIL

vo

PM O''
(CONTRAST)

5625
COLOR

KILL
10K

olv TO 0144

NIL
9101E P1

26(.11 020'
M4L 5% (00

330 E 11,, pk .

560o. p)
5% 00205... CONTRAST

BOO

540 IV

YR VIA)
RED SCR

CMV
00)

OR Al)
CRN SCR.

I ON

0011

195 TO 215

645
1806

620
1506 CIO

5% 001

5001

TERN STRIP
IC PIN IA

05
CRT51 SOCKET

I CAKE ASSY

m41 RED C2 4(4150 TO 1400

I

[5q"x

RAJ" 4.

AIL IN

Il

Sill LILO
PM

MITE) NAN

0'5 _

R3L

IA

5%

ON TO ssv

RL R5L
410 390 1124

5% 5% 5%

MEL

M3L

012068 4203COST.R2V- Civ
BIM 5%
1 51( IF it p)

05 I Mo w
254

1508

002000
PRE -5E1

BRITS

151

M21

200

5207

ARM

CGMTA
ARM

041,51,4*

IRI 21.

0202k
PRE-SET

COLOR

ISO

4101

4 34
5%

402026
COST

COLOR

5K

21,4E

TP12
515476E )1-

010E0 IN

E CHROMA I F.

NODULE ICI FCC

1450

M42 M45

SYNC OUT -105 CATE

NOTES [ON] (TO 1464 RI (0 m60
PULSE

20,7

7R

p24:1139,P)
:Wit

r1,toLoR,
5% 5% eM"TID

PM

tiv
P1FIRTO7ANSIT

6R5201.3K1

MIL
90NANl DOE

R2

TS

5

16292
CIV

151

5%

05
if 5v

R

Tel

R41

151

5%

4

AurgM S1111.

NAN I TINT)PM

A0

002048
UST
TINT
1001

-3,

406

(4150 TO 1400

7(

oar ID

2

136v TO

200v

6 (

ISOM

ISDO

14

V
C R T

25VAOPT2

134V TO 200V

41Sli TO 1404

<FOCUS 4365

1-10 0179

VR3v(A)
RED DR

200

HA (356

R 3R

O

ED Out

,5105(61 CRIT OUT

^
5476 BIU 01/1

Imm mar. Me
A

(N

Oul

OA 5NV

c,10 NA

814[4

M47

VR3O13)

GRN OR

200

33v

ETT.

REO/GRN/BLU

VR3010
BILI DR

200

(39v

IL

MODULE

(RGBC)

a
5R C I 51. VI L

)45 III WI

TP3 TP5 TP2
AT OUT C -I DUT 11-T OUT

14 1411 145110 200

30

MAST IN

Tel
54

1'

6^ TP9

5).

401 MN
PIAK

5R

)4>,5N AUy
TP10

MIS

CONTRAST

134V

RESISTANCES ARE MEASURED 11TH TORE AND CONVERGENCE PANEL DISCONNECTED.
CUICIELIX

VOLTAGES ARE NOMINAL AND CAN VARY ±10%

VOLTAGES INDICATED ARE WITH SIGNAL (3000 MICRO -VOLTS), PRILCOMAT IC SNITCH IWO SET FOP 'ON/AUTOMATIC' OPERATION,

CUSTOMER COLOR AND TINT CONTROLS SET FOR NORMAL.

FOR NO SIGNAL VOLTAGES AND VOLTAGES WITH MODULES REMOVED, REFER TO VOLTAGE CHART IN THIS SECTION.

(3 INDICATES GRAPH LOCATION ON SCHEMATIC WHERE LUG CONNECT IONS ARE LOCATED

COMPONENTS AND LUGS ON SCHEMATIC WHICH END IN *L', SUCH AS RIL, NIL, ETC, ARE LOCATED ON THE PHILCOMATIC SWITCH PANEL.

IT

R

020,21:1, w(t

El SUB. REG.
NODULE ISCRC

L,5L

VR1D

ACC

2EZTE

1151

126

205

4L

SR

111. 11111

A uorr
.05.1.04 "03

CACHO,.000.

iv112D

AK

REF

121
4R

CHROMA/DEMOD/BLANKER

NODULE (CDBC)

IR

kne\y/
..;:%

GIARA0

IL

11

26,2E

M39 M22

,mgo520,3 C01.0 11651 CATE

M32

TO M56 [9]

 0 VIII ICAL SAFETY (REPLACE 1111T11 EXACT SPECIFIED PART AS INDICATED IN PARTS LIST I

 V FEDERAL REGULATION (REPLACE WITH EXACT SPECIFIED PART At INDICATED IN PARTS LIST).

eovVC DOOR CLOSED SIII202 CONTACTS 4 AND 5 CLOSED.

443I(vC DOOR OPEN 011202 CONTACTS I AID 2 CLOSED, CONTACTS 3 AND 4 CLOSED.

pHILCOMATIC SWITCH (smIL ) sHOwN IN '0114AUTONATiC POSI T ION.

*NO CONNECTION - FACTORY USE ONLY.

*-2014 NOmiXAL NORMALLY -T50 ± 20%

M23

5207-2 Till

M33

111AN

TO m6) Dv]
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PH ILCO-FOR D
Color -TV Chassis
3CY91

[IL)

5200 -3

VERT

(11202Ap

""
VERT

HMO moos,

TO M42

RSV Cm
510

TaliI5% 254

ON SAG Inv PANEL411*

512001

011/01F

CRT

COILDECI

0
0103.1

V

L 101

[310

P202

POWER

PLUG

c

2

OP112
DE

PGLUG

003
.01

V

- 1
J

le DEFLECTION P.W. PANEL

wi
1474

SYNC

IN

RIOT

2.2N

1175

MANI9

0
11111
600

41

5 220
5%

PtM
0

SEP

0
51211

NORMAL/SERVICE

SWITCH

[4

41]

Ti020
P

M21
HEW
GAOL

(51] (.55ti57143,1!1-'

M59

SOY

El VERTICAL OSC. I OUT. MODULI (YRAC)0

1110(1A

N,00.4:.3_z
OE"4

mock.

454

4420(5,

Sill
PERT

CENTERING

331311 11
121 1221

VR101

FOCUS

12M

R109 T 1
1111

INKLINK

54 NOR KRIM

FOCUS BLEEDER

24)0.114

31)0.1,4
zor

VERT

OUT

211, .101.01.

©BIOS-
401

w.
IOM 20301

N

M7 VENT OUT.

OUT

.9 401

TO  5Vit *-51110  5V

NOR. OSC. A AFC

NODULE (HOW FRED

V

T

540(15Y:c w.

Ill LER

V
1101

To CRT 4.5KV 26.5KV TO CRT
PIN 9

(SOURCE)
[21]

(souRct)ANODE
Focus @ 0 MA 121-1

- POWER SUPPLY CHASSIS -
'0

RI. 3.51

AM

NOTES

141)0112

FIL

1105

110

NI$ R(.00 ., 0... 
C1021111- 9±C102A Ri04

M +20Y POSER SUPPLY
MODULE (PISC) 0

311411
23050f 24411

0
"40-03

C0101 0

16w

0

1103BA

,

_ {4.150Vore ..k.. - + cow L(SOURCE)
-, . -

250v IN
I C

..I2M04k410 CI 0

A )1
0106

01

IKV

V11111

NOR.

FREO.

r NOR. DEFEAT
10010.10 CIRCUIT

1700.2
AEC

I

-R4 1754 R3V

ITTA11
2T0 J x

1.0,

1131
2201

V
MAW
1.00

I%

NOR

V

V
33111E

251

2%

)i
CI411

05

0311 11114112.M12W

5

3 T5W
PI ON

3
11414

IT
211

2.5A

141
MOROSE

1.5UF

16111 IM

-
OW

4/

1.511

C

1034 111- 5%
GENT 0

/CIES ±C2OW

2;:v 170 tirg

153301owl 0
KO PROMO

OM

11111 ii
T100V

1221 1211
410 410

SOW

/ORE

SOCKET

coe
22K

852

M65

M77

ROKE ASSEMBLY al

)SCR HEAT SINK (PART OF ROVERROVES

2101

5R118

01

1.21 COMMUTATC-2INGso.E is "
iw OKI

Cl' CIOS

S30 M330
DEC

TINE SWIM

401 I101D me

"0 0200% 9/1

204 5211p00-5

420 Kt 0 M67

3310550 t 1

82141
82K
5%

MAW
1111

5%

54
115

5501N53To 1,43 850V
-

[IN] (SOURCE)

+250V
(SOURCE)

1+SUPPLY

204 REG

vR15

+20V
ADJ

7-

51

0:1
ORi02

I50111/
5011 101

21

+50V
(SOURCE)

TO M40
[11]

TO 1159

[to]

+38V TO M26)(SOURCE) [2c)°RIM
OK

ION

+ C101
aI5OOLLF

0v

tN/V\
kINSTAhr C.

20v .
.1015

RESISTANCES ARE MEASURED 111TH YOKE AND CONVERGENCE PANEL DISCONNECTED.

VOLTAGES ARE NOMINAL AND CAN VARY 010%.

VOLTAGES INDICATED ARE 11TH SIGNAL 13000 MICRO -VOLTS), PHILCONAT IC SNITCH ($1111.) SET fOR 'ON /AuTOmAt IC OPERATION,
CUSTOMER COLOR AND TINT CONTROLS SET FOR NORMAL.

FOR NO SIGNAL VOLTAGES AND VOLTAGES 11TH NODULES REMOVED, REFER TO VOLTAGE CHART IN THIS SECTION.

 *-20V SUPPLY NOMINAL. NORMALLY -15V 520%

TO CRT'PIN 1
OIL

+20V
(SOURCE)

TO 137
[II]

TO
1131

[2J1

0101

40011

whoGft(1

.1
.

I Cil1
III

2Kv

0

-;_)

IC61_1_
100 0211

2333

Fll M52

CON R51
.01 560

243 21

V
T411

NO 1

RAIN
AIR TIN

. TOY

±

GCONY.

-0s

a

03

0 Z:013
0411 4-

05004

100K

RIK

250M
504

F1

511051220

150

C2W

.00t/T

21111,
2*

gif N.Y. REGULATOR

NODULE MACK/ 2R

5

3

SONY

ABL

N.Y

REGULATOR

-2
SUPPt0V

IM

121
N V

REG.

TRANS.

5834

m*3*
OUT

54

4 1

121 M56
2/KA All

210

CAR
SOCKET

sm

Se AMR
501-2

5211-1

'1../.1.77c614

Nv.o.A
LIW

GATE

4

C111 REV U
410

4004 11 IIi

RIOW
1508

 0 INDICATES GRAPH LOCATION

 In CRITICAL SAFETY

 V FEDERAL REGULATION (REPLACE 11TH (LACE SPECIFIED PART AS INDICATED IN PARTS LIST I.

 * NO CONNECTION FACTORY USE ONLY

 ** RENO* MODULE

-

[Go [30 .1.0 m2B1- -to 114 [Ti]

CONNECTIONS AA LOC AT ED

1160 M61 N51

104 15151 -TOY KM OUT

ON SCHE MAT IC WHERE LUC

(REPLACE VIII EXACT SPECIFIED PART AS INDICATED IN PANTS LIST I

.015

o Ic 1,
11 ,5750112

1454

COMMUTATING

COIL 550
INPUT Clef

0
"o

To 0,133

TO 132 Del

av
ti MOM/

) AITIQII: 00 NOT
CHECK DC VOLTAGES
ON 0101 OR 0102.
USE SCOPE TO
CHECK PULSE
VOLTAGES.

11111

IT L2W

111

SCR BASE
11011011 VIEW)
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PHILCO-FORD
Color -TV Chassis
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01 Only

gives you
a two year
warranty

LBO -331-3" TRIGGERED SCOPE
Here's tie only 3" portable, triggered scope on
the market - with vertical and horizontal cali-
bration! Offers DC to 7MHz bandwidth and
10mV vertical sensitivity. Sweep time is from
1µs to tOms/div in 15 ranges. It's an all solid
state, portable space -saver that promises more
and gives you the most; probes incl. $379.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
LBO -501-5" TRIGGERED SCOPE.
A proven Leader that one's professional results.
Has triggered sweep; calib. vertical input &
time base; 20mVp-p/cm vert. sensitivity and
DC to IIMHz bandwidth. Has three square
gave cant. voltages. Complete with probes and
'lit stand. $389.95

that's twice as much as
others give you ...

One look at Leader quality and performance
tells you why! Because Leader starts with

the best in design, technical know-how and
components and keeps delivering with pre-

cision and reliability. Get all the facts
about Leader from your distributor. Ask

about the warranty...the better -than -ever
competitive pricing and tremendous value.
Look over our complete line-dual trace

scopes, triggered scopes, generators, sweep
markers, color bar generators, digital multi -

meters, voltmeters, checkers, testers-
whatever you require With guaranteed

performance and dependability, you'll be
way ahead with Leader!

IP 1111.111 ME
IN 111111.11111. I
EN ammoulP. 0

LCG-388-COLOR BAR PATTERN
GENERATOR
The tops in its class ... and better! Provides
absolute digital accuracy via our unique binary
frequency divider. Offers 15 patterns In RF
and video frequencies including 10 gated color
bars, single dot and cross; and absolutely square
crosshatch. There are 2 switch selecabie chan-
nels, a regulated DC power supply and mblent
temperature control. It has solid state portabil-
ity, weighs just 4.6Ibs.... and is one of more
than 40 lab grade Leader instruments that tech-
nicians and engineers can always count on!
All accessories are included. $174.95

"Put us to the test"
111 ii,i4waig,,,

Instruments to believe in. biNgssami-
INSTRUMENTS CORP.

37 27 Twenty -Seventh Street,
Long Island City. N.Y. 11101 (212) 729 7410

. . . for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card



Now -2 year inboarded warranty
on RCA all -new

Hi-Lite Color picture tubes
with an optional third year if your customers want it

It's another profit -making reason to sell
Hi-Lite color replacement tubes-a 2 year
inboarded warranty from the date of in-
stallation, plus an optional third year at
modest additional charge.

This warranty will help you sell customers
on replacing the tube instead of the set. It
will help keep them coming back for serv-
ice on their TV sets and other equipment.
And it's further proof of the quality we

build into this top performance line of
tubes.

You can sell with extra confidence, main-
tain your own professional reputation,
when you sell Hi-Lite. Get full details from
your local RCA distributor. RCA/Elec-
tronic Components/Harrison/N.J. 07029

RCA


